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.. , OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO 
LOREN WAGNER; DENA LE WAGNER, and GREGORY WAGNER, individually 
and as shareholders of WANOOKA FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs-Respondents, 
V. 
RUSSELL WAGNER; STUART WAGNER; TOM WAGNER; and JEFF WAGNER, 
individually and as officers, directors and shareholders of W ANOOKA FARMS, INC., 
an Idaho corporation, 
Defendants, 
and 
WANOOKA FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
Appealed from the District Court of the Second 
Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in 
and for the County of Latah 
HONORABLE MICHAEL J. GRIFFIN, DISTRICT JUDGE 
TODD.GEIDL 
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
PETERJ. SMITH IV 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT 
Filed this_ day of ____ __, 2015. 
STEPHEN W. KENYON, CLERK 
By ________ _ 
Deputy 
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individually and as officers, directors and ) 
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CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL 
Appeal from the District Court of the Second Judicial District of the State of Idaho, 
in and for the County of Latah 
HONORABLE MICHAEL J. GRIFFIN 
District Judge 
PETER J. SMITH IV 
601 EAST FRONT AVENUE 
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83814 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT 
TODD.GEIDL 
CREASON, MOORE, & DOKKEN, PLLC 
1219 IDAHO STREET 
LEWISTON, ID 83501 
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
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New Case Filed - Other Claims John R. Stegner 
Plaintiff: Wagner, Loren A Appearance Theodore John R. Stegner 
0. Creason 
Plaintiff: Wagner, Dena Le Appearance Theodore John R. Stegner 
0. Creason 
Plaintiff: Wagner, Gregory W Appearance 
Theodore 0. Creason 
John R. Stegner 
Filing: A - All initial civil case filings of any type not John R. Stegner 
listed in categories B-H, or the other A listings 
below Paid by: Creason, Theodore 0. (attorney 
for Wagner, Gregory W) Receipt number: 
0206835 Dated: 8/22/2013 Amount: $96.00 











John R. Stegner 
John R. Stegner 
John R. Stegner 
John R. Stegner 
John R. Stegner 
John R. Stegner 
John R. Stegner 
John R. Stegner 
John R. Stegner 
John R. Stegner 
Hearing Scheduled (Attention 02/24/2014 08:00 John R. Stegner 
AM) Rule 16 
Acknowledgment of Service John R. Stegner 
Affidavit Of Service John R. Stegner 
Answer of Wanooka Farms, Inc John R. Stegner 
Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other John R. Stegner 
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: lukins and 
annis Receipt number: 0207660 Dated: 
9/24/2013 Amount: $66.00 (Cashiers Check) For: 
Wanooka Farms, Inc (defendant) 
Defendant: Wanooka Farms, Inc Appearance 
Peter J. Smith 
Stipulation to Accept Service via email - 2 
Affidavit Of Service 
Notice Of Appearance 
John R. Stegner 
John R. Stegner 
John R. Stegner 
John R. Stegner 
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Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other John R. Stegner 
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: amendola 
Receipt number: 0207948 Dated: 10/3/2013 
Amount: $66.00 (Cashiers Check) For: Wagner, 
Jeff (defendant), Wagner, Russel Dwayne 
(defendant), Wagner, Stuart (defendant) and 
Wagner, Tom (defendant) 
Defendant: Wagner, Russel Dwayne Appearance John R. Stegner 
Gary I. Amendola 
Defendant: Wagner, Stuart Appearance Gary I. John R. Stegner 
Amendola 
Defendant: Wagner, Tom Appearance Gary I. John R. Stegner 
Amendola 
Defendant: Wagner, Jeff Appearance Gary I. John R. Stegner 
Amendola 
Motion to Disqualify 
Order of Disqualification (Stegner) 
Order Assigning Judge (Griffin) 
Change Assigned Judge 
Notice Of Service 
John R. Stegner 
John R. Stegner 
John R. Stegner 
Michael J. Griffin 
Michael J. Griffin 
Notice Of Service Pursuant to IRCP 33 and 34 - Michael J. Griffin 
4 
Answer Michael J. Griffin 
Notice Of Service of Wanooka Farms, First Set of Michael J. Griffin 
Discovery Requests for Plaintiff Loren Wagner 
Notice Of Service of Wanooka Farms, First Set of Michael J. Griffin 
Discovery Requests for Plaintiff Gregory Wagner 
Notice Of Service of Wanooka Farms, First Set of Michael J. Griffin 
Discovery Requests for Plaintiff Dena Le Wagner 
Notice Of Service of Wanooka Farms, Inc. Michael J. Griffin 
Responses to Plaintiffs First Set of 
Interrogatories and Requests for Production of 
Documents 
Notice Of Service Michael J. Griffin 
Notice Of Service of Wanooka Farms Second Set Michael J. Griffin 
of Requests for Production of Documents to Plf 
Loren Wagner 
Notice Of Service of Wanooka Farms Second Set Michael J. Griffin 
of Requests for Production of Document of 
Plaintiff Dena Le Wagner 
Notice Of Service of Wanooka Farms Michael J. Griffin 
Supplemental Response to Plaintiffs First Set of 
Request for Production No. 4 
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Date Code User Judge 
11/20/2013 NOSR BETH Notice Of Service of Wanooka Farms, Inc. Michael J. Griff
in 
Second Supplemental Response to Plaintiff's First 
Set of Requests for Production No 4 
MISC SUE Election by Wanooka Farms Inc Pursuant to IC Michael J. Griffin 
30-1-1434 
11/26/2013 NOSR SUE Notice Of Service of Wanooka Farms Third Michael J. Griffin 
Supplemental Response to Plaintiffs' First Set of 
Requests for Production No. 5 
12/6/2013 NOSR SUE Notice Of Service Michael J. Griffin 
NOSR SUE Notice Of Service Michael J. Griffin 
NOSR SUE Notice Of Service Michael J. Griffin 
NOSR SUE Notice Of Service Michael J. Griffin 
NOSR SUE Notice Of Service Michael J. Griffin 
NOSR SUE Notice Of Service Michael J. Griffin 
1/6/2014 NOSR SUE Notice Of Service Michael J. Griffin 
1/9/2014 NOSR SUE Notice Of Service Michael J. Griffin 
NOSR SUE Notice Of Service Michael J. Griffin 
1/16/2014 NOSR SUE Notice Of Service of Wanooka Farms, Inc Fourth Michael J. Griffin 
Supplemental Response to Plaitiff's First Set of 
Requests for Produciton No. 7, 9, 11 and 12 
NOSR SUE Notice Of Service of Wanooka Farm's Inc. Michael J. Griffin 
Responses to Set of Interrogatories and 
Requests for Production 
1/17/2014 NOSR SUE Notice Of Service of Wanooka Farms, Inc's Fifth Michael J. Griffin 
Supplemental Response to Plaintiffs' First Set of 
Requests for Production Nos 6 and 10 
NOSR SUE Notice Of Service of Wanooka Farms lnc.'s Sixth Michael J. Griffin 
Supplemental Response to Plaintiff's First Set of 
Requests to Production No. 20 
1/23/2014 MOTN SUE Wanooka Farms, Inc. Motion for Stay and Michael J. Griffin 
Determination of Fair Value of Plaintiffs' Shares 
Pursuant to IC 30-1-1434(4) 
1/24/2014 NOTC SUE Notice of Joining in Motion Michael J. Griffin 
NOSR SUE Notice Of Service of Wanooka Farms, lnc.'s Michael J. Griffin 
Supplemental Response to Requests for 
Production No. 16 
1/27/2014 NOSR SUE Notice Of Service of Loren Wagner's Michael J. Griffin 
Supplemental Answers to Wanooka Farms, Inc 
Discovery Requests Interrogatories: No. 6, 7 8, 
10, 15, 16, 18.19, 20, 23, 24 and 25 
MOTN SUE Plaintiff's Motion for Stay and Determination of Michael J. Griffin 
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Notice Of Hearing RE: Motion for Stay and 
Determination of Fair Value of Shares 
Michael J. Griffin 
Wanooka Farms, Inc's Memorandum in Support Michael J. Griffin 
of Motion for Stay and Determinaton of Fair Value 
of Plaintiffs Shares ... 
Notice Of Hearing - TELEPHONIC Michael J. Griffin 
March 31, 2014: 8:30 am 
IN GRANGEVILLE 
Stipulated Order Granting Wanooka Farms, lnc.'s Michael J. Griffin 
Motion for Stay and Determination of Fair Value 
of Plaintiffs' Shares Pursuant to IC 30-1-1434(4) 
Hearing Scheduled (Evidentiary 09/03/2014 Michael J. Griffin 
09:00 AM - 2:00PM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Evidentiary 09/04/2014 
09:00 AM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Evidentiary 09/05/2014 
09:00 AM) 
Michael J. Griffin 
Michael J. Griffin 
Notice Of Hearing Michael J. Griffin 
Notice Of Taking Deposition OT of the Keep of Michael J. Griffin 
Records of American West Bank 
Notice Of Taking Deposition OT of Terry Eng Michael J. Griffin 
Notice of Taking Deposition OT of John Widman Michael J. Griffin 
Notice Of Taking Deposition DT of the Keeper of Michael J. Griffin 
Records of Farmington State Bank 
Notice Of Taking Deposition OT of Tim Bruyea Michael J. Griffin 
Amended Notice of Taking Deposition DT of the Michael J. Griffin 
Keeper of Records of American West Bank 
Notice Of SeNice of Wanooka Farm's Inc. Third Michael J. Griffin 
Set of Requests for Production of Documents to 
Plaintiff Lroen Wagner 
Affidavit Of SeNice Michael J. Griffin 
Plaintiffs Disclosure of Expert Witnesses Michael J. Griffin 
M & M Court Reporting - 2 Michael J. Griffin 
Notice of Compliance Michael J. Griffin 
Notice of Compliance Michael J. Griffin 
Notice Of SeNice of Wanooka Farms, Inc's Michael J. Griffin 
Supplemental Response to Plaintiffs First Set of 
Interrogatories No. 1 
Second Notice of Compliance Michael J. Griffin 
Second Notice of Compliance Michael J. Griffin 
Notice of Taking Depo DR of Wanooka Farms, Michael J. Griffin 
Inc Pursuant to Rule 30 (b)(6) 
M & M Court Reporting - 2 1 
Date: 1/14/2015 Sec udicial District Court - Latah County User: RANAE 
Time: 04:08 PM ROA Report 
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Date Code User Judge 
7/22/2014 NOTC SUE Notice of Taking Deposition of Loren Wagner Michael J. Griffin 
7/30/2014 DWIT SUE Expert Witness Disclosure of Defendant Michael J. Griffin 
Wanooka Farms, Inc. 
8/6/2014 MOTN SUE Plaintiffs Motion for Order to Shorten Time for Michael J. Griffin 
Hearing on Motion to Vacate and Reschedule 
Valuation Hearing and Discovery Deadlines 
NTCC SUE Notice Of Telephonic Hearing Michael J. Griffin 
MOTt\J SUE Motion to Vacate and Reschedule Valuation Michael J. Griffin 
Hearing and Discovery Deadlines 
NTCC SUE Notice Of Telephonic Hearing Michael J. Griffin 
August 14, 2014: 4:30 pm 
Attorneys will call Idaho County 
8/8/2014 NTHR SUE Amended Notice Of Telephonic Hearing RE: Plf Michael J. Griffin 
Motion for Order to Shorten Time for Hearing on 
Motion to Vacate and Reschedule 
NTHR SUE Amended Notice Of Telephonic Hearing RE: Michael J. Griffin 
Motion to Vacate and Reschedule Valuation 
Hearing and Discovery Deadlines 
8/12/2014 NOTC SUE Notice of Joining in Objection Michael J. Griffin 
OBJC SUE Objection to Request for a Continuance Michael J. Griffin 
MISC SUE Declaration of Peter J. Smith IV in Opposition to Michael J. Griffin 
Plaintiffs' Request for a Continuance 
MISC SUE STARTED FILE #2 Michael J. Griffin 
8/18/2014 ORDR SUE Order Continuing Trial Michael J. Griffin 
HRSC SUE Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial 10/06/2014 Michael J. Griffin 
09:00 AM) 
HRVC SUE Hearing result for Evidentiary scheduled on Michael J. Griffin 
09/05/2014 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
HRVC SUE Hearing result for Evidentiary scheduled on Michael J. Griffin 
09/04/2014 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
HRVC SUE Hearing result for Evidentiary scheduled on Michael J. Griffin 
09/03/2014 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
8/19/2014 PWIT SUE Plaintiffs Supplemental Disclosure for Expert Michael J. Griffin 
Witnesses 
8/29/2014 MISC SUE M & M Reporting : Deponent : Loren Wagner Michael J. Griffin 
9/11/2014 NOSR SUE Notice Of Service Michael J. Griffin 
9/16/2014 NOTC SUE Notice of Taking Deposition of Paul Hyde Michael J. Griffin 
9/17/2014 NOTC SUE Amended Notice of Taking Depa of Paul Hyde Michael J. Griffin 
9/23/2014 STIP SUE Stipulation to Number of Shares Held by Each Michael J. Griffin 
Shareholder of Wanooka Farms, Inc. 
9/30/2014 DWIT SUE Defendant Wanooka Farms Witness List Michael J. Griffin 
DEFE SUE Defendant Wanooka Farms Exhibit List Michael J. Griffin 
Date: 1i14/2015 Sec udicial District Court - Latah County User: RANAE 
Time: 04:08 PM ROA Report 
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Date Code User Judge 
10/1/2014 DEFE SUE Defendant Wanooka Farms Amended Exhibit Michael J. Griffin 
List 
10/3/2014 BREF SUE Defendant Wanooka Farms Trial Brief Michael J. Griffin 
10/6/2014 CTST MAUREEN Hearing result for Court Trial scheduled on Michael J. Griffin 
10/06/2014 09:00 AM: Court Trial Started 
CTMN MAUREEN Court Minutes Michael J. Griffin 
DCHH MAUREEN District Court Hearing Held Michael J. Griffin 
Court Reporter:vKeith Evans 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
10/7/2014 BREF SUE Plaintiffs Trial Brief Michael J. Griffin 
CTMN MAUREEN Court Minutes Michael J. Griffin 
DCHH MAUREEN District Court Hearing Held Michael J. Griffin 
Court Reporter:Keith Evans 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
10/8/2014 HRSC MAUREEN Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial 10/16/2014 Michael J. Griffin 
08:30 AM) Continuation of Court Trial 
HRSC MAUREEN Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial 10/17/2014 Michael J. Griffin 
08:30 AM) Continuation of Court Trial 
10/16/2014 HRHD MAUREEN Hearing result for Court Trial scheduled on Michael J. Griffin 
10/16/2014 08:30 AM: Hearing Held 
Continuation of Court Trial 
CTMN MAUREEN Court Minutes Michael J. Griffin 
DCHH MAUREEN District Court Hearing Held Michael J. Griffin 
Court Reporter: Keith Evans 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
DEFE MAUREEN Defendant(s) Second Amended Exhibit List Michael J. Griffin 
10/17/2014 HRHD MAUREEN Hearing result for Court Trial scheduled on Michael J. Griffin 
10/17/2014 08:30 AM: Hearing Held 
Continuation of Court Trial 
CTMN MAUREEN Court Minutes Michael J. Griffin 
DCHH MAUREEN District Court Hearing Held Michael J. Griffin 
Court Reporter: Keith Evans 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: over 500 pages-$3,000.00 
10/21/2014 HRSC MAUREEN Hearing Scheduled (Attention 10/31/2014 05:00 Michael J. Griffin 
PM) written closing arguments to be filed 
10/31/2014 ARGU SUE Plaintiffs Closing Argument Michael J. Griffin 
HRVC SUE Hearing result for Attention scheduled on Michael J. Griffin 
10/31/2014 05:00 PM: Hearing Vacated written 
closing arguments to be filed 
11/3/2014 ARGU SUE Defendant Wanooka Farms Closing Argument Michael J. Griffin 
Date: 1/14/2015 
Time: 04:08 PM 
Page 7 of 7 
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User: RANAE 
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Judgment - $3,344.00 per share 
Michael J. Griffin 
Michael J. Griffin 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Comparing And Michael J. Griffin 
Conforming A Prepared Record, Per Page Paid 
by: creason moore dokken geidl Receipt number: 
0218243 Dated: 11/21/2014 Amount: $1.50 
(Cashiers Check) 
Miscellaneous Payment~ For Certifying The Same Michael J. Griffin 
Additional Fee For Certificate And Seal Paid by: 
creason moore dokken geidl Receipt number: 
0218243 Dated: 11/21/2014 Amount: $1.00 
(Cashiers Check) 
Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Michael J. Griffin 
Supreme Court Paid by: Smith, Peter J. 
(attorney for Wanooka Farms, Inc) Receipt 
number: 0218307 Dated: 11/25/2014 Amount 
$129.00 (Cashiers Check) For: Wanooka Farms, 
Inc (defendant) 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 218308 Dated Michael J. Griffin 
11/25/2014 for 3900.00) 
NOTICE OF APPEAL Michael J. Griffin 
Motion to Stay Enforcement of Judgment Michael J. Griffin 
Affidavit of Russel Wagner in Support of Motion Michael J. Griffin 
for Stay to the District Court 
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Stay Michael J. Griffin 
Enforcement of Judgment 
S.C. -Appellant Wanooka Farms, lnc.'s Michael J. Griffin 
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Stay 
Enforcement of Judgment 
Order Denying Motion for Stay of Judgment Michael J. Griffin 
S.C. - Re: Motion to Stay Michael J. Griffin 
Theodore 0. Creason, ISB #1563 
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CREASON, MOORE, DOKKEN GEIDL, PLLC 
1219 Idaho Street 
P.O. Drawer 835 
Levviston, ID 83501 
(208) 743-1516 
Fax(208)746-2231 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
LOREN WAGNER; DENA LE WAGNER; ) 
AND GREGORY WAGNER, individually and ) 
as shareholders of WANOOKA FARMS, ) 
INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
RUSSEL WAGNER, STUART WAGNER, 
TOM WAGNER, and JEFF WAGNER, 
individually and as officers, directors and 
shareholders of W ANOOKA FARMS, INC., 
an Idaho corporation; and W ANOOKA 



















Fee Category: A 
Fee: $96.00 
COME NOW, the plaintiffs, and for cause of action against the defendants allege as 
foilows: 
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I. JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
Defendant Wanooka Farms, Inc. (hereinafter "Wanooka Farm" or "the 
Corporation"), is an Idaho general business corporation, duly licensed and registered to do 
business in the state of Idaho, with a principal place of business in Latah County at 1060 
Wanooka Farms Road, Desmet, Idaho 83824. 
2. Plaintiffs Loren Wagner, Dena Le Wagner, and Gregory Wagner are shareholders 
ofWanooka Farms. 
3. Plaintiffs Loren Wagner, Dena Le Wagner, and Gregory Wagner are residents of 
Latah County, Idaho. 
4. Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner are 
shareholders of Wanooka Farms. 
5. Defendant Russel Wagner is a resident of Latah County, Idaho whose mailing 
address is 1415 Evergreen Road, Farmington, Washington 99128. 
6. Defendant Stuart Wagner is a resident of Rathdrum, Idaho, whose mailing address 
is 13306 W. Biggs Road, Rathdrum, Idaho 83858. 
7. Defendant Tom Wagner is a resident of Seattle, Washington, whose mailing 
address is 5101 25th Avenue NE #D550, Seattle, Washington 98105. 
8. Defendant Jeff \Vagner is a resident of Chattaroy, Washington, whose mailing 
address is 1410 E. Denison, Chattaroy, Washington 99003. 
9. Jurisdiction is proper in the district court pursuant to Idaho Code section 1-2210 
and Rule of Civil Procedure 82(c)(2)(A). 
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10. Venue is proper in the District Court of the Second Judicial District in and for the 
County Latah pursuant to Idaho Code section 5-404. 
11. Defendant Wanooka Farms is named in this matter as a nominal plaintiff, through 
whom the individual plaintiffs bring derivative claims as set forth herein, as a substantive 
defendant for claims arising against it as set forth herein, and a nominal defendant as required by 
Idaho Code§§ 30-1-1430 et seq. 
II. FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS-CLAIMS IN LAW & EQUITY 
12. Plaintiffs reallege the material allegations set forth above and for a claim against 
the defendants further alleges as follows: 
A. History, Structure, & Corporate Status of Wanooka Farms 
13. Wanooka Farms was incorporated in the state ofldaho on August, 9, 1965. 
14. Wanooka Farms was formed by August and Lillian Wagner, husband and wife, 
and their two sons, Robert "Bud" Wagner and Arthur Wagner. 
15. Wanooka Farms was established with 1,000 shares, divided equally between the 
four founders. 
16. The shares held by August and Lillian Wagner were transferred to Arthur and 
Robert Wagner, at an amount of 250 shares each, on June 30, 1973 and June 30, 1983, 
respectively. 
17. The stock arrangement was reorganized on December 7, 1987 and December 18, 
1991. 
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18. In the December 18, 1991 stock reorganization, the corporation issued 700 shares 
voting common stock and 300 shares of non-voting common stock. 
19. The current breakdown of the Corporation's voting stock shares is as follows: 
a. Plaintiff Loren Wagner, 110 shares 
b. Plaintiff Dena Le Wagner, 10 shares 
c. Plaintiff Gregory Wagner, 110 shares 
d. Defendant Russel Wagner, 175 shares 
e. Defendant Stuart Wagner, 110 shares 
f. Defendant Thomas Wagner, 10 shares 
g. Defendant Jeff Wagner, 175 shares. 
20. Shares in Wanooka Farms have not been held by any person or entity other than 
the descendants of August and Lillian Wagner. 
21. The governing Articles of Incorporation, at all times material hereto, were adopted 
on December 13, 1991. 
22. The governing Bylaws, at all times material hereto, were adopted on October 18, 
1987 and are attached hereto as Exhibit 1. 
23. In accordance with article III, section 1 of the bylaws, the Wanooka Farms' board 
of directors consists of between one and nine directors. 
24. At all times material hereto, Wanooka Farms has operated with four directors. 
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25. Plaintiffs Loren Wagner, Dena Le Wagner, and Gregory Wagner and Defendants 
Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner are all grandchildren of August 
and Lillian Wagner and children of either Robert Wagner or Arthur Wagner. 
26. As children, Plaintiffs Loren Wagner, Dena Le Wagner, and Gregory Wagner and 
Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner participated in the 
operations of Wanooka Farms and were provided remuneration for that participation. 
27. The stated intent of Wanooka Farms was to help provide for descendants of 
Robert Wagner and Arthur Wagner, who wished to participate in the farming operation, through 
the assets of Wanooka Farms. 
28. Wanooka Farms has been used to provide for shareholders in various manners, 
including the provision of corporate housing and a corporate shop for Plaintiffs Dena Le Wagner 
and Gregory Wagner, and Defendant Russel Wagner. 
29. Wanooka Farms has also provided employment, salary and benefits to various 
family members at various times since its inception. 
30. Plaintiff Loren Wagner and Plaintiff Greg Wagner have historically worked in 
Wanooka Farms' lentil processing operation. 
31. Plaintiff Dena Wagner worked in Wanooka Farms' lentil processing operation in 
2009 and 2010. 
32. Wanooka Farms is a closely held corporation. 
B. Negotiation for Divisive Reorganization of Wanooka Farms; Corporate Dispute; & 
Improper Takeover. 
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33. Beginning in 2007, the shareholders and directors of Wanooka Farms decided to 
pursue affecting a divisive re-organization Wanooka Farms, pursuant to recommendations 
made by Wanooka Farm's legal counsel, T.F.S. Rasmussen. 
34. Prior to and subsequent to that decision, the shareholders and directors of 
Wanooka Farms made a series of decisions and approved expenditures in furtherance of that 
decision, as advised by T.F.S. Rasmussen. 
35. On February 9, 2009, the following individuals were elected to serve as members 
of the Corporation's board of directors: Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Loren Wagner, and 
Jeff Wagner. 
36. The individuals elected at the February 9, 2009 meeting continued to serve on the 
board of directors until March 7, 2010. 
3 7. Pursuant to the corporate by laws, directors of the Corporation are to be elected by 
cumulative voting. 
38. On March 7, 2010, the Corporation's shareholders held a meeting at which they 
purported to elect a new board of directors. 
39. At the meeting, the following individuals were nominated to fill the four director 
positions: Russel Wagner, Tom Wagner, Jeff Wagner, Stuart Wagner, and Loren Wagner. 
40. Contrary to the procedures established in the corporate bylaws, in voting their 
shares to elect new directors, shareholders were only permitted to cast their votes for slates of 
candidates. 
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41. The ballots utilized in conducting the election required shareholders to choose 
slates of candidates, each slate consisting of four names to fill each director position. 
42. The voting procedure utilized at the meeting made it impossible for the 
shareholders to exercise their right to elect directors through cumulative voting. 
43. When confronted about the failure to utilize cumulative voting, the board member 
presiding over the meeting, Russell Wagner, informed the shareholders that votes could only be 
cast for slates of candidates. 
44. At the March 7, 2010 meeting the following-named persons were purportedly 
elected directors of Wanooka Farms: Russel Wagner, Tom Wagner, Jeff Wagner, and Stuart 
Wagner. The election purpmied to replace Loren Wagner with Tom Wagner as a director. 
45. Had the cumulative voting procedure mandated by the corporate bylaws been 
followed, plaintiff, Loren Wagner, would have retained his position on the board of directors. 
The unauthorized voting procedure utilized at the meeting deprived Loren Wagner of a seat on 
the board of directors of Wanooka Farms. 
46. At the time of the March 7, 2010 meeting, the plaintiffs had control of a sufficient 
number of shares, which if cumulatively voted would have ensured Mr. Wagner's election to the 
board of directors. At least Twenty-Five Percent (25%) of the voting shares-the percentage 
required to ensure a position on Wanooka Farms' board of directors-would have been cast to 
elect Loren Wagner as a member of the board. 
47. If the election had been properly conducted, Loren Wagner would have received 
920 share votes out of 2,800 share votes available, or approximately one-third of shares entitled 
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to vote. The following shareholders would have cast all of their share votes in favor of Loren 
Wagner: Kyle Wagner (160 share votes), Loren Wagner (280 share votes), Dena Le Wagner (40 
share votes), and Gregory Wagner (440 share votes). 
48. Since the invalid board election was held, Loren Wagner has been excluded from 
the meetings of the board of directors and denied his right to vote at meetings of the board of 
directors. 
49. After the March 7, 2010, meeting, the acting board purported to elect the 
following individuals to serve as officers of the Corporation: 
a. Russel Wagner, president 
b. Stuart Wagner, vice-president 
c. Gary Wagner, secretary 
d. Loren Wagner, treasurer 
50. Prior to the 2010 officer election, Loren Wagner was already serving as the 
Corporation's treasurer. 
51. The directors purportedly elected at the annual shareholders' meeting assembled 
at some time thereafter and assumed to hold a meeting of the board of directors to remove Loren 
Wagner as an officer of the Corporation. 
52. On April 22, 2010, Loren Wagner was informed that the newly elected board of 
directors had removed him as treasurer of the Corporation. 
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53. After removing Loren Wagner as treasurer, the acting board informed the 
financial institutions with which the Corporation conducted business that Loren Wagner no 
longer had authority to sign instruments on behalf of Wanooka Farms. 
54. Aside from Loren Wagner, no other shareholder, officer, or director of the 
Corporation has the knowledge or experience required to operate and manage the Wanooka 
Farms' business affairs. 
55. Throughout the discussions regarding divisive reorganization (2007 to present), 
the stated intent of the shareholders and directors was the divide Wanooka Farms along 
operational activities. 
56. The stated intent of the shareholders and directors was to develop an equitable 
process by which the milling operation would be separated from the leasing operation, with the 
milling operation being transferred to Plaintiffs Loren Wagner, Greg Wagner, and Dena Wagner. 
57. Throughout the pursuit of reorganization (2007 to present), Defendants Russel 
Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner conspired and agreed to engage in 
conduct to frustrate the stated purpose of determining an equitable divisive reorganization, by: 
(a) seeking to inflate the value of the milling operation that was to be 
allocated to Plaintiffs Loren Wagner, Greg Wagner, and Dena Wagner; 
(b) hiring legal and accounting consultants, under the pretext of completing 
the divisive reorganization, but then providing those consultants with inaccurate, 
misleading, and/or false information concerning Wanooka Farms' assets and liabilities; 
( c) withholding corporate financial information from Plaintiff Loren Wagner; 
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(d) providing Plaintiff Loren Wagner with false or misleading information 
regarding the status of corporate obligations on which Plaintiff Loren Wagner was a 
guarantor or co-borrower; 
(e) instructing lending institutions, which held obligations of Wanooka Farms 
on which Plaintiff Loren Wagner was a guarantor or co-borrower, that the institutions 
were not to provide information to Plaintiff Loren Wagner regarding the status of the 
obligation; 
(f) attempting to coerce consent to the divisive reorganization as proposed by 
Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner through 
manipulation of the process for selecting persons with corporate authority; and 
(g) threatening to destroy and then destroying the milling operation by 
notifying growers only two weeks before harvest that the Wanooka Farms' milling 
operation was closed. 
58. The actions set forth in the paragraph 57 were conducted in order to minimize the 
assets which would be allocated to Plaintiffs Loren Wagner, Greg Wagner, and Dena Wagner 
and, increase the actual value of assets allocated to Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, 
Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner 
59. The actions set forth in the paragraph 57(g) were conducted in an attempt to 
destroy the Wanooka Farms' milling operation which had been managed and developed by 
Plaintiff Loren Wagner and to destroy Plaintiff Loren Wagner's professional reputation and book 
of business. 
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60. The conduct of Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff 
as set forth herein, was knowing, willful and malicious. 
61. Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner have 
used their position at Wanooka Farms to their individual benefit by: 
(a) employing legal and accounting professionals to provide personal services 
through the use of corporate funds; 
(b) using the proceeds from the sale of corporate assets for personal interests; 
( c) using corporate assets for personal interests; and 
(d) directing corporate funds to Robert ·wagner under the pretext of 
"consulting" fees. 
C. Direct Claims for Abuse of Minority Shareholders by Majority Shareholders 
62. Plaintiffs reallege the material allegations set forth above and for a claim against 
the defendants further alleges as follows: 
63. As set forth above, the March 7, 2010 takeover was in contravention of the bylaws 
and contrary to the fiduciary duty which Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom 
Wagner, and Jeff Wagner held to Plaintiffs. 
64. Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner 
stripped Plaintiff Loren Wagner of authority to transact business on behalf of Wanooka Farms by 
terminating the lentil processing business. 
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65. Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner 
stripped Plaintiff Loren Wagner of the purpose of his employment with Wanooka Farms by 
terminating the lentil processing business. 
66. Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner 
deprived Plaintiff Loren Wagner of his reasonable expectations of employment and income in 
Wanooka Farms by terminating the lentil processing business. 
67. Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner have 
breached their fiduciary duty to Plaintiff Loren Wagner by attempting to destroy his professional 
reputation and means of income under the pretext of corporate action. 
68. Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner 
stripped Plaintiff Greg Wagner of the purpose of his employment with Wanooka Farms by 
terminating the lentil processing business. 
69. Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner 
deprived Plaintiff Greg Wagner of his reasonable expectations of employment and income in 
Wanooka Farms by terminating the lentil processing business. 
70. Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner 
stripped Plaintiff Dena Wagner of the purpose of her employment with Wanooka Farms by 
terminating the lentil processing business. 
71. Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner 
deprived Plaintiff Dena Wagner of his reasonable expectations of employment and income in 
Wanooka Farms by terminating the lentil processing business. 
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72. Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner have 
their fiduciary duty to Plaintiffs Dena Wagner and Greg Wagner by threatening to evict 
them from corporate housing unless they capitulated to the demands of Defendants Russel 
Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner. 
73. Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner have 
acted in bad faith and breached their fiduciary duties to Plaintiffs Loren Wagner, Dena Wagner 
and Greg Wagner by not using an alternative and less harmful means of pursuing the corporate 
purpose of Wanooka Farms. 
D. Derivative Claims Brought on Behalf of Wanooka Farms 
74. Plaintiffs reallege the material allegations set forth above and for a claim against 
the defendants further allege as follows: 
75. On May 10, 2013, Plaintiffs made written demand upon the Corporation to take 
suitable action; a copy of the demand is attached hereto as Exhibit 2. 
76. Plaintiffs fairly and adequately represent the interests of the Corporation's 
shareholders that are similarly situated. 
77. Defendant directors were purportedly elected to be the board of directors of 
Wanooka Farms on March 7, 2010, and accepted the directorships. Under color of the pretended 
election, the defendant directors claim these offices and unlawfully continue to hold them and to 
improperly exercise the duties of the offices. 
78. The actions of the defendants m their purported capacity as directors have 
damaged the Corporation and its shareholders. 
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Claims for Judicial Dissolution/Division of Wanooka Farms 
79. Plaintiffs reallege the material allegations set forth above and for a claim against 
the defendants further alleges as follows: 
80. While acting as directors, Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom 
Wagner, and Jeff Wagner have acted and are acting in a manner that is oppressive and irreparable 
injury to Wanooka Farms is threatened or being suffered by reason thereof. 
81. Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner have 
engaged in oppressive conduct by defeating the reasonable expectations of the minority 
shareholders, Plaintiffs, in committing their capital and labor to the pa1iicular enterprise. 
82. Plaintiffs reasonable expectations include management of Wanooka Farms in a 
manner that is in the best interests of all shareholders. Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart 
Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner defeated this reasonable expectation when they ceased 
operation of the mill. 
83. Plaintiffs reasonable expectations also include management that refrains from 
damaging Wanooka Farms in an attempt to improve negotiating leverage in disputes between 
shareholders. Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuaii Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner 
defeated this reasonable expectation when they ceased operation of the mill. 
84. Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner have 
caused Wanooka Farms to suffer irreparable injury by causing a loss in the corporate value and 
potential tax penalties. 
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III. PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
L a Writ of Mandate pursuant to Idaho Code § 7-302 compelling recognition 
and admission of Plaintiff Loren Wagner to the board of directors. 
2. For a Writ of Prohibition pursuant to Idaho Code § 7-402 arresting all proceedings 
of the board of directors of Wanooka Farms until such time as Plaintiff Loren Wagner is 
recognized as a rightful director. 
3. For an award of damages in favor of Plaintiffs, personally, against Defendants 
Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner for all direct claims pled herein. 
4. For an award of damages in favor of Plaintiffs, derivatively, against Defendants 
Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner for all derivative claims pled 
herein. 
5. For an order removing the defendant directors from office and requiring them to 
cease acting as directors of Wanooka Farms; 
6. For an order setting aside the actions taken by the illegally constituted board of 
directors purportedly elected on March 7, 2010; 
7. For an order setting aside the shareholders' meeting held on March 7, 2010, and 
the election purported to be held thereon, and requiring that a new meeting be called; 
8. For an order directing a proper election for the Wanooka Farms' board of 
directors be held; 
9. For an order barring defendant directors from reelection as directors of Wanooka 
Farms for a period of at least one year; 
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10. For an order appointing plaintiff, Loren Wagner, as the acting interim general 
manager for Wanooka Farms until a new board is properly elected; 
11. For an order authorizing Loren Wagner, as the acting interim general manager of 
Wanooka Farms, to engage in the following activities on behalf of the corporation: 
a. To hire employees and establish employees' hours, wages, and benefits; 
b. To enter into any and all contracts necessary to carry on the business 
activities of the Corporation including, but not limited to, contracts with growers and 
exporters; 
c. To manage the financial affairs of the Corporation including, but not 
limited to, issuing and signing checks, entering into agreements with financial 
institutions, making advances, and establishing lines of credit; 
d. To purchase supplies, equipment, and any other items necessary for the 
upkeep and operation of the Corporation; 
12. In the alternative, for an order dissolving Wanooka Farms; 
13. For an award of attorney fees and costs; 
14. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just. 
, --~ 
DATED this /6 day of August, 2013. 
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WANOOKA FARMS, INC. 
ARTICLE I. 
Name of Corporation 
The name 0£ this Corporat




Section 1. l-rnnual Meeting
. The annual meeting of t
he 
shareholders of this Coro
oration shall be held on the
 1st day 
of February of each year°i£
 not a legal holidayl and if
 a 
legal holiday, then on th
e next succeeding day not a 
legal 
holiday. In the event that
 such an."lual meeting is omi
tted by 
oversight or otherwise on
 the date herein provided
 £or, the 
Directors shall cause a mee
ting in lieu thereof to be h
eld as 
soon thereafter as conv
eniently may be, and any 
business 
transacted or elections hel
d at such meeting shall b
e as 
valid as if transacted or h
eld at the annual meeting. 
If an 
annual meeting has not be
en called and held within
 six (6) 
months after the time desig
nated for it, one or more 
share-
holders who hold at least tw
enty percent {20%) of t..he is
sued 
shares may call it. Such
 subsequent meeting shall be
 called 
in the same manner as pro
vided for the annual shareh
olders' 
meeting. 
Section 2. Special Mee
ting. Ezccpt as otherwis
e pro-
vided by law, special meetin
gs of shareholders of this
 Cor-
poration shall be held when
ever called by any of£icer o
r by 
the Board of Directors or o
ne or more shareholders who 
hold 
at least twenty percent (20%
) of all shares entitled to 
vote 
at the meeting. 
Section 3. Place of Meetin
gs. Meetings of shareholder
s 
shall be held at Farmingt
on, Washingtonr or at such p
lace 
within or without the state
 of Idaho, as determined by 
the 
Board of Directors, purs
uant to proper notice. 
Section 4. Notice. Notice of eac
h shareholders' meet-
ing statinq the time and 
place and, in case of a sp
ecial 
meeting, the purpose{s) for
 which such meeting is calle
d, 
shall be given by or at t
he direction 0£ any officer o
r any 
one or more shareholders 
entitled to call such mee
ting of the 
shareholders, either person
ally or by mail, charges pre
paid, 
not less than ten {10) (unl
ess a greater period of noti
ce is 
required by law in a partic





(50) days prior to t..~e date of
 the meeting, to each share-
holder of record entitled to v
ote, to the shareholder's 
address as it appears on the stoc
k books of this Corporation, 
unless said shareholder shall 
have indicated in writing any 
other address to the Secretary of
 this Corporation. If 
mailed, such notice shall be d
eemed to be delivered when 
deposited in the United States
 mail, addressed to the share
-
holder at such address as prov
ided above. 
Section 5. wa;ver of Notice. W
'nenever any notice is 
required to be given by these Byla
ws, or the Articles of 
Incorporation of this Corporation, 
or any of the corporate 
laws of the state 0£ Idaho, a wai
ver thereof in writing, 
signed by the person or persons
 entitled to such notice 
whether before or after the ti
me stated therein, shall be 
deemed equivalent thereto. 
Section 6. Quorum. Except as 
hereinafter provided and 
as otherwise provided by law, at a
ny meeting of the share-
holders, a majority in interest o
f all the shares entitled to 
vote, represented by shareholde
rs of record in person or by 
proxy, shall constitute a quoru
m. At a duly organized 
meeting, shareholders present
 can continue to do business 
until adjournment even though e
nough shareholders withdraw to 
leave less than a quorum. Whe
n a quorum is present at any 
meeting, a majority of the shares
 represented thereat shall 
decide any question brought be
fore such meeting, unleos the 
question is one upon which by exp
ress provision of law or of 
the Articles of Incorporation or 
of these Bylaws a different 
vote is required. 
Section 7. Proxy and Voting. Share
holders of record 
may vote at any meeting eithe
r in person or by proxy execut
ed 
in writing. No proxy shall be
 valid after the expiration of 
eleven {11) months from the date 
of its execution unless 
otherwise provided in the proxy. 
Subject to the provisions 
of the laws 0£ the state of I
daho, and unless otherwise 
provided in the A~ticles of Inc
orporation, each holder 0£ 
shares of stock in this Corpora
tion shall. be entitled at each 
shareholders' meeting to one v
ote on each matter submitted to
 
a vote for every share of stoc
k standing in.such share-
holder1s name on the books of this
 Corporation; provided, 
however, that for the election
 of Directors, each shareholde
r 
shall be entitled to as many v
otes as shall equal the number
 
of said shareholder's shares o
f stock multiplied by the 
number of Directors to be elec
ted, and said shareholder may 
cast all of such votes for a 
single Director or may distrib
-
ute them among the number to be v
oted for or any two or more 
of them as said shareholder m
ay see fit. 
Section 8. Action Without a Mee
ting. Any action 
required or permitted to be ta
ken at a meeting of the share-
holders may be taken without 
a meeting if a consent in writ-
ing, setting forth the action 
so taken, shall be signed by 
-2-
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all the shareholders entitled to vote with respect to the 
subject matter thereof. 
ARTICLE II I. 
Board of Directors 
s~ction 1. NumbPr, Tenure and Qualifications. The 
business affairs and property of this Corporation shall be 
managed by a Board of not less t..1).an one ( 1) Director nor more 
than nine (9) Directors. The number of Directors may at any 
time be increased or decreased by the shareholders or by the 
Board of Directors at any annual, regular, or special 
meeting. 
Directors need not be shareholders of this Corpora-
tion or residents of the state of Idaho, but must have 
reached the age of majority. 
Section 2. Election - Term of Office. 'I'he Directors 
shall be elected by the shareholciers at each annual share-
holders' meeting to hold office until the next annual meeting 
of the shareholders or until their respective successors are 
elected and qualified. 
Section 3. Powers of Directors. The Board of Directors 
shall have the entire management of the business of this Cor-
poration. In addition to the powers and authorities by these 
Bylaws and the Articles of Incorporation expressly conferred 
upon it, the Board of Directors may exercise all such powers 
of this Corporation and do all such lawful acts and things as 
are not by statute or by ·the Articles 0£ Incorporation or by 
these Bylaws directed to be exercised or done by the share-
holders. 
Section 4. Annual and Regular Meetings. The annual 
meeting of the Board of Directors shall be held, without 
other notice, immediately after, and at the same placer as 
the annual.meeting of shareholders for the purpose.of elect-
ing the officers of this Corporation for the upcoming year 
and transacting other business. Regular meetings of the 
Board of Directors shall be held at such places; and at such 
times as the Board by vote may determine, and, if so deter-
mined, no notice thereof need be given. 
Section 5. Special Meetings. Special meetings of the 
Board of Directors may be held at any time or place whenever 
called by any officer er two or more Directors, notice 
thereof being given to each Director by the officer calling 
or by the officer directed to call the meeting. 
Section 6. Notice. Notice of special meetings, stating 
the time and place thereof, but not necessarily the purpose 
thereof, shall be given either (a) by mailing the same to 
each Director at said Director's residence or business 
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address at least five (5) days before the meeting, or (b)
 by 
delivering the same to the Director personally at least 
twenty-four (24) hou=s before the meeting, or (c) by tele-
graphing the ~ame to the Director at said Director's r
esi-
dence or business address at least twenty-four (24} hours
 
before the meeting. I£ mailed, such notice shall be deem
ed 
to be delivered when deposited in the United States mail 
or 
with the courier service, so addressed~ with postage ther
eon 
prepaid. If notice is given by telegram, such notice sh
all 
be deemed to be delivered when the telegram. is delivered 
to 
the telegraph company. 
Section 7. Waiver of Notice. A Director may waive in 
writing notice of a special meeting of the Board eit
her 
before or after the meeting; and such waiver shall be dee
med 
to be equivalent of giving notice_ Attendance of a Direc
tor 
at a meeting shall constitute waiver of notice of that m
eet-
ing unless said Director attends for the express purpose 
of 
objecting to the transaction of business because the meeting 
has not been lawfully called or convened. 
Section 8- Conference Telephone. Meetings of t..~e Board 
of Directors or any committee designated by the Board of 
Directors may be effectuated by means of a conference te1
e-
phone or similar communications equipment by means of which 
all persons participating in the meeting can hear each o
ther 
at the same time, and participation by such means shall con-
stitute presence in person at such meetings. 
Section 9- Ouorum of Directors. A majority of the mem-
bers of the Board of Directors shall constitute a quorum 
for 
the transaction of business. When a quorum is present a
t any 
meeting, a majority of the members present thereat shall
 
decide any question brought before such meeting, except 
as 
otherwise provided by law or the Articles of Incorporation or 
by these Bylaws. 
Section 10. Adjournment. Notwithstanding Section 6 of 
this Article, any meeting of the Board of Directors may be 
adjourned and continued at a later time. Notice of the 
adjourned meeting or of the business to be transacted the
re, 
other than by announcement at the meeting of which the 
adjournment is taken, shall not be necessary. At an 
adjourned meeting at which a guo:r;um is presentr any busin
ess 
may be transacted which could have been transacted at the
 
meeting as originally called. 
Section 11. Action Without a Meeting. Any action 
required or permitted to be taken by the Board of Directo
rs 
at a meeting may be taken without a meeting if a consent 
in 
writing, setting forth the action so taken, shall be sign
ed 
by all of the Directors. 
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Section 12. R~:::;lgnaLi.on and Removal Any Director of 
this Corporation may resign at any time by giving written 
notice to the Board 0£ Directors, or to any officer of this 
Corporation. Any such resignation shall take effect at the 
time specified therein, or, if the time be not specified 
therein, upon its acceptance by the Board of Directors. 
The shareholders, at any meeting called expressly 
for that purpose, by vote of a majority of the shares of 
stock entitled to vote, may remove from office with or with-
out cause one or more Directors and elect their successors. 
If less than the entire Board is to be removed, no one 0£ the 
Directors may be removed if the votes cast against such 
removal would be cufficicnt to elect said Director if then 
cumulatively voted at an election of the entire Board of 
Directors. 
Sect~on 13. Vacancies. If the office of any Director 
becomes vacant by any reason other than removal, the Direc-
tors may, by the affirmative vote of the majority of the 
remaining Directors, though less than a quorum, choose a suc-
cessor or successors who shall hold office for the unexpired 
term of the predecessor Director. The shareholders may elect 
such predecessor Director's successor at the next annual 
meeting of shareholders or at any special meeting called for 
that purpose and held prior to the next annual meeting. 
Vacancies resulting from an increase in the number of Direc-
tors may be filled in the same manner. 
Section 14. Compensation. By resolution of the Board 
of Directors, each Director may be paid expenses, if any, of 
attendance at each meeting of the Board of Directors, and may 
be paid a stated salary as Director, or a fixed sum £or 
attendance at c~ch meeting of the Board of Directorz, or 
both. No such payment shall preclude any Director from 
serving this Corporation in any other capacity and receiving 
compensation therefor. 
Section 15. Presumption of Assent. A Director of this 
Corporation who is present at a meeting of the Board of Direc-
tors at which action on any corporate matter is taken shall 
be presumed to have assented to the action taken unless such 
Directorfs dissent shall be entered in the minutes of the 
meeting or unless the Director shall file written dissent to 
such action with the person acting as the secretary of the 
meeting before the adjournment thereof or shall forward such 
dissent by registered mail to the Secretary of this Corpora-
tion within three (3) days after the adjournment of the 
meeting. Such right to dissent shall not apply to a Director 
who voted in favor of such action. 
Section 16. Committees. The Board of Directors may, by 
resolution adopted by a majority of the full Board of Direc-
tors, designate from among its mernbtn:::; ctrl Executivf= Coro.mi ttee 
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and one or more other committees, each of which, to ~he 
extent provided in such resolution, shall have and may exer-
cise all the authority of the Board of Directors, except no 
such committee 5hall have the authority to {l) declare 
dividends or distributions; (2) approve or recorrunend to 
shareholders actions or proposals required by the statute to 
be approved by shareholders; (3) designate candidates for the 
office of Director, for purposes of proxy solicitation or 
otherwise or fill vacancies on the Board of Directors of any 
committees thereof; (4} amend the Bylaws; (5) approve a plan 
of merger not requiring shareholder approval; (6) reduce 
earned or capital surplus; (7) authorize or approve the 
reacquisition of shares unless pursuant to a general formula 
or method ;;;;pecified by the Board of Directors; or (8) auUmr-
ize or approve the issuance or sale of, or any contract to 
issue or sell, shares or designate the terms of a series of a 
class of shares, as provided in Section 30-1-42 of the Idaho 
Business Corporation Act. 
ARTICLE IV. 
Officers 
Section 1. Positions. The officers of this Corporation 
shall be a President, one or more Vice-Presidents, a Secre-
tary and a Treasurer. The Board 0£ Directors in its discre-
tion may elect a Chairman of the Board of Directors, who, 
when present, ~hall presids ~t all meetj ngi:,; of the Roard of 
Directors, and who shall have such other powers as the Board 
shall prescribe. 
Section 2. Eligibility of 0££icers. No officer need be 
a shareholder of this Corporation. However; the President 
and the Chairman of the Board of Directors shall be Directors 
of this Corporation_ Any two or more offices may be held by 
the same person, except the offices of President and Secre-
tary. 
Section 3_ Additional Officers and Agents. The Board 
of Directors, at its discretion, may appoint a general mana-
ger, one or more assistant treasurers, and one or more 
assistant secretaries and such other officers or agents as it 
may deem advisable, and prescribe the duties thereof. 
Section 4. Election and Term of Office. The officers 
of this Corporation shall be elected annually by the Board of 
Directors at the first meeting of the Board of Directors. held 
after each annual meeting of the sharRholders. Tr the 8]ec-
tion of officers shall not be held at such meeting, such 
election shall be held as soon as possible thereafter. Each 
officer shall hold office until a successor shall have been 
elected and qualified or until said officer's death or until 
said officer shall have resigned or shall have been removed 




Section 5. ?resident. The President shall be the chief
 
executive officer 0£ this Corporation, shall have genera
l 
supervision 0£ the business of this Corporation, and, wh
en 
present, shall preside at all meetings of the shareholde
rs 
and, unless a Chairman of the Board of Directors has been
 
elected and is present, shall preside at meetings of the 
Board of Directors. The President, or any Vice-Presiden
t or 
such other person(s) as are specifically authorized by v
ote 
of the Board of Directors, shall sign all bonds, deeds, m
ort-
gages, and any other agreementss and such signature(s) s
hall 
be sufficient to bind this Corporation. The President s
hall 
perform such other duties as the Board of Directors shal
l 
designate. 
Section 6. Vice-President. During the absence or dis-
ability of the President, the Vice-President (or in the even
t 
that there be more than one Vice-President, the Vice-
Presidents in the order designated by the Board of Direc
tors) 
shall exercise all functions of the President. Each Vic
e-
President shall have such powers and discharge such duti
es as 
may be assigned from time to time to such Vice-President
 by 
the President or by the Board of Directors. 
Section 7. Secretary. The Secretary shall keep 
accurate minutes of all me~tings of the shareholders and
 the 
Board of Directors, and shall perform all the duties com
monly 
incident to this office, and shall per£orm such other du
ties 
and have such other powers as the Board of Directors shall 
designate. In the Secretary's absence, an Assistant Sec
re-
tary shall perform the Secretary's duties. 
Section 8. Treasurer. The Treasurer,. an agent, or such
 
other person as authorized by the Board of Directors sha
ll 
have the care and custody of the money, funds, valuabl
e 
papers,. and documents of this Corporation, and shall hav
e and 
exercise, under the supervision of the Board of Directors
, 
all the powers and duties commonly incident to this offic
e. 
Section 9. Salaries. Y.he salaries of t..ne or1:1cers 
shall be fixed from time to time by the Board of Directo
rs. 
No officers shall be prevented from receiving such saiar
y by 
reason of the fact that said officer is also a Director o
f 
this Corporation. 
Section 10. Resignation or Removals. A:ny o£ficer of 
this Corporation may resign at any time by giving writte
n 
notice to the Board of Directors, or to any officer of t
his 
Corporation. Any such resignation shall take effect at the
 
time specified therein, or, if the time be not specified 
therein, upon its acceptance by the Board of Directors. 
The Board of Directors, by vote of not less than a 
majority 0£ the entire Board, may remove from office any
 




shall be without prejudice to the contract rights
, if any, of 
the person so removed. Election or appointment o
f an officer 
or agent shall not of itself create contract righ
ts. 
Section 11. Vacancies. If the office of any of
ficer or 
agent becomes vacant by any reason, the Directors m
ay, by the 
affirmative vote 0£ a majority of the Directors, c
hoose a 




Certificates of Shares and Their Transfer 
Section 1. Ccrti£icates of Sharco. Every shar
eholder 
shall be entitled to a certificate or certificates 
of the 
stock of this Corporation in such form as may be 
prescribed 
by t~e Board of Directors, numbered and sealed w
ith the cor-
porate seal of this Corporation and setting forth
 the number 
and kind of shares. Such certificates shall be sign
ed by the 
President or a Vice-President and by the Secretary 
or an 
Assistant Secretary. The signatures of such ofr1
cers upon a 
certificate may be facsimiles if the certificate is
 manually 
signed on behalf of a transfer agent or a registr
ar, other 
than this Corporation itself or one of its emplo
yees. 
Section 2. Transfer 0£ Stock. Shares of stock may
 be 
transferred by delivery of the certificate accompa
nied by 
either an assignment in writing on the back of th
e certifi-
cate or by a written power of attorney to sell, 
assign, and 
transfer the same on the books of this Corporation, 
signed by 
the person appearing on the certificate to be the
 owner of 
the shares represented thereby, and shall be transf
erable on 
the books of this Corporation upon surrender thereo
f so 
assigned or endorsed. The person registered on 
the books of 
this Corporation as the owner of any shares of s
tock shall be 
entitled to all the rights of ownership with res
pect to such 
shares. It shall be the duty of every shareholder 
to notify 
thi~ Corporatton of a current post office address. 
Section 3. Loss of Certificates. In case of the
 loss, 
mutilation, or destruction of a certificate of stoc
k, a dup-
licate certificate may be issued upon such terms as
 the Board 
of Directors shall prescribe. 
Section 4. Transfer Books. For the purpose of deter-
mining shareholders entitled to notice of or to 
vote at any 
meeting of shareholders or any adjournment there
of, or 
entitled to receive payment of any dividend, or 
in order to 
make a determination of shareholders for any other 
proper 
purpose, the Board of Directors of this Corporat
ion may pro-
vide that the stock transfer books shall be clos
ed for a 
stated period, but not to exceed, in any case, fi
fty (50) 
days. If the stock transfer books shall be closed 
for the 
purpose of determining shareholders entitled to 
notice of or 
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to vote at a meeting of shareholders, such books shall be
 
closed £or at least ten (10} days immediately preceding -such 
meeting. In lieu of closing the stock transfer books, the 
Board of Directors may fix in advance a date as to the 
record 
date for any such determination of shareholders, such da
te in 
any case to be not more than fifty (50) days and, in case
 of 
a meeting of shareho1riPrs, not less than tRn (10) days p
rior 
to the date on which the particular action, requiring su
ch 
determination of shareholders, is to be taken. I£ the s
tock 
transfer books are not closed and no record date is fixed fo
r 
the determination of shareholders entitled to notice of o
r to 
vote at a meeting of shareholders, or shareholders entitled 
to receive payment of a dividend, the date on vhich notice of 
the meeting is mailed or the date on which the resolu
tion of 
the Board of Directors declaring such dividend is adopt
ed, as 
the case may be, shall be the record date for such determ
ina-
tion of shareholders. When a determination of sharehol
ders 
entitled to vote at any meeting of shareholders has been made 
as provided in this section, such determination shall ap
ply 
to any adjournment thereof. 
Section 5. Voting Record. The officer or agent having 
charge of the stock transfer books for shares of this Corpo-
ration shall make a complete record of the shareholders
 
entitled to vote at such meeting or any adjournment there
of, 
arranged in alphabetical order, with the address of and the 
number of shares held by each. such record shall be pro
duced 
and kept open at the time and place of the meeting and sha
ll 
be subject to the inspection of any shareholder during th
e 
whole time of .the meeting for the purposes thereof. 
ARTICLE VL 
Indemnification of Officers, 
Directors, Employees and Agents 
Section 1. Definitions As used in this Article: 
(a) 11Actionn means any threatened, pending, or 
actual claim, suit, or proceeding or completed Action, 
whether civil, criminal, administrative, or investi-
gative. Action shall include derivative Shareholders' 
actions. 
(b) "Another Enterprise" means a corporation 
(other than the Corporation), partnership/ joint ven-
ture, trust, association, committee, employee benefi
t 
plan, or other group or entity. 
(c) "Corporationn means WAMOOKA FARMS, INC., a..11.d 
any predecessor to it and any constituent corporation 
(including any constituent of a constituent} absorbed by 
the Corporation in a consolidation or merger. 
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(d) "Director or Officer
11 means each person who is 
serving or who has served as a Director or Officer of 
the Corporation or, at the request of the Corporation, 
as an employee or agent of Corporation, or as a Direc-
tor, officer, partner, trustee, employee, or agent of 
Another Enterprise. 
{e) uindemniteen means each person who was, is, or 
is threatened to be made a party to or is involved 
(including without limitation, as a witness) in an 
Action because the person is or was a Director or 
Officer of the Corporation. 
(f) "Loss 11 means loss, liability, expenses 
(including attorneys• feesL judgments, fines, ERISA 
excise taxes, or penalties and amounts to be paid in 
settlement, actually and reasonably incurred or suffered 
by Indemnitee in connection with an Action. 
( q) nActn means the Idaho Business Corporation 
Act. 
Section 2. Right to Indemnification. The Corporation 
shall indemnify and hold each Indemnitee harmless against any 
and all Loss except for Losses arising out of: (a) any 
breach of t.~e Director's duty of loyalty; (b) any act or 
omission not in good f~ith or which involves intentional 
misconduct or a knowing violation of law; (c) liability pro-
vided for under Idaho Code Section 30-l-48i or (d) any 
transaction from which the Director derived an improper per-
sonal benefit. Except as provided in Section 6 of this 
Article, the Corporation shall not indemnify an Indemnitee in 
connection with an Action (or part thereof) initiated by the 
Indemnitee unless such Action (or part thereof) was autho-
rized by the Board of Directors of the Corporation. If, 
after the effective date of this Article VI, the Act is 
amended to authorize further indemnification of Directors or 
Officers; then Directors and Of£icers of this Corporation 
shall be indemnified to the fullest extent permitted by the 
Act~ as so amended. 
Section 3. Contribution. If the indemnification pro-
vided in Section 2 of this Article is not available to be 
paid to Inderonitee for any reason other than those set fort.~ 
in subparagraphs (a) 1 (b), (c), and (d) of Section 2 of this 
Article (for example, because indemnification is held to be 
against public policy even though otherwise permitted under 
Section 2) then in respect of any Action in which the Cor-
poration is jointly liable with Inderrmitee {or would be if 
joined in such Action), the Corporation shall contribute. to 
the amount of Loss paid or payable by Indemnitee in such 
proportion as is appropriate to reflect (a) the relative 
benefits received by the Corporation on the one hand and the 
Indemni tee ori the other h.and from the transaction from which 
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such Action arose, and (b) the relative fault of the Corpo-
ration on the one hand and the Indemnitee on the other hand 
in connection with the events which resulted in such Loss, as 
well as any other relevant equitable considerations. The 
relative fault of the Corporation on the one hand and the 
Indemnitee on the other shall be determined by a court of 
appropriate jurisdiction (which may be the same court in 
which the Action took place) with reference to1 among other 
things; the parties' relative intent, knowledge, access to 
information, and opportunity to correct or prevent the cir-
cumstances resulting in such Loss. Corporation agrees that 
it would not be just and equitable if contribution pursuant 
to this Section 3 -was determined by pro rata ailocation or 
any other method of allocation wh1ch does not take account of 
the foregoing equitable considerations. 
Section 4. Notification and Defense of Claim. Promptly 
after receipt by Indemnitee of notice of commencement of any 
Action, Indemnitee must, if a claim in :i:-espect thereof is to 
be made aqainst the Corporation under this Article VI, notify 
the Corporation of the commencement thereof; With respect to 
any such Action as to which Inderonitee has notified Corpora-
tion of the conunencement thereof: 
(a} The Corporation will be entitled to partici-
pate therein at its own expense; 
{b) Except as otherwise provided below, to the 
extent that it may wish, the Corporation, jointly with 
any other indemnifying party similarly notified, will be 
entitled to assume the defense thereof, with counsel 
satisfactory to lndemnitee. After notice fro:m the Cor-
poration to Indemnitee of its election to assume the 
defense thereof, the Corporation will not be liable to 
Indemnitee under this Article VI for any legal or other 
expenses subsequently incurred by Indernnitee in connec-
tion with the defense thereof, other than reasonable 
CQst of investig~t:ion gr o:;R otherwise provided below. 
Indemnitee shall have the right to employ its counsel in 
such Action, but the fees and expenses of such counsel 
incurred after notice from the Corporation 0£ its 
assumption of the defense thereof shall be at the 
expense of In.demnitee unless (1) the employment of 
counsel by Indemnitee has been authorized by the Cor-
poration, (2) Indemnitee shall have reasonably concluded 
that there may be a conflict of interest between the 
Corporation and Indcmnitec in the conduct of the defense 
of such Action, or (3) the Corporation shall not in fact 
have employed counsel to assume the defense of such 
Action, in any of which cases the fees and expenses of 
counsel shall be at the expense of the Corporation. The 
Corporation shall not be entitled to assume the defense 
of any·Action brought by or on behalf of the Corporation 
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or as to which Indemnitee shall have made the concl~sion
 
provided in (2) of this subparagraph; and 
(c) The Corporation shall not be liable to indem-
nify Indemnitee under this Article VI for any amounts 
pa1ct in settlement of any Action affected without its 
wri ttPn consent. Tht=!. Cor.por;::,ti on shall not settle an
y 
Action in any manner which would impose any penalty or 
limitation on Indemnitee without Indemnitee's written 
consent. Neither the Corporation nor Indemnitee will 
unreasonably withhold its consent to a proposed settle-
ment. 
Section 5. Burden of Proof and Procedure for- Payme:i:i:
t:. 
(a) Indemnitee shall be presumed to be entitled to 
indemnification under this Article VI upon submission of
 
a written claim to Corporation (including a claim for 
expenses incurred in investigating or defending any 
Action in advance of its £inal disposition, where the 
undertaking in subparagraph (b) of this Section has been
 
tendered to the Corporation}. Corporation shall advance
 
to Indemnitee funds to cover such expenses within ten 
(10) days after receiving the written claim. There-
after, the Corporation shall have the burden of proof to
 
overcome the presumption that the Indemnitee is so 
entitled_ 
(b) The right to indemnification conferred in this 
Article VI shall include the right to be paid by the 
Corporation all expenses (including attorney's fees) 
incurred in defending any Action in advance of its final
 
disposition; provided, however, that the payment of such
 
expenses in advance of the final d.1.spo::;l.Llun uf an 
Action shall be made upon delivery to the Corporation o
f 
an undertaking, by or on behalf of such Director or 
Officer, to repay all amounts so advanced in the event 
apd only to tl::ie extent it shall ultimately be determined 
that such Director or Officer is not entitled to be indem-
nified by the Corporation under the Act, Articles of 
Incorporation, or this Article VI, or otherwise, for 
such expenses. 
section 6. R1ght of Indemnitee to Bring Suit. If a 
claim under this Article VI is not paid in full by the Corp
o-
ration within sixty (60) days after a written claim has 
been 
received by the Corporation, except in the case of a cla
im 
for expenses incurred in defending a proceeding in advance
 of 
its final disposition, in which case the applicable peri
od 
shall be twenty (20) days, the Indemnitee may at any tim
e 
thereafter bring suit against the Corporation to recover th
e 
unpaid amount of the claim and, to the extent successful
 in 
whole or in part, the Indemnitee shall be entitled to be
 also 
paid the expense of prosecuting such claim. Neither the 
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failure of the Corporation (including its
 Board of Directors, 
its shareholders, or independent legal co
unsel) to have made 
a determination prior to the commencemen
t of such Action that 
inde:m.,."1.i fication of or reimbursement or 
advancement of e;rpenses 
to the Indernnitee is proper in the circum
stances, nor an 
actual determination by the Corporation 
(including its Board 
of Directors, it:~ sh;:::ireholders, or indep
endent legal counsel) 
that the lndemnitee is not entitled to in
demnification or to 
the reimbursement or advancement of expe
nses, shall be a 
defense to the Action or create a presum
ption that the Indem-
nitee is not so entitled. 
Section 7. Nonexclusivity of Rights. T
be right to 
indemni.Cicat.ion and the payment of expe
nses incurred in 
defending an Action in advance of its fin
al disposition con-
ferred in this Article VI shall not be e
xclusive of any other 
right which any person may have or her
eafter acquire under 
any statute, provision of the Articles of Incorporation,· 
Bylaws, agreement, vote of shareholders, 
or disinterested 
Directors or otherwise. 
Section 8. Insurance, Contracts, and Fund
ing. The Cor-
poration may maintain insurance, at its 
expense, to protect 
it~elf and any Director, officer, employ
ee, or agent of the 
Corporation or Another Enterprise agains
t any expense, 
liability, or Lossr whether or not the C
orporation would have 
the power to indemnify such p.:!rson agains
t such expense, 
liability, or Loss under the Act. The C
orporation may, with-
out further corporate action, enter into c
ontracts with any 
Director.or Officer of the Corporation in
 furtherance of the 
provisions of this Article VI a..~d may cre
ate a trust fund, 
grant a security interest, or use other m
eans {including, 
without limitation, a letter of credit) 
to ensure the payment 
of such amoun Lo as may be necessary to
 effect indei:nnification 
as provided in this Article VI. 
Section 9. Indemnification of Employe
es and Agents of 
the Corporation. The Corporation may, by a
ction of its Board 
of Direct~ors from time to time, provide ind
emnification and 
pay expenses in advance of the final dis
position of an Action 
to employees and agents of the Corporati
on, with the £ante 
scope and effect as the provisions of th
is Article VI with 
respect to the indemnification and advan
cement of expenses of 
Directors and officers of the Corporat
ion or pu~suant to 
rights granted pursuant to, or provided by
, the Act or other-
wise. 
Section 10. Contract Right. Rights of i
ndemnification 
under this Article VI shall continue as 
to an InderrL~itee who 
has ceased to be a Director or Officer, 
as long as Indemnitee 
shall be subject to any possible Action,
 by reason of the 
fact that Inderonitee was a Director or O
fficer of the Corpo-
ration or serving in any other capacity 
referred to herein, 
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and shall 1nure to the benefit of his or her heirs, execu-
tors, and administrators. The right to indemnification 
conferred in this Article VI shall be a contract right upon 
which each Director or Officer 5hall be presumed to have 
relied in determining to serve or to continue to serve as 
such. Any amendment to or repeal 0£ this Article VI shall 
not adversely affect any right or protection of a Director or 
Officer of the Corporation for or with respect to any acts or 
omissions of such Director or officer occurring prior to such 
amendment or repeal. 
Section 11. Severabili t_y. If a.I1y provision: of this 
Article VI or any application thereof shall be invalid, unen-
forceable or contrary to applicable law, the remainder of 
this Article VI, or the application of such provisions to 
persons or circumstances other than those as to which it is 
held invalid, unenforceable, or contrary to applicable law, 
shall not be affected thereby and shall continue in full 
force and effect. 
A..~TICLE VII. 
Fiscal Year 
The fiscal year of this Corporation ohall end on the 
31st day of December 0£ each year. 
ARTICLE VIII. 
Amendments 
These Amended Bylaws may be amended, repealed or 
altered, in whole or in part, by the vote of a majority of 
the full Board of Directors$ except that they shall not make 
or alter any Bylaws fixing their qualifications, classifica-
tions or term of office. The vote of the holders 0£ not les;:; 
than sixty-six and two~thirds percent (66 2/3%) of the 
issuedr outstanding and voting shares of stock 0£ this Cor-
poration may make, alter and repeal the Bylaws not incon-
sistent with law, or with the Articles of Incorporation, 
including the Bylaws made or altered by the Board of Direc-
tors. 
ARTICLE IX. 
Voting Shares Held in Other Corporations 
In the absence of other arrangements by the Board of 
Directors, shares of stock issu~d by any other corporation 
and owned or controlled by thj~ Corpor~tjon, may be voted at 
any shareholdersr meeting of the other corporation by the 
President of this Corporation, or, if the President is not 
present at the meeting, by a Vice-President of this Corpo-
ration; and in the event neither the President nor a Vice-
President is to be present at a meeting, the shares may be 
voted by such person as the President and Secretary of this 
-14-
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Corporation shall, by duly executed pro
xy, designate to 
represent this Corporation at the mee
ting. 
The undersigned Secretary of WANOOKA
 FARMS, INC., does 
hereby certify that the above and fore
going Amended Bylaws of 
said Corporation were adopted by the Dire
ctors as the Bylaws 
of WANOOKA FARMS, TNC-, and that th
e, same do now con;:;ti. tute 
the Bylaws of tl-iis Corporation. 
DATED this /i'O, day of October, 1987. 
Atlest ~~ 
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L4WYERS 
THEODORE 0. CREASON* 
CHRISTOPHERJ. MOORE* 
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TODD. GEIDL* 
SAMUEL T. CREASON* 
* ADMITTED IN IDAHO MID WASIIlNGTON 
1219 IDAHO STREET 
P.O. DRAWER 835 
LEWISTON, IDAHO 83501 
www.cmd-law.com 
May 10, 2013 
The Board of Directors ofWanooka Fanns, Inc. 
c/o Peter J. Smith IV 
Lukins & Annis 
601 E. Front. Ave, Ste. 502 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 86814-5515 
Counsel for Wanooka Farms, Inc. 
Re: Written Demand Pursuant to Idaho Code§ 30-1-742 
To the Board of Directors ofWanooka Farms, Inc.: 
DANIEL W. O'CONNELL 
{1928-1988) 
MARCUS 1. WA.RE 
{1904-1996) 
(208) 743-1516 
FAX (208) 746-2231 
Email: cmd@cmd-law.com 
Demand is hereby made upon Wanooka Farms, Inc. by shareholders L
oren Wagner, Dena Le 
Wagner, and Greg01y Wagner to take suitable action in the matters s
et forth herein. Loren 
Wagner and Gregory Wagner each hold 110 shares of Wanooka Farm
s, Inc. stock. Dena Le 
Wagner holds 10 shares of Wanooka Farms, Inc. stock. Therefore, in exerc
ise of their rights as 
shareholders and pursuant to the requirement set forth in Idaho C
ode § 30-1-742, these 
shareholders make demand as follows: 
1. Bring action against Russel Wagner, Tom Wagner, Jeff Wagner
, and Stuart Wagner to 
recover an award for the damages they caused to the company when they
 orchestrated a March 7, 
2010 shareholder vote contrary to the manner prescribed by the company
's bylaws. The damages 
caused by this action include, but are not limited to, the company's inc
urrence of professional 
fees for the investigation, assessment and mitigation of consequences of
 the improper action and 
the lost business opportunities caused by the company paralysis that res
ulted from the improper 
vote. 
2. Bring action against Russel Wagner, Tom Wagner, Jeff Wagner, and 
Stuart Wagner to 
recover an award for the damages they caused to the company thr
ough the wrongful and 
negligent acts of constructively terminating the employment of Loren 
Wagner. The damages 
caused by this action include, but are not iimited to, the company's inc
urrence of professional 
fees for the investigation, assessment and mitigation of consequences 
caused by the improper 
action, and the lost business opportunities and profits caused by the
 loss of the company's 
leadership in its milling operation and the loss of the company's contact f
or customers. 
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3. Bring action against Russel Wagner, Tom Wagner, Jeff Wagner, an
d Stuart Wagner to 
recover an award for the damages they caused to the company throug
h the wrongful and 
negligent acts of tenninating the company's milling operation. The dam
ages caused by this 
action include, but are not limited to, the company's incurrence of profe
ssional fees for the 
investigation, assessment and mitigation of consequences caused by the imp
roper action, and the 
lost business opportunities and profit-; caused by temlination of the milling op
eration. 
4. Bring action against Russel Wagner, Tom Wagner, Jeff Wagner, an
d Stuart Wagner to 
recover an award for the damages they caused to the company throug
h the wrongful and 
negligent acts of providing past legal and accounting consultants with ina
ccurate, misleading, 
and/or false information concerning the assets and liabilities of Wanooka Fa
rms, Inc. in order to 
further personal interests. The damages caused by this action include, bu
t are not limited to, 
waste in the form of fees paid to the nlisinformed professionals, as wel
l as the company's 
incurrence of professional fees for the investigation, assessment and mitigat
ion of consequences 
caused by the improper action. 
5. Bring action against Rw:;sel Wagner, Tom Wagner, Jeff Wagner, an
d Stuart Wagner to 
recover an award for the damages they caused to the company throug
h the wrongful and 
negligent acts of using their position of power as directors in an attempt 
to coerce a divisive 
reorganization to their personal benefit. The damages caused by this action
 include, but are not 
limited to, the company's incurrence of professional fees for the investigat
ion, assessment and 
mitigation of consequences caused by the improper action, and the dam
ages caused by the 
improper management of the company's milling operation. 
6. Bring action against Russel Wagner, Tom Wagner, Jeff Wagner, an
d Sturui Wagner to 
recover an awarq for the damages they caused to the company through 
destroying company 
goodwill in order to further personal interests. Russel Wagner, Tom Wagn
er, Jeff Wagner, and 
Stuart Wagner closed the company's milling operation just two weeks bef
ore harvest, causing 
significant harm to the company's clients and destroying the company's
 goodwill. Russel 
Wagner; Tom Wagner, Jeff Wagner, and Stuaii Wagner took this action in a
n attempt to coerce a 
divisive reorganization to their personal benefit. The damages caused by thi
s action include, but 
are not limited to, the loss of goodv.ill, and the company's incurrence of prof
essional fees for the 
investigation, assessment and nlitigation of consequences caused by the impr
oper action. 
7. Bring action against Russel Wagner, Tom Wagner, Jeff Wagner, an
d Stuart Wagner to 
recover an award for the damages they caused to the company through
 the wrongful and 
negligent acts of using corporate funds for personal interests. Defendants Ru
ssel Wagner, Stuart 
Wagner, Toro Wagner, and Jeff Wagner have used their position at Wan
ooka Farms to their 
individual be~efit by: (a) employing legal ai.1.d accou..'lting professionals 
to provide personal 
services through the use of corporate funds; (b) using the proceeds from t
he sale of corporate 
assets for personal interests; ( c) using corporate assets for personal interes
ts; and ( d) directing 
corporate funds to Robert Wagner UI1der the pretext of"consulting" fees. Th
ese improper actions 
have damaged the company through the loss of funds, the diminution in va
lue of assets during 
personal use and potential tax liabilities for improper depreciation of corporat
e assets. 
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8. Bring action against Terry Eng, accountant for Wanooka Farm
s, Inc., on grounds of 
professional malpractice for his accounting and valuation services rendere
d to the company. 
Thank you for your attention to these matters. 
Yours very tmly, 
CREASON, MOORE, DOKKEN & GEIDL, PLLC 
Attorneys for Loren Wagner, Dena Le Wagner & 
Gregory Wagner 
Cc: Delivered via electronic mail to psmith@lukins.com 
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Teleohone (208) 667-0517 
Facsimile (208) 664-4125 
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Attorneys for Defendant 
Wanooka Farms, Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
LOREN WAGNER; DENA LE WAGNER; 
AND GREGORY WAGNER, individually and 
as shareholders ofWANOOKA FARMS, INC., 
an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
RUSSEL WAGNER; STUART WAGNER; 
TOM WAGNER; AND JEFF WAGNER, 
individually and as officers, directors and 
shareholders ofWANOOKA FARMS, INC., 
an Idaho corporation, and W ANOOKA 
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Defendants. 
NO. CV 2013-1004 
ANSWER OF WANOOKA FARMS, INC. 
Fee: $66.00 
Fee Category; I(l) 
DEFENDANT W ANOOKA FARMS, INC. ("Wanooka Farms") answers the 
Complaint as follows: 
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GENERAL DENIAL 
Any allegation of the Complaint that is not expressly admitted is denied. 
I. JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
1. Defendant Wanooka Farms, Inc. (hereinafter "Wanooka Farm" or "the 
Corporation"), is an Idaho general business corporation, duly licensed and registered to do 
business in the state of Idaho, with a principal place of business in Latah County at 1060 
Wanooka Farms Road, Desmet, Idaho 83824. 
Admit. 
2. Plaintiffs Loren Wagner, Dena Le Wagner, and Gregory Wagner are 
shareholders of Wanooka Farms. 
Admit. 
3. Plaintiffs Loren Wagner, Dena Le Wagner, and Gregory Wagner are residents of 
Latah County, Idaho. 
Admit. 
4. Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Torn Wagner, and Jeff Wagner are 
shareholders ofWanooka Farms. 
Admit. 
' ..,_ Defendant Russel \"I agner is a resident of Latah County, Idal10 \vhose mailing 
address is 1415 Evergreen Road, Farmington, Washington 99128. 
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Admit. 
6. Defendant Stuart Wagner is a resident of Rathdrum, Idaho, whose mailing 
address is 13306 W. Biggs Road, Rathdrum, Idaho 83858. 
Admit. 
7. Defendant Torn Wagner is a resident of Seattle, Washington, whose mailing 
address is 5101 25th Avenue NE #D550, Seattle, Washington 98105. 
Admit. 
8. Defendant Jeff Wagner is a resident of Chattaroy, Washington, whose mailing 
address is 1410 E. Denison, Chattaroy, Washington 99003. 
Deny. 
9. Jurisdiction is proper in the district court pursuant to Idaho Code section 1-2210 
and Rule of Civil Procedure 82(c)(2)(A). 
Admit that this Court has jurisdiction. Deny all other allegations in Paragraph 9. 
10. Venue is proper in the District Court of the Second Judicial District in and for 
the County of Latah pursuant to Idaho Code section 5-404. 
Admit. 
11. Defendant Wanooka Farms is named in this matter as a nominal plaintiff, 
through whom the individual plaintiffs bring derivative claims as set forth herein, as a 
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substantive defendant for claims arising against it as set forth herein, and a nominal defendant 
as required by Idaho Code§§ 30-1-1430 et seq. 
Paragraph 11 is a statement of law that requires no response. If a response is 
required, Wanooka Farms, Inc. denies Paragraph 11. 
II. FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS - CLAIMS IN LAW & EQUITY 
12. Plaintiffs reallege the material allegations set forth above and for a claim against 
the defendants further alleges as follows: 
Paragraph 12 requires no response. If a response is required, Wanooka Farms, 
Inc. denies Paragraph 12. 
A. History, Structure, & Corporate Status of Wanooka Farms 
13. Wanooka Fanns was incorporated in the state of Idaho on August 9, 1965. 
Admit. 
14. Wanooka Farms was fonned by August and Lillian Wagner, husband and wife, 
and their two sons, Robert "Bud" Wagner and Arthur Wagner. 
Admit. 
15. Wanooka Farms was established with 1,000 shares, divided equally between the 
four founders. 
Adniit. 
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16. The shares held by August and Lillian Wagner were transferred to Arthur and 
Robert Wagner, at an amount of 250 shares each, on June 30, 1973 and June 30, 1983, 
respectively. 
Admit. 
17. The stock arrangement was reorganized on December 7, 1987 and December 18, 
1991. 
Admit. 
18. In the December 18, 1991 stock reorganization, the corporation issued 700 
shares of voting common stock and 300 shares of non-voting common stock. 
Admit. 
19. The current breakdown of the Corporation's voting stock shares is as follows: 
a. Plaintiff Loren Wagner, 110 shares 
b. Plaintiff Dena Le Wagner, 10 shares 
c. Plaintiff Gregory Wagner, 110 shares 
d. Defendant Russel Wagner, 175 shares 
e. Defendant Stuart Wagner, 110 shares 
f. Defendant Thomas Wagner, 10 shares 
g. Defendant Jeff Wagner, 175 shares. 
Deny. 
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20. Shares in Wanooka Farms have not been held by any person or entity other than 
the descendants of August and Lillian Wagner. 
Admit. 
21. The governing Articles of Incorporation, at all times material hereto, 
were adopted on December 13, 1991. 
Admit. 
22. The governing Bylaws, at all times material hereto, were adopted on 
October 18, 1987 and are attached hereto as Exhibit I. 
Admit. 
23. In accordance with Article III, Section 1 of the Bylaws, the Wanooka Farms' 
board of directors consists of between one and nine directors. 
Admit. 
24. At all times material hereto, Wanooka Farms has operated with four directors. 
Deny. 
25. Plaintiffs Loren Wagner, Dena Le Wagner, and Gregory Wagner and 
Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Torn Wagner, and Jeff Wagner are all 
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26. As children, Plaintiffs Loren Wagner, Dena Le Wagner, and Gregory Wagner 
and Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner participated in 
the operations of Wanooka Farms and were provided remuneration for that participation. 
Admit. 
27. The stated intent ofWanooka Farms was to help provide for descendants of 
Robert Wagner and Arthur Wagner, who wished to participate in the farming operation, 
through the assets ofWanooka Farms. 
Deny. 
28. Wanooka Farms has been used to provide for shareholders in various manners, 
including the provision of corporate housing and a corporate shop for Plaintiffs Dena Le 
Wagner and Gregory Wagner, and Defendant Russel Wagner. 
Deny. 
29. Wanooka Farms has also provided employment, salary and benefits to various 
family members at various times since its inception. 
Admit. 
30. Plaintiff Loren Wagner and Plaintiff Greg Wagner have historically worked in 
Wanooka Farms' lentil processing operation. 
Deny. 
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31. Plaintiff Dena Wagner worked in Wanooka Fanns' lentil processing operation in 
2009 and 2010. 
Deny. 
32. Wanooka Farms is a closely held corporation. 
Admit. 
B. Negotiation for Divisive Reorganization of Wanooka Farms; Corporate Dispute; 
& Improper Takeover. 
33. Beginning in 2007, the shareholders and directors ofWanooka Farms decided to 
pursue affecting a divisive re-organization of Wanooka Farms, pursuant to recommendations 
made by Wanooka Farm's legal counsel, T.F.S. Rasmussen. 
Deny. 
34. Prior to and subsequent to that decision, the shareholders and directors of 
Wanooka Farms made a series of decisions and approved expenditures in furtherance of that 
decision, as advised by T.F.S. Rasmussen. 
Deny. 
35. On February 9, 2009, the following individuals were elected to serve as 
members of the Corporation's board of directors: Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Loren 
Wagner, and Jeff Wagner. 
Admit. 
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36. The individuals elected at the February 9, 2009 meeting continued to serve on 
the board of directors until March 7, 2010. 
Admit. 
37. Pursuant to the corporate bylaws, directors of the Corporation are to be elected 
by cumulative voting. 
Admit, but cumulative voting was NEVER implemented until after March 7, 
2010. 
38. On March 7, 2010, the Corporation's shareholders held a meeting at which they 
purported to elect a new board of directors. 
Deny. 
39. At the meeting, the following individuals were nominated to fill the four director 
positions: Russel Wagner, Tom Wagner, Jeff Wagner, Stuart Wagner, and Loren Wagner. 
Admit. 
40. Contrary to the procedures established in the corporate bylaws, in voting their 
shares to elect new directors, shareholders were only permitted to cast their votes for slates 
of candidates. 
Deny. 
41. The ballots utilized in conducting the election required shareholders to choose 
between slates of candidates, each slate consisting of four names to fill each director position. 
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Deny. 
42. The voting procedure utilized at the meeting made it impossible for the 
shareholders to exercise their right to elect directors through cumulative voting. 
Deny. 
43. When confronted about the failure to utilize cumulative voting, the board 
member presiding over the meeting, Russel Wagner, informed the shareholders that votes 
could only be cast for slates of candidates. 
Deny. 
44. At the March 7, 2010 meeting the following-named persons were purportedly 
elected directors of Wanooka Farms: Russel Wagner, Tom Wagner, Jeff Wagner, and Stuart 
Wagner. The election purported to replace Loren Wagner with Tom Wagner as a director. 
Deny. 
45. Had the cumulative voting procedure mandated by the corporate bylaws been 
followed, plaintiff, Loren Wagner, would have retained his position on the board of directors. 
The unauthorized voting procedure utilized at the meeting deprived Loren Wagner of a seat on 
the board of directors ofWanooka Farms. 
Deny. 
46. At the time of the March 7, 2010 meeting, the plaintiffs had control of a 
sufficient number of shares, which if cumulatively voted would have ensured Mr. Wagner's 
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election to the board of directors. At least Twenty-Five Percent (25%) of the voting shares-
the percentage required to ensure a position on Wanooka Farms' board of directors-would 
have been cast to elect Loren Wagner as a member of the board. 
Deny. 
47. If the election had been properly conducted, Loren Wagner would have received 
920 share votes out of 2,800 share votes available, or approximately one-third of shares 
entitled to vote. The following shareholders would have cast all of their share votes in favor of 
Loren Wagner: Kyle Wagner (160 share votes), Loren Wagner (280 share votes), Dena Le 
Wagner ( 40 share votes), and Gregory Wagner ( 440 share votes). 
Deny. 
48. Since the invalid board election was held, Loren Wagner has been excluded 
from the meetings of the board of directors and denied his right to vote at meetings of the board 
of directors. 
Deny. 
49. After the March 7, 2010, meeting, the acting board purported to elect the 
following individuals to serve as officers of the Corporation: 
a. Russel Wagner, president 
b. Stuart Vv'agner, vice-president 
c. Gary Wagner, secretary 
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d. Loren Wagner, treasurer 
Deny. 
50. Prior to the 2010 officer election, Loren Wagner was already serving as the 
Corporation's treasurer. 
Admit. 
51. The directors purportedly elected at the annual shareholders' meeting assembled 
at some time thereafter and assumed to hold a meeting of the board of directors to remove 
Loren Wagner as an officer of the Corporation. 
Deny. 
52. On April 22, 2010, Loren Wagner was informed that the newly elected board of 
directors had removed him as treasurer of the Corporation. 
Admit. 
53. After removmg Loren Wagner as treasurer, the acting board informed the 
financial institutions with which the Corporation conducted business that Loren Wagner no 
longer had authority to sign instruments on behalf ofWanooka Farms. 
Deny. 
54. Aside from Loren Wagner, no other shareholder, officer, or director of the 
Corporation has the knovvledge or experience required to operate and manage the \\T anooka 
Farms' business affairs. 
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Deny. 
55. Throughout the discussions regarding divisive reorganization (2007 to present), 
the stated intent of the shareholders and directors was the divide Wanooka Farms along 
operational activities. 
Deny. 
56. The stated intent of the shareholders and directors was to develop an equitable 
process by which the milling operation would be separated from the leasing operation, with the 
milling operation being transferred to Plaintiffs Loren Wagner, Greg Wagner, and Dena 
Wagner. 
Deny. 
57. Throughout the pursuit of reorganization (2007 to present), Defendants Russel 
Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner conspired and agreed to engage in 
conduct to frustrate the stated purpose of determining an equitable divisive reorganization, by: 
(a) seeking to inflate the value of the milling operation that was to be 
allocated to Plaintiffs Loren Wagner, Greg Wagner, and Dena Wagner; 
(b) hiring legal and accounting consultants, under the pretext of completing 
the divisive reorganization, but then providing those consultants with inaccurate, 
misieading, and/or faise information concerning Wanooka Farms' assets and liabilities; 
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(c) withholding corporate financial information from Plaintiff Loren 
Wagner; 
(d) providing Plaintiff Loren Wagner with false or misleading information 
regarding the status of corporate obligations on which Plaintiff Loren Wagner was a 
guarantor or co-borrower; 
(e) instructing lending institutions, which held obligations of Wanooka 
Farms on which Plaintiff Loren Wagner was a guarantor or co-borrower, that the 
institutions were not to provide information to Plaintiff Loren Wagner regarding the 
status of the obligation; 
(f) attempting to coerce consent to the divisive reorganization as proposed 
by Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner through 
manipulation of the process for selecting persons with corporate authority; and 
(g) threatening to destroy and then destroying the milling operation by 
notifying growers only two weeks before harvest that the Wanooka Farms' milling 
operation was closed. 
Deny. 
58. The actions set forth in the paragraph 57 were conducted in order to minimize 
the assets which would be ailocated to Plaintiffs Loren Wagner, Greg Wagner, and Dena 
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Wagner and, increase the actual value of assets allocated to Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart 
Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner. 
Deny. 
59. The actions set forth in the paragraph 57(g) were conducted in an attempt to 
destroy the Wanooka Farms' milling operation which had been managed and developed by 
Plaintiff Loren Wagner and to destroy Plaintiff Loren Wagner's professional reputation 
and book of business. 
Deny. 
60. The conduct of Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, and 
Jeff Wagner, as set forth herein, was knowing, willful and malicious. 
Deny. 
61. Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner have 
used their position at Wanooka Farms to their individual benefit by" 
(a) employing legal and accounting professionals to provide personal 
services through the use of corporate funds; 
(b) using the proceeds from the sale of corporate assets for personal 
interests; 
( c) using corporate assets for personal interests; and 
( d) directing corporate funds to Robert Wagner under the pretext of 
"consulting" fees. 
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Deny. 
C. Direct Claims for Abuse of Minority Shareholders by Majority Shareholders 
62. Plaintiffs reallege the material allegations set forth above and for a claim against 
the defendants further alleges as follows: 
Paragraph 62 requires no response. If a response is required, Wanooka Farms, 
Inc. denies Paragraph 62. 
63. As set forth above, the March 7, 2010 takeover was in contravention of the 
bylaws and contrary to the fiduciary duty which Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, 
Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner held to Plaintiffs. 
Deny. 
64. Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner 
stripped Plaintiff Loren Wagner of authority to transact business on behalf of Wanooka Farms 
by terminating the lentil processing business. 
Deny. 
65. Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner 
stripped Plaintiff Loren Wagner of the purpose of his employment with Wanooka Farms by 
terminating the lentil processing business. 
Deny. 
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66. Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner 
deprived Plaintiff Loren Wagner of his reasonable expectations of employment and income in 
Wanooka Farms by terminating the lentil processing business. 
Deny. 
67. Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner have 
breached their fiduciary duty to Plaintiff Loren Wagner by attempting to destroy his 
professional reputation and means of income under the pretext of corporate action. 
Deny. 
68. Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner 
stripped Plaintiff Greg Wagner of the purpose of his employment with Wanooka Farms by 
terminating the lentil processing business. 
Deny. 
69. Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner 
deprived Plaintiff Greg Wagner of his reasonable expectations of employment and income in 
Wanooka Farms by terminating the lentil processing business. 
Deny. 
70. Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner 
stripped Piaintiff Dena Wagner of the purpose of her empioyment with Wanooka Farms by 
terminating the lentil processing business. 
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Deny. 
71. Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner 
deprived Plaintiff Dena Wagner of his reasonable expectations of employment and income in 
Wanooka Farms by terminating the lentil processing business. 
Deny. 
72. Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner have 
breached their fiduciary duty to Plaintiffs Dena Wagner and Greg Wagner by threatening to 
evict them from corporate housing unless they capitulated to the demands of Defendants 
Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner. 
Deny. 
73. Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner have 
acted in bad faith and breached their fiduciary duties to Plaintiffs Loren Wagner, Dena Wagner 
and Greg Wagner by not using an alternative and less harmful means of pursuing the corporate 
purpose of Wanooka Farms. 
Deny. 
D. Derivative Claims Brought on Behalf of Wanooka Farms 
74. Plaintiffs reallege the material allegations set forth above and for a claim against 
the defendants further aiiege as follows" 
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Paragraph 74 requires no response. If a response is required, Wanooka Farms, 
Inc. denies Paragraph 74. 
75. On May 10, 2013, Plaintiffs made written demand upon the Corporation to take 
suitable action; a copy of the demand is attached hereto as Exhibit 2. 
Admit, the written demand was dated May 10, 2013. The remainder of 
Paragraph 75 is denied. 
76. Plaintiffs fairly and adequately represent the interests of the Corporation's 
shareholders that are similarly situated. 
Deny. 
77. Defendant directors were purportedly elected to be the board of directors of 
Wanooka Farms on March 7, 2010, and accepted the directorships. Under color of the 
pretended election, the defendant directors claim these offices and unlawfully continue to hold 
them and to improperly exercise the duties of the offices. 
Deny. 
78. The actions of the defendants in their purported capacity as directors have 
damaged the Corporation and its shareholders. 
Deny. 
E. Claims for Judicial Dissolution/Division of \tVanooka Farms 
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79. Plaintiffs reallege the material allegations set forth above and for a claim 
against the defendants further alleges as follows" 
Paragraph 79 requires no response. If a response is required, Wanooka Farms, 
Inc. denies Paragraph 79. 
80. While acting as directors, Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom 
Wagner, and Jeff Wagner have acted and are acting in a manner that is oppressive and 
irreparable injury to Wanooka Farms is threatened or being suffered by reason thereof. 
Deny. 
81. Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner 
have engaged in oppressive conduct by defeating the reasonable expectations of the minority 
shareholders, Plaintiffs, in committing their capital and labor to the particular enterprise. 
Deny. 
82. Plaintiffs reasonable expectations include management of Wanooka Farms in a 
manner that is in the best interests of all shareholders. Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart 
Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner defeated this reasonable expectation when they ceased 
operation of the mill. 
Deny. 
83. Plaintiffs reasonabie expectations aiso include management that refrains from 
damaging Wanooka Farms in an attempt to improve negotiating leverage in disputes between 
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shareholders. Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Torn Wagner, and Jeff Wagner 
defeated this reasonable expectation when they ceased operation of the mill. 
Deny. 
84. Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Torn Wagner, and Jeff Wagner 
have caused Wanooka Farms to suffer irreparable injury by causing a loss in the corporate 
value and potential tax penalties. 
Deny. 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
1. The Complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. 
2. Plaintiffs' claims, or parts thereof, are barred by the doctrine of waiver and 
estoppel. Specifically, Plaintiffs agreed to and authorized actions taken by the Defendant, 
including the closing of the milling plant. 
3. The facts not having been fully developed, Wanooka Fanns further affirmatively 
pleads the following affirmative defenses as may be applicable in this action: fraud, illegality, 
injury by fellow servant, laches, license, payment, release, res judicata, statute of frauds, statute 
of limitations, and any other matter constituting an avoidance or affirmative defense. 
4, Wanooka Farms reserves the right to assert additional affirmative defenses that 
may come to light during discovery. 
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WHEREFORE, Wanooka Farms prays as follows: 
A. That Plaintiffs' Complaint be dismissed with prejudice and that Plaintiffs take 
nothing thereby; 
B. That Wanooka Farms be awarded their costs and attorney fees; and 
C. For any other relief that this Court may deem fair and equitable. 
DATED this 23rd day of September, 2013. 
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By 
P TER J. SMITH IV 
ISB #6997 
Attorneys for Defendant 
Wanooka Farms, Inc. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 23rd day of September, 2013, I caused to be served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to 
the following: 
Theodore Creason D U.S. Mail 
Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl PLLC D Hand Delivered 
1219IdahoSt D Overnight Mail 
P.O. Drawer 835 ~ Telecopy (FAX) (208) 746-2231 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Samuel T. D U.S. Mail 
Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl PLLC D Hand Delivered 
1219 Idaho St D Overnight Mail 
P.O. Drawer 835 ~ Telecopy (FAX) (208) 7 46-2231 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Gary I. Amendola )C.. U.S. Mail 
Amendola Doty & Brumley, PLLC D Hand Delivered 
702 N. Fourth Street D Overnight Mail 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 D Telecopy (FAX) (208) 765-1046 
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EXHIBIT 1 
CREASON, MOORE, DOKKEN & GEIDL, PLLC 
LAWYERS 
THEODORE O CREASON* 
CHR!STOPIIER l MOORE* 
DAVIDE. DOKKEN* 
TOD D GEIDL* 
SAMUEL T CREASON* 
'ADMITTED IN IDAHO AND WASHINGTON 
1219 lDAHO STREET 
P.O. DRAWER 835 
LEWlSTON, IDAHO 83501 
www.cmd-law.com 
May 10, 2013 
The Board of Directors of Wanooka Farms, Inc. 
c/o Peter J. Smith IV 
Lukins & Annis 
601 E. Front. Ave, Ste. 502 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 86814-5515 
Counsel for Wanooka Farms, Inc. 
Re: Written Demand Pursuant to Idaho Code§ 30-1-742 
To the Board of Directors of Wanooka Farms, Inc.: 
DANIEL W O'CONNELL 
(I 928-1988) 
MARCUS l WARE 
(l 904-1996) 
(208) 743-1516 
FAX (208) 746-2231 
Email: cmd@cmd-law.com 
Received 
MAY 1 3 2013 
Lukins & Annis, P.S. 
Demand is hereby made upon Wanooka Farms, Inc. by shareholders Loren Wagner, Dena Le 
Wagner, and Gregory Wagner to take suitable action in the matters set forth herein. Loren 
Wagner and Gregory Wagner each hold 110 shares of Wanooka Farms, Inc. stock. Dena Le 
Wagner holds 10 shares of Wanooka Farms, Inc. stock. Therefore, in exercise of their rights as 
shareholders and pursuant to the requirement set forth in Idaho Code § 30-1-742, these 
shareholders make demand as follows: 
1. Bring action against Russel Wagner, Tom Wagner, Jeff Wagner, and Stuart Wagner to 
recover an award for the damages they caused to the company when they orchestrated a March 7, 
2010 shareholder vote contrary to the manner prescribed by the compa11y' s by laws. The damages 
caused by this action include, but are not limited to, the company's incurrence of professional 
fees for the investigation, assessment and mitigation of consequences of the improper action and 
the lost business opportunities caused by the company paralysis that resulted from the improper 
vote. 
2. Bring action against Russel Wagner, Tom Wagner, Jeff Wagner, and Stuart Wagner to 
recover an award for the damages they caused to the company through the wrongful and 
negligent acts of constructively terminating the employment of Loren Wagner. The damages 
caused by this action include, but are not limited to, the company's incurrence of professional 
fees for the investigation, assessment and mitigation of consequences caused by the improper 
action, and the lost business opportunities and profits caused by the loss of the company's 
leadership in its milling operation and the loss of the company's contact for customers. 
Peter J. Sn1itl1 IV 
Mayl0,2013 
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3. Bring action against Russel Wagner, Tom Wagner, Jeff Wagner, and Stuart Wagner to 
recover an award for the damages they caused to the company through the wrongful and 
negligent acts of terminating the company's milling operation. The damages caused by this 
action include, but are not limited to, the company's incurrence of professional fees for the 
investigation, assessment and mitigation of consequences caused by the improper action, and the 
lost business opportunities and profits caused by termination of the milling operation. 
4. Bring action against Russel Wagner, Tom \Vagner, Jeff Wagner, and Stuart Wagner to 
recover an award for the damages they caused to the company through the wrongful and 
negligent acts of providing past legal and accounting consultants with inaccurate, misleading, 
and/or false inforrr1ation concerning the assets and liabilities of Wanooka Farms, ;nc. in or.:ler to 
further personal interests. The damages caused by this action include, but are not limited to, 
waste in the form of fees paid to the misinformed professionals, as well as the company's 
incurrence of professional fees for the investigation, assessment and mitigation of consequences 
caused by the improper action. 
5. Bring action against Russel Wagner, Tom Wagner, Jeff Wagner, and Stuart Wagner to 
recover an award for the damages they caused to the company through the wrongful and 
negligent acts of using their position of power as directors in an attempt to coerce a divisive 
reorganization to their personal benefit. The damages caused by this action include, but are not 
limited to, the company's incurrence of professional fees for the investigation, assessment and 
mitigation of consequences caused by the improper action, and the damages caused by the 
improper management of the company's milling operation. 
6. Bring action against Russel Wagner, Tom Wagner, Jeff Wagner, and Stuart Wagner to 
recover an award for the damages they caused to the company through destroying company 
goodwill in order to further personal interests. Russel Wagner, Tom Wagner, Jeff Wagner, and 
Stuart Wagner closed the company's milling operation just two weeks before harvest, causing 
significant harm to the company's clients and destroying the company's goodwill. Russel 
Wagner, Tom Wagner, Jeff Wagner, and Stuart Wagner took this action in an attempt to coerce a 
di',risive reorganizatio:iJ to their personal benefit. The dar.nuges caused by this action include, bm 
are not limited to, the loss of goodwill, and the company's incurrence of professional fees for the 
investigation, assessment and mitigation of consequences caused by the improper action. 
7. Bring action against Russel Wagner, Tom Wagner, Jeff Wagner, and Stuart Wagner to 
recover an award for the damages they caused to the company through the wrongful and 
negligent acts of using corporate funds for personal interests. Defendants Russel Wagner, Stuart 
Wagner, Tom Wagner, and Jeff Wagner have used their position at Wanooka Farms to their 
individual benefit by: (a) employing legal and accounting professionals to provide personal 
services through the use of corporate funds; (b) using the proceeds from the sale of corporate 
assets for personal interests; ( c) using corporate assets for personal interests; and ( d) directing 
corporate funds to Robert Wagner under the pretext of "consulting" fees. These improper actions 
have damaged the company through the loss of funds, the diminution in value of assets during 
personal use and potential tax liabilities for improper depreciation of corporate assets. 
Peter J. Smith IV 
May 10, 2013 
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8. Bring action against Terry Eng, accountant for Wanooka Farms, Inc., on grounds of professional malpractice for his accounting and valuation services rendered to the company. 
Thank you for your attention to these matters. 
Yours very truly, 
CREASON, MOORE, DOKKEN & GEIDL, PLLC 
Attorneys for Loren Wagner, Dena Le Wagner & Gregory Wagner 




WANOOKA FARMS, INC. 
ARTICLE I. 
Name of Corporation 
The name of this Corporation is: WANOOKA FARMS, INC. 
ARTICLE II. 
Shareholders 
Section 1. Annual Meeting. The annual meeting of the 
shareholders of this Corporation shall be held on the 1st day 
of February of each year if not a legal holiday, and if a 
legal holiday, then on the next succeeding day not a legal 
holiday. In the event that such annual meeting is omitted by 
oversight or otherwise on the date herein provided for, the 
Directors shall cause a meeting in lieu thereof to be held as 
soon thereafter as conveniently may be, and any business 
transacted or elections held at such meeting shall be as 
valid as if transacted or held at the annual meeting. If an 
annual meeting has not been called and held within six (6) 
months after the time designated for it, one or more share-
holders who hold at least twenty percent (20%) of the issued 
shares may call it. Such subsequent meeting shall be called 
in the same manner as provided for the annual shareholders' 
meeting. 
Section 2. Special Meeting. Except as otherwise pro-
vided by law, special meetings of shareholders of this Cor-
poration shall be held whenever called by any officer or by 
the Board of Directors or one or more shareholders who hold 
at least twenty percent (20%) of all shares entitled to vote 
at the meeting. 
Section 3. Place of Meetings. Meetings of shareholders 
shall be held at Farmington, Washington, or at such place 
within or without the state of Idaho, as determined by the 
Board of Directors, pursuant to proper notice. 
Section 4. Notice. Notice of each shareholders' meet-
ing stating the time and place and, in case of a special 
meeting, the purpose(s) for which such meeting is called, 
shall be given by or at the direction of any officer or any 
one or more shareholders entitled to call such meeting of the 
shareholders, either personally or by mail, charges prepaid, 
not less than ten (10) (unless a greater period of notice is 
required by law in a particular case), nor more than fifty 
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(50) days prior to the date of the meeting, to each share-
holder of record entitled to vote, to the shareholder's 
address as it appears on the stock books of this Corporation, 
unless said shareholder shall have indicated in writing any 
other address to the Secretary of this Corporation. If 
mailed, such notice shall be deemed to be delivered when 
deposited in the United States mail, addressed to the share-
holder at such address as provided above. 
Section 5. Waiver of Notice. Whenever any notice is 
required to be given by these Bylaws, or the Articles of 
Incorporation of this Corporation, or any of the corporate 
laws of the state of Idaho, a waiver thereof in writing, 
signed by the person or persons entitled to such notice 
whether before or after the time stated therein, shall be 
deemed equivalent thereto. 
Section 6. Ouorurn. Except as hereinafter provided and 
as otherwise provided by law, at any meeting of the share-
holders, a majority in interest of all the shares entitled to 
vote, represented by shareholders of record in person or by 
proxy, shall constitute a quorum. At a duly organized 
meeting, shareholders present can continue to do business 
until adjournment even though enough shareholders withdraw to 
leave less than a quorum. When a quorum is present at any 
meeting, a majority of the shares represented thereat shall 
decide any question brought before such meeting, unless the 
question is one upon which by express provision of law or of 
the Articles of Incorporation or of these Bylaws a different 
vote is required. 
Section 7. Proxy and Voting. Shareholders of record 
may vote at any meeting either in person or by proxy executed 
in writing. No proxy shall be valid after the expiration of 
eleven (11) months from the date of its execution unless 
otherwise provided in the proxy. Subject to the provisions 
of the laws of the state of Idaho, and unless otherwise 
provided in the Articles of Incorporation, each holder of 
shares of stock in this Corporation shall be entitled at each 
shareholders' meeting to one vote on each matter submitted to 
a vote for every share of stock standing in such share-
holder's name on the books of this Corporation; provided, 
however, that for the election of Directors, each shareholder 
shall be entitled to as many votes as shall equal the number 
of said shareholder's shares of stock multiplied by the 
number of Directors to be elected, and said shareholder may 
cast all of such votes for a single Director or may distrib-
ute them among the number to be voted for or any two or more 
of them as said shareholder may see fit. 
Section 8. Action Without a Meeting. Any action 
required or permitted to be taken at a meeting of the share-
holders may be taken without a meeting if a consent in writ-
ing, setting forth the action so taken, shall be signed by 
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all the shareholders entitled to vote with respect to the 
subject matter thereof. 
ARTICLE III. 
Board of Directors 
Section 1. Number, Tenure and Qualifications. The 
business affairs and property of this Corporation shall be 
managed by a Board of not less than one (1) Director nor more 
than nine (9) Directors. The number of Directors may at any 
time be increased or decreased by the shareholders or by the 
Board of Directors at any annual, regular, or special 
meeting. 
Directors need not be shareholders of this Corpora-
tion or residents of the state of Idaho, but must have 
reached the age of majority. 
Section 2. Election - Term of Office. The Directors 
shall be elected by the shareholders at each annual share-
holders' meeting to hold office until the next annual meeting 
of the shareholders or until their respective successors are 
elected and qualified. 
Section 3. Powers of Directors. The Board of Directors 
shall have the entire management of the business of this Cor-
poration. In addition to the powers and authorities by these 
Bylaws and the Articles of Incorporation expressly conferred 
upon it, the Board of Directors may exercise all such powers 
of this Corporation and do all such lawful acts and things as 
are not by statute or by the Articles of Incorporation or by 
these Bylaws directed to be exercised or done by the share-
holders. 
Section 4. Annual and Regular Meetings. The annual 
meeting of the Board of Directors shall be held, without 
other notice, immediately after, and at the same place, as 
the annual meeting of shareholders for the purpose of elect-
ing the officers of this Corporation for the upcoming year 
and transacting other business. Regular meetings of the 
Board of Directors shall be held at such places, and at such 
times as the Board by vote may determine, and, if so deter-
mined, no notice thereof need be given. 
Section 5. Special Meetings. Special meetings of the 
Board of Directors may be held at any time or place whenever 
called by any officer or two or more Directors, notice 
thereof being given to each Director by the officer calling 
or by the officer directed to call the meeting. 
Section 6. Notice. Notice of special meetings, stating 
the time and place thereof, but not necessarily the purpose 
thereof, shall be given either (a) by mailing the same to 
each Director at said Director's residence or business 
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address at least five (5) days before the meeting, or (b) by 
delivering the same to the Director personally at least 
twenty-four (24) hours before the meeting, or (c) by tele-
graphing the same to the Director at said Director's resi-
dence or business address at least twenty-four (24) hours 
before the meeting. If mailed, such notice shall be deemed 
to be delivered when deposited in the United States mail or 
with the courier service, so addressed, with postage thereon 
prepaid. If notice is given by telegram, such notice shall 
be deemed to be delivered when the telegram is delivered to 
the telegraph company. 
Section 7. Waiver of Notice. A Director may waive in 
writing notice of a special meeting of the Board either 
before or after the meeting; and such waiver shall be deemed 
to be equivalent of giving notice. Attendance of a Director 
at a meeting shall constitute waiver of notice of that meet-
ing unless said Director attends for the express purpose of 
objecting to the transaction of business because the meeting 
has not been lawfully called or convened. 
Section 8. Conference Telephone. Meetings of the Board 
of Directors or any committee designated by the Board of 
Directors may be effectuated by means of a conference tele-
phone or similar communications equipment by means of which 
all persons participating in the meeting can hear each other 
at the same time, and participation by such means shall con-
stitute presence in person at such meetings. 
~=-,~Section 9. Quorum of Directors. A majority of the mem-
bers of the Board of Directors shall constitute a quorum for 
the transaction of business. When a quorum is present at any 
meeting, a majority of the members present thereat shall 
decide any question brought before such meeting, except as 
otherwise provided by law or the Articles of Incorporation or 
by these Bylaws. 
Section 10. Adjournment. Notwithstanding Section 6 of 
this Article, any meeting of the Board of Directors may be 
adjourned and continued at a later time. Notice of the 
adjourned meeting or of the business to be transacted there, 
other than by announcement at the meeting of which the 
adjournment is taken, shall not be necessary. At an 
adjourned meeting at which a quorum is present, any business 
may be transacted which could have been transacted at the 
meeting as originally called. 
Section 11. Action Without a Meeting. Any action 
required or permitted to be taken by the Board of Directors 
at a meeting may be taken without a meeting if a consent in 
writing, setting forth the action so taken, shall be signed 
by all of the Directors. 
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Section 12. Resignation and Removal. Any Director of 
this Corporation may resign at any time by giving written 
notice to the Board of Directors, or to any officer of this 
Corporation. Any such resignation shall take effect at the 
time specified therein, or, if the time be not specified 
therein, upon its acceptance by the Board of Directors. 
The shareholders, at any meeting called expressly 
for that purpose, by vote of a majority of the shares of 
stock entitled to vote, may remove from office with or with-
out cause one or more Directors and elect their successors. 
If less than the entire Board is to be removed, no one of the 
Directors may be removed if the votes cast against such 
removal would be sufficient to elect said Director if then 
cumulatively voted at an election of the entire Board of 
Directors. 
Section 13. Vacancies. If the office of any Director 
becomes vacant by any reason other than removal, the Direc-
tors may, by the affirmative vote of the majority of the 
remaining Directors, though less than a quorum, choose a suc-
cessor or successors who shall hold office for the unexpired 
term of the predecessor Director. The shareholders may elect 
such predecessor Director's successor at the next annual 
meeting of shareholders or at any special meeting called for 
that purpose and held prior to the next annual meeting. 
Vacancies resulting from an increase in the number of Direc-
tors may be filled in the same manner. 
Section 14. Compensation. By resolution of the Board 
of Directors, each Director may be paid expenses, if any, of 
attendance at each meeting of the Board of Directors, and may 
be paid a stated salary as Director, or a fixed sum for 
attendance at each meeting of the Board of Directors, or 
both. No such payment shall preclude any Director from 
serving this Corporation in any other capacity and receiving 
compensation therefor. 
Section 15. Presumption of Assent. A Director of this 
Corporation who is present at a meeting of the Board of Direc-
tors at which action on any corporate matter is taken shall 
be presumed ~o have assented to the action taken unless such 
Director's dissent shall be entered in the minutes of the 
meeting or unless the Director shall file written dissent to 
such action with the person acting as the secretary of the 
meeting before the adjournment thereof or shall forward such 
dissent by registered mail to the Secretary of this Corpora-
tion within three (3) days after the adjournment of the 
meeting. Such right to dissent shall not apply to a Director 
who voted in favor of such action. 
Section 16. Committees. The Board of Directors may, by 
resolution adopted by a majority of the full Board of Direc-
tors, designate from among its members an Executive Committee 
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and one or more other committees, each of which, to the 
extent provided in such resolution, shall have and may exer-
cise all the authority of the Board of Directors, except no 
such committee shall have the authority to (1) declare 
dividends or distributions; (2) approve or recommend to 
shareholders actions or proposals required by the statute to 
be approved by shareholders; (3) designate candidates for the 
office of Director, for purposes of proxy solicitation or 
otherwise or fill vacancies on the Board of Directors of any 
committees thereof; (4) amend the Bylaws; (5) approve a plan 
of merger not requiring shareholder approval; (6) reduce 
earned or capital surplus; (7) authorize or approve the 
reacquisition of shares unless pursuant to a general formula 
or method specified by the Board of Directors; or (8) author-
ize or approve the issuance or sale of, or any contract to 
issue or sell, shares or designate the terms of a series of a 
class of shares, as provided in Section 30-1-42 of the Idaho 
Business Corporation Act. 
ARTICLE IV. 
Officers 
Section 1. Positions. The officers of this Corporation 
shall be a President, one or more Vice-Presidents, a Secre-
tary and a Treasurer. The Board of Directors in its discre-
tion may elect a Chairman of the Board of Directors, who, 
when present, shall preside at all meetings of the Board of 
Directors, and who shall have such other powers as the Board 
shall prescribe. 
Section 2. Eligibility of Officers. No officer need be 
a shareholder of this Corporation. However, the President 
and the Chairman of the Board of Directors shall be Directors 
of this Corporation. Any two or more offices may be held by 
the same person, except the offices of President and Secre-
tary. 
Section 3. Additional Officers and Agents. The Board 
of Directors, at its discretion, may appoint a general mana-
ger, one or more assistant treasurers, and one or more 
assistant secretaries and such other officers or agents as it 
may deem advisable, and prescribe the duties thereof. 
Section 4. Election and Term of Office. The officers 
of this Corporation shall be elected annually by the Board of 
Directors at the first meeting of the Board of Directors held 
after each annual meeting of the shareholders. If the elec-
tion of officers shall not be held at such meeting, such 
election shall be held as soon as possible thereafter. Each 
officer shall hold office until a successor shall have been 
elected and qualified or until said officer's death or until 
said officer shall have resigned or shall have been removed 
in the manner hereafter provided. 
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Section 5. President. The President shall be the chief 
executive officer of this Corporation, shall have general 
supervision of the business of this Corporation, and, when 
present, shall preside at all meetings of the shareholders 
and, unless a Chairman of the Board of Directors has been 
elected and is present, shall preside at meetings of the 
Board of Directors. The President, or any Vice-President or 
such other person(s) as are specifically authorized by vote 
of the Board of Directors, shall sign all bonds, deeds, mort-
gages, and any other agreements, and such signature(s) shall 
be sufficient to bind this Corporation. The President shall 
perform such other duties as the Board of Directors shall 
designate. 
Section 6. Vice-President. During the absence or dis-
ability of the President, the Vice-President (or in the event 
that there be more than one Vice-President, the Vice-
Presidents in the order designated by the Board of Directors) 
shall exercise all functions of the President. Each Vice-
President shall have such powers and discharge such duties as 
may be assigned from time to time to such Vice-President by 
the President or by the Board of Directors. 
Section 7. Secretary. The Secretary shall keep 
accurate minutes of all meetings of the shareholders and the 
Board of Directors, and shall perform all the duties commonly 
incident to this office, and shall perform such other duties 
and have such other powers as the Board of Directors shall 
designate. In the Secretary's absence, an Assistant Secre-
tary shall perform the Secretary's duties. 
Section 8. Treasurer. The Treasurer, an agent, or such 
other person as authorized by the Board of Directors shall 
have the care and custody of the money, funds, valuable 
papers, and documents of this Corporation, and shall have and 
exercise, under the supervision of the Board of Directors, 
all the powers and duties commonly incident to this office. 
Section 9. Salaries. The salaries of the officers 
shall be fixed from time to time by the Board of Directors. 
No officers shall be prevented from receiving such salary by 
reason of the fact that said officer is also a Director of 
this Corporation. 
Section 10. Resignation or Removals. Any officer of 
this Corporation may resign at any time by giving written 
notice to the Board of Directors, or to any officer of this 
Corporation. Any such resignation shall take effect at the 
time specified therein, or, if the time be not specified 
therein, upon its acceptance by the Board of Directors. 
The Board of Directors, by vote of not less than a 
majority of the entire Board, may remove from office any 
officer or agent elected or appointed by it. The removal 
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shall be without prejudice to the contract rights, if any, of 
the person so removed. Election or appointment of an officer 
or agent shall not of itself create contract rights. 
Section 11. Vacancies. If the office of any officer or 
agent becomes vacant by any reason, the Directors may, by the 
affirmative vote of a majority of the Directors, choose a 
successor or successors who shall hold office for the 
unexpired term. 
ARTICLE V. 
Certificates of Shares and Their Transfer 
Section 1. Certificates of Shares. Every shareholder 
shall be entitled to a certificate or certificates of the 
stock of this Corporation in such form as may be prescribed 
by the Board of Directors, numbered and sealed with the cor-
porate seal of this Corporation and setting forth the number 
and kind of shares. Such certificates shall be signed by the 
President or a Vice-President and by the Secretary or an 
Assistant Secretary. The signatures of such officers upon a 
certificate may be facsimiles if the certificate is manually 
signed on behalf of a transfer agent or a registrar, other 
than this Corporation itself or one of its employees. 
Section 2. Transfer of Stock. Shares of stock may be 
transferred by delivery of the certificate accompanied by 
either an assignment in writing on the back of the certifi-
cate or by a written power of attorney to sell, assign, and 
transfer the same on the books of this Corporation, signed by 
the person appearing on the certificate to be the owner of 
the shares represented thereby, and shall be transferable on 
the books of this Corporation upon surrender thereof so 
assigned or endorsed. The person registered on the books of 
this Corporation as the owner of any shares of stock shall be 
entitled to all the rights of ownership with respect to such 
shares. It shall be the duty of every shareholder to notify 
this Corporation of a current post office address. 
Section 3. Loss of Certificates. In case of the loss, 
mutilation, or destruction of· a certificate of stock, a dup-
licate certificate may be issued upon such terms as the Board 
of Directors shall prescribe. 
Section 4. Transfer Books. For the purpose of deter-
mining shareholders entitled to notice of or to vote at any 
meeting of shareholders or any adjournment thereof, or 
entitled to receive payment of any dividend, or in order to 
make a determination of shareholders for any other proper 
purpose, the Board of Directors of this Corporation may pro-
vide that the stock transfer books shall be closed for a 
stated period, but not to exceed, in any case, fifty (50) 
days. If the stock transfer books shall be closed for the 
purpose of determining shareholders entitled to notice of or 
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to vote at a meeting of shareholders, such books shall be 
closed for at least ten (10) days immediately preceding such 
meeting. In lieu of closing the stock transfer books, the 
Board of Directors may fix in advance a date as to the record 
date for any such determination of shareholders, such date in 
any case to be not more than fifty (50) days and, in case of 
a meeting of shareholders, not less than ten (10) days prior 
to the date on which the particular action, requiring such 
determination of shareholders, is to be taken. If the stock 
transfer books are not closed and no record date is fixed for 
the determination of shareholders entitled to notice of or to 
vote at a meeting of shareholders, or shareholders entitled 
to receive payment of a dividend, the date on which notice of 
the meeting is mailed or the date on which the resolution of 
the Board of Directors declaring such dividend is adopted, as 
the case may be, shall be the record date for such determina-
tion of shareholders. When a determination of shareholders 
entitled to vote at any meeting of shareholders has been made 
as provided in this section, such determination shall apply 
to any adjournment thereof. 
Section 5. Voting Record. The officer or agent having 
charge of the stock transfer books for shares of this Corpo-
ration shall make a complete record of the shareholders 
entitled to vote at such meeting or any adjournment thereof, 
arranged in alphabetical order, with the address of and the 
number of shares held by each. Such record shall be produced 
and kept open at the time and place of the meeting and shall 
be subject to the inspection of any shareholder during the 
whole time of the meeting for the purposes thereof. 
ARTICLE VI. 
Indemnification of Officers, 
Directors, Employees and Agents 
Section 1. Definitions As used in this Article: 
(a) "Action" means any threatened, pending, or 
actual claim, suit, or proceeding or completed Action, 
whether civil, criminal, administrative, or investi-
gative. Action shall include derivative Shareholders' 
actions. 
(b) 11 Another Enterprise II means a corporation 
(other than the Corporation), partnership, joint ven-
ture, trust, association, committee, employee benefit 
plan, or other group or entity. 
( c) "Corporation" means WAMOOKA FARMS, INC., and 
any predecessor to it and any constituent corporation 
(including any constituent of a constituent) absorbed by 
the Corporation in a consolidation or merger. 
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( d) 11 Di rector or Officer If means each person who is 
serving or who has served as a Director or Officer of 
the Corporation or, at the request of the Corporation, 
as an employee or agent of Corporation, or as a Direc-
tor, officer, partner, trustee, employee, or agent of 
Another Enterprise. 
( e) 11 Indemni tee" means each person who was I is, or 
is threatened to be made a party to or is involved 
(including without limitation, as a witness) in an 
Action because the person is or was a Director or 
Officer of the Corporation. 
(f) "Loss" means loss, liability, expenses 
(including attorneys' fees), judgments, fines, ERISA 
excise taxes, or penalties and amounts to be paid in 
settlement, actually and reasonably incurred or suffered 
by Indemnitee in connection with an Action. 
(g) nAct 11 means the Idaho Business Corporation 
Act. 
Section 2. Right to Indemnification. The Corporation 
shall indemnify and hold each Indemnitee harmless against any 
and all Loss except for Losses arising out of: (a) any 
breach of the Director's duty of loyalty; (b) any act or 
omission not in good faith or which involves intentional 
misconduct or a knowing violation of law; (c) liability pro-
vided for under Idaho Code Section 30-1-48; or (d) any 
transaction from which the Director derived an improper per-
sonal benefit. Except as provided in Section 6 of this 
Article, the Corporation shall not indemnify an Indemnitee in 
connection with an Action (or part thereof) initiated by the 
Indemnitee unless such Action (or part thereof) was autho-
rized by the Board of Directors of the Corporation. If, 
after the effective date of this Article VI, the Act is 
amended to authorize further indemnification of Directors or 
Officers, then Directors and Officers of this Corporation 
shall be indemnified to the fullest extent permitted by the 
Act, as so amended. 
Section 3. Contribution. If the indemnification pro-
vided in Section 2 of this Article is not available to be 
paid to Indemnitee for any reason other than those set forth 
in subparagraphs (a), (b), (c), and (d) of Section 2 of this 
Article (for example, because indemnification is held to be 
against public policy even though otherwise permitted under 
Section 2) then in respect of any Action in which the Cor-
poration is jointly liable with Indemnitee (or would be if 
joined in such Action), the Corporation shall contribute to 
the amount of Loss paid or payable by Indemnitee in such 
proportion as is appropriate to reflect (a) the relative 
benefits received by the Corporation on the one hand and the 
Indemnitee on the other hand from the transaction from which 
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such Action arose, and (b) the relative fault of the Corpo-
ration on the one hand and the Indemnitee on the other hand 
in connection with the events which resulted in such Loss, as 
well as any other relevant equitable considerations. The 
relative fault of the Corporation on the one hand and the 
Indemnitee on the other shall be determined by a court of 
appropriate jurisdiction (which may be the same court in 
which the Action took place) with reference to, among other 
things, the parties' relative intent, knowledge, access to 
information, and opportunity to correct or prevent the cir-
cumstances resulting in such Loss. Corporation agrees that 
it would not be just and equitable if contribution pursuant 
to this Section 3 was determined by pro rata allocation or 
any other method of allocation which does not take account of 
the foregoing equitable considerations. 
Section 4. Notification and Defense of Claim. Promptly 
after receipt by Indemnitee of notice of commencement of any 
Action, Indemnitee must, if a claim in respect thereof is to 
be made against the Corporation under this Article VI, notify 
the Corporation of the commencement thereof; With respect to 
any such Action as to which Indemnitee has notified Corpora-
tion of the commencement thereof: 
(a) The Corporation will be entitled to partici-
pate therein at its own expense; 
(b) Except as otherwise provided below, to the 
extent that it may wish, the Corporation, jointly with 
any other indemnifying party similarly notified, will be 
entitled to assume the defense thereof, with counsel 
satisfactory to Indemnitee. After notice from the Cor-
poration to Indemnitee of its election to assume the 
defense thereof, the Corporation will not be liable to 
Indemnitee under this Article VI for any legal or other 
expenses subsequently incurred by Indemnitee in connec-
tion with the defense thereof, other than reasonable 
cost of investigation or as otherwise provided below. 
Indemnitee shall have the right to employ its counsel in 
such Action, but the fees and expenses of such counsel 
incurred after notice from the Corporation of its 
assumption of the defense thereof shall be at the 
expense of Indemnitee unless (1) the employment of 
counsel by Indemnitee has been authorized by the Cor-
poration, (2) Indemnitee shall have reasonably concluded 
that there may be a conflict of interest between the 
Corporation and Indemnitee in the conduct of the defense 
of such Action, or (3) the Corporation shall not in fact 
have employed counsel to assume the defense of such 
Action, in any of which cases the fees and expenses of 
counsel shall be at the expense of the Corporation. The 
Corporation shall not be entitled to assume the defense 
of any Action brought by or on behalf of the Corporation 
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or as to which Indemnitee shall have made the conclusion 
provided in (2) of this subparagraph; and 
(c) The Corporation shall not be liable to indem-
nify Indemnitee under this Article VI for any amounts 
paid in settlement of any Action affected without its 
written consent. The Corporation shall not settle any 
Action in any manner which would impose any penalty or 
limitation on Indernnitee without Indemnitee's written 
consent. Neither the Corporation nor Indemnitee will 
unreasonably withhold its consent to a proposed settle-
ment. 
Section 5. Burden of Proof and Procedure for Payment. 
(a) Indemnitee shall be presumed to be entitled to 
indemnification under this Article VI upon submission of 
a written claim to Corporation (including a claim for 
expenses incurred in investigating or defending any 
Action in advance of its final disposition, where the 
undertaking in subparagraph (b) of this Section has been 
tendered to the Corporation). Corporation shall advance 
to Indemnitee funds to cover such expenses within ten 
(10) days after receiving the written claim. There-
after, the Corporation shall have the burden of proof to 
overcome the presumption that the Indemnitee is so 
entitled. 
(b) The right to indemnification conferred in this 
Article VI shall include the right to be paid by the 
Corporation all expenses (including attorney's fees) 
incurred in defending any Action in advance of its final 
disposition; provided, however, that the payment of such 
expenses in advance of the final disposition of an 
Action shall be made upon delivery to the Corporation of 
an undertaking, by or on behalf of such Director or 
Officer, to repay all amounts so advanced in the event 
and only to the extent it shall ultimately be determined 
that such Director or Officer is not entitled to be indem-
nified by the Corporation under the Act, Articles of 
Incorporation, or this Article VI, or otherwise, for 
such expenses. 
Section 6. Right of Indemnitee to Bring Suit. If a 
claim under this Article VI is not paid in full by the Corpo-
ration within sixty (60) days after a written claim has been 
received by the Corporation, except in the case of a claim 
for expenses incurred in defending a proceeding in advance of 
its final disposition, in which case the applicable period 
shall be twenty (20) days, the Indemnitee may at any time 
thereafter bring suit against the Corporation to recover the 
unpaid amount of the claim and, to the extent successful in 
whole or in part, the Indemnitee shall be entitled to be also 
paid the expense of prosecuting such claim. Neither the 
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failure of the Corporation (including its Board of Directors, 
its shareholders, or independent legal counsel) to have made 
a determination prior to the commencement of such Action that 
indemnification of or reimbursement or advancement of expenses 
to th& Indemnitee is proper in the circumstances, nor an 
actual determination by the Corporation (including its Board 
of Directors, its shareholders, or independent legal counsel) 
that the Indemnitee is not entitled to indemnification or to 
the reimbursement or advancement of expenses, shall be a 
defense to the Action or create a presumption that the Indem-
nitee is not so entitled. 
Section 7. Nonexclusivity of Rights. The right to 
indemnification and the payment of expenses incurred in 
defending an Action in advance of its final disposition con-
ferred in this Article VI shall not be exclusive of any other 
right which any person may have or hereafter acquire under 
any statute, provision of the Articles of Incorporation, 
Bylaws, agreement, vote of shareholders, or disinterested 
Directors or otherwise. 
Section 8. Insurance, Contracts, and Funding. The Cor-
poration may maintain insurance, at its expense, to protect 
itself and any Director, officer, employee, or agent of the 
Corporation or Another Enterprise against any expense, 
liability, or Loss, whether or not the Corporation would have 
the power to indemnify such person against such expense, 
liability, or Loss under the Act. The Corporation may, with-
out further corporate action, enter into contracts with any 
Director, or Officer of the Corporation in furtherance of the 
provisions of this Article VI and may create a trust fund, 
grant a security interest, or use other means (including, 
without limitation, a letter of credit) to ensure the payment 
of such amounts as may be necessary to effect indemnification 
as provided in this Article VI. 
Section 9. Indemnification of Employees and Agents of 
the Corporation. The Corporation may, by action of its Board 
of Directors from time to time, provide indemnification and 
pay expenses in advance of the final disposition of an Action 
to employees and agents of the Corporation, with the same 
scope and effect as the provisions of this Article VI with 
respect to the indemnification and advancement of expenses of 
Directors and officers of the Corporation or pursuant to 
rights granted pursuant to, or provided by, the Act or other-
wise. 
Section 10. Contract Right. Rights of indemnification 
under this Article VI shall continue as to an Indemnitee who 
has ceased to be a Director or Officer, as long as Indemnitee 
shall be subject to any possible Action, by reason of the 
fact that Indemnitee was a Director or Officer of the Corpo-
ration or serving in any other capacity referred to herein, 
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and shall inure to the benefit of his or her heirs, execu-
tors, and administrators. The right to indemnification 
conferred in this Article VI shall be a contract right upon 
which each Director or Officer shall be presumed to have 
relied in determining to serve or to continue to serve as 
such. Any amendment to or repeal of this Article VI shall 
not adversely affect any right or protection of a Director or 
Officer of the Corporation for or with respect to any acts or 
omissions of such Director or officer occurring prior to such 
amendment or repeal. 
Section 11. Severability. If any provision of this 
Article VI or any application thereof shall be invalid, unen-
forceable or contrary to applicable law, the remainder of 
this Article VI, or the application of such provisions to 
persons or circumstances other than those as to which it is 
held invalid, unenforceable, or contrary to applicable law, 
shall not be affected thereby and shall continue in full 
force and effect. 
ARTICLE VII. 
Fiscal Year 
The fiscal year of this Corporation shall end on the 
31st day of December of each year. 
ARTICLE VIII. 
Amendments 
These Amended Bylaws may be amended, repealed or 
altered, in whole or in part, by the vote of a majority of 
the full Board of Directors, except that they shall not make 
or alter any Bylaws fixing their qualifications, classifica-
tions or term of office. The vote of the holders of not less 
than sixty-six and two-thirds percent (66 2/3%) of the 
issued, outstanding and voting shares of stock of this Cor-
poration may make, alter and repeal the Bylaws not incon-
sistent with law, or with the Articles of Incorporation, 
including the Bylaws made or altered by the Board of Direc-
tors. 
ARTICLE IX. 
Voting Shares Held in Other Corporations 
In the absence of other arrangements by the Board of 
Directors, shares of stock issued by any other corporation 
and owned or controlled by this Corporation, may be voted at 
any shareholders' meeting-of the other corporation by the 
President of this Corporation, or, if the President is not 
present at the meeting, by a Vice-President of this Corpo-
ration; and in the event neither the President nor a Vice-
President is to be present at a meeting, the shares may be 
voted by such person as the President and Secretary of this 
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Corporation shall, by duly executed proxy, designate to 
represent this Corporation at the meeting. 
The undersigned Secretary of WANOOKA FARMS, INC., does 
hereby certify that the above and foregoing Amended Bylaws of 
said Corporation were adopted by the Directors as the Bylaws 
of WANOOKA FARMS, INC., and that the same do now constitute 
the Bylaws of this Corporation. 
DATED this /i 0.- day of October, 1987. 
Attest~~~~ 
RTHUR E. WAGNE ,~retary 
16C/BF727310E 
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AMENDOLA DOTY & BRUMLEY, PLLC 
702 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-8225 
Facsimile: (208) 765-1046 
ISBN: 4872 
Attorneys for Defendants Russell 
Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner 
and Jeff Wagner 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OP. THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
LOREN WAGNER; DENA LE WAGNER; 
and GREGORY WAGNER, 
individually and as 
shareholders of WANOOKA FARMS, 
INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
RUSSELL WAGNER; STUART WAGNER; 
TOM WAGNER; JEFF WAGNER; 
individually and as officers, 
directors and shareholders of 
WANOOKA F'ARfVJS, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; and WANOOKA 
FARMS, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Defendants. 
MOTION TO DISQUALIFY -1-
CASE NO. CV-13-1004 
MOTION TO DISQUALIFY 
10/04/2013 04:15 2087551 4i:. ADB PLLC PAGE 02/04 
In accordance with Rule 40 (d) (l) of the I Rules of Civil 
Procedure, the Defendants RUSSELL WAGNER, STUART WAGNER, TOM 
WAGNER, and JEFF WAGNER, through Gary I. Amendola of the law firm 
of AMENDOLA DOTY & BRUMLE,Y., PLLC, move to disqualify the 
Honorable JOHN R. STEGNER in this case. 
DAT8D this /-/ day of October:, 2013. 
AMENDOLA DOTY & BRUMLEY, PLLC 
Attorneys for Defendants Russell Wagner, 
Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner and Jeff 
Wagner 
Byc1-1~£(J\v~ 
Gry I. Amendola 
CERTIFICATE OF SERV!CE 
I certify that on the_±_ of October, 2013, I caused a copy 
of the foregoing to be served by the method indicated below on 
t:he following: 
THEODORE CREASON 
CREASON, MOORE, DOKKEN 
& GEIDL, PLLC 
P.O. DRAWER 835 
LEWISTON, ID 83501 
PETER J. SMITH 
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S. 
601 E. FRONT AVENUE, SUITE 502 
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83814 
Ail_~,~~~---°'------
(__'ry I. Amendola 
MOTION TO DISQUALIFY 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[X] Facsimile to: 746-2231 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ U.S. Ma.-Ll 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[X] Facsimile to: 664-4125 
[ J Overnight Mail 
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Gary I. Amendola 
AMENDOLA DOTY & BRUMLEY, PLLC 
702 N. 4th Street 
? zJd __ z:;?q 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-8225 
Facsimile: (208) 765-1046 
ISBN: 4872 
Attorneys for Defendants Russell 
Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner 
and Jeff Wagner: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
LOREN WAGNER; DENA LE WAGNER; 
and GREGORY WAGNER, 
individually and as 
shareholders of WANOOKA FARMS, 
INC., an Idaho corporation, 
l?laintiffs, 
vs. 
RUSSELL WAGNER; STUART WAGNER; 
TOM WAGNER; JEFF WAGNER; 
individually and as officers, 
directors and shareholders of 
WANOOKA FARMS, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; and WANOOKA 
FARMS, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Defendants. 
CASE NO. CV-13-1004 
ORDER OF DISQUALIFICATION 
Based on the Motion to Disquali , and good cause appearing; 
ORDER OF DISQUALIFICATION -1-
4 
10/04/2013 04:15 208755104h ADB PLLC 
IT IS ORDERED that the Honorable JOHN R. STEGNER is 
disquaU.fiet1' in this case. 
. r .11\ :f-
DATEo this ~ay of October, 2013. 
HN R. STEGNER 
District Court Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
PAGE 04/04 
I CERTIFY that on the day of October, 2013, I caused 
to be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the 
method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
GARY I. AMENDOLA 
AMENDOLA DOTY & BRUMLEY, PLLC 
702 N. 4TH STREET 
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83814 
THEODORE CREASON 
CREASON, MOORE, DOKKEN 
& GEIDL, PLLC 
P.O. DRAWER 835 
LEWISTON, ID 83501 
PETER J. SMITH 
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S. 
601 E. FRONT AVENUE, SUITE 502 
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83814 
CLERK OF.' THE 
ORDER OF DISQUALIFICATION -2-
[ ] U.S. Mail 
[ ) Hand Delivered 
[X] Facsimile to: 765-1046 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] U.S. Mall 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[X] Facsimile to: 746-2231 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
] IJ. S. Mai 1 
( ] Hand Delivered 
[XJ Facsimile to: 664-4125 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
LOREN WAGNER; DENA LE WAGNER; ) 
and GREGORY WAGNER, individually and ) 
as shareholders ofWANOOKA FARMS, INC.,) 








RUSSELL WAGNER; STUART WAGNER; ) 
TOMWAGNER;JEFFWAGNER; ) 
individually and as officers, directors and 
shareholders ofWANOOKA FARMS, INC., 
an Idaho corporation; and WANOOKA 







Case No. CV-2013-1004 
ORDER ASSIGNING JUDGE 
It is ORDERED that Judge Michael J. Griffin, whose chambers are located in 
Grangeville, Idaho, is assigned to preside over all further proceedings in the 
above-entitled matter. 




Administrative District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I do hereby certify that a full, true, complete 
and correct copy of the foregoing ORDER 
ASSIGNING JUDGE was transmitted by facsimile to: 
Hon. Michael J. Griffin 
District Judge 
208-983-2376 
Gary I. Amendola 
Attorney at Law 
(208) 765-1046 
Theodore 0. Creason 
Attorney at Law 
208-7 46-2231 
Peter J. Smith, IV 
Attorney at Law 
208-664-4125 
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Ga.ry I. A.mendola 
AMENDOLA DOTY & BRUMLEY, PLLC 
702 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone: ( 208) 664-8225 
Facsimile: (208) 765-1046 
ISBN: 4872 
Attorneys for Defendants Russell 
Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner 
and Jeff Wagner 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
LOREN WAGNER; DENA LE WAGNER; 
and GREGORY WAGNER, 
individually and as 
shareholders of WANOOKA FARMS, 
INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
RUSSELL WAGNER; STUART WAGNER; 
TOM WAGNER; JEFF WAGNER; 
individually and as officers, 
directors and shareholders of 
WANOOKL~ FARMS, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; and WANOOKA 
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The Defendants RUSSELL WAGNER, STUART WAGNER, TOM WAGNER, 
and JEFF WAGNER {collectively, the Wagner Defendants), through 
their attorney Gary I. Amendola of the law firm of AMENDOLA & 
DOTY, PLLC answer the Complaint (the Complaint) as follows: 
ANSWER 
1. The Wagner Defendants admit the allegations in 
paragraphs 1-5 of the Complaint. 
2. The Wagner Defendants admit the allegations in 
paragraphs 6 and 7 of the Complaint. 
3. The Wagner Defendants admit tha.t Jeff Wagner lives in 
Chattaroy, Washington but deny the remaining allegations in 
paragraph 8 of the Complaint. 
4. The Wagner Defendants admit that this Court has 
jurisdiction in this case but deny the remaining allegations in 
paragraph 9 of the Complaint. 
5. The Wagner Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 
10 and 11 of the Complaint. 
6. The Wagner Defendants admit the allegations in 
paragraphs 13-18 of the Complaint. 
7. The Wagner Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 
19 of the Complaint. 
ANSWER 2-
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8. The Wagner Defendants admit the allegations in 
paragraphs 20-23 of the Complaint. 
9. The Wagner Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 
24 of the Complaint. 
10. The Wagner Defendants admit the allegations in 
paragraph 25 of the Complaint. 
11. The Wagner Defendants deny the allegations in 
paragraphs 26-28 of the Complaint. 
12. The Wagner Defendants admit the allegations in 
paragraph 29 of the Complaint. 
13. The Wagner Defendants admit that Loren Wagner and 
Gregory Wagner have at times worked in the Wanooka Farms' lentil 
processing operation but deny the remaining allegations in 
paragraph 30 o:: the Complaint. 
14. The Wagner Defendants admit the allegations in 
paragraphs 31 and 32 of the Complaint. 
15. The Wagner Defendants admit that in 2007, the 
shareholders and directors of Wanooka Farms decided to again 
consider a division of the assets of Wanooka Farms among the 
shareholders but deny the remaining allegations in paragraph 33 
of the Complaint. 
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16. The Wagner Defendants admit that expenditures were 
approved in order to be able to consider a division of the assets 
of Wanooka Farms among the shareholder but deny the remaining the 
allegations in paragraph 34 of the Complaint. 
17. The Wagner Defendants admit the allegations in 
paragraphs 35-37 of the Complaint. 
18. The Wagner Defendants admit that on March 7, 2010, a 
shareholders' meeting was held at which a Board of Directors was 
elected but deny the remaining allegations in paragraph 38 of the 
Complalnt. 
J.9. The Wagner Defendants admit the allegations in 
paragraph 39 of the Complaint. 
20. The Wagner Defendants admit that tb.e election at the 
March 7, 2010 shareholder meeting was conducted as it had been 
for many years but deny the remaining allegations in paragraph 40 
of the Complaint. 
21. The Wagner Defendants deny the allegations 
41 of the Complaint. 
22. The Wagner Defendants deny the allegations in 
paragraphs 42-49 of the Complaint. 
ANSWER -4-
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23. The Wagner Defendants admit the allegations in 
paragraph 50 of the Complaint. 
24. The Wagner Defendants deny the allegations in 
51 of the Complaint. 
25. The Wagner Defendants admit the allegations in 
paragraph 52 of the Complaint. 
26. The Wagner Defendants deny the allegations in 
paragraphs 53 and 54 of the Complaint. 
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paragraph 
27. The Wagner Defendants admit that it was the general 
intent of the division of the assets of Wanooka Farms to give an 
equitable share to each shareholder but otherwise deny the 
remaining allegations in paragraphs 55 and 56 of the Complaint. 
28. The Wagner Defendants deny the allegations in 
paragraphs 57-61 and paragraphs 63-73 of the Complaint. 
29. The Wagner Defendants admit the allegations in 
paragraph 75 of the Complaint. 
30. The Wagner Defendants deny the allegations in 
paragraphs 76-78 of the Complaint. 
31. The Wagner Defendants deny the allegations in 
paragraphs 80-81 of the Complaint. 
ANSWER -5-
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32. The Wagner Defendants admit the allegations in the 
first sentence of paragraph 82 of the Complaint but deny the 
remaining allegations in that paragraph. 
33. The Wagner Defendants deny the allegations in 
paragraphs 83-84 of the Complaint. 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
1. Failure to state any claim upon which relief can be 
granted. 
2. The Wagner Defendants also assert all applicable 
affirmative defenses identified in Rule S(c) of the Idaho Rules 
of Civil Procedure. 
3. The Wagner Defendants reserve the right to assert other 
affirmative defenses that may be applicable based on evidence 
that is discovered later in this case. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, the Wagner Defendants pray as follows: 
1. For an Order dismissing all causes of action alleged in 
the Complaint and denying all relief requested by the Plaintiffs; 
2. For an Order granting the Wagner Defendants cos_s and 
attorney fees incurred in the defense of this frivolous lawsuit; 
and 
ANSWER -6-
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3. For any other relief this Court deems just. 
DATED this I.If day of October, 2013. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
ss. 
County of Kootenai 
AMENDOLA DOTY & BROMLEY, PLLC 
Attorneys for Defendants Russell Wagner, 
Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner and Jeff 
Wagner: 
By~)~ Gry I. Amendola 
VERIFICATION 
RUSSELL WAGNER, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes 
and says: 
I am one of the Defendants in this case. I have read this 
Answer, know the contents of it and believe the same to be true 
to the best of my knowledge, information and belief. 
~L~ 
before me this I lft!l day of 
ZW<l?L~ 
~otary Public for Idaho 
CSo.IJilll..1(.s s ion expires: tJ 3-/ 8 · ~('er 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that on the J.!£ of October, 2013 1 I caused a copy 
of the foregoing to be served by the method indicated below on 
the following: 
THEODORE CREASON 
CREASON, MOORE, DOKKEN 
& GEIDL, PLLC 
P.O. DRAWER 835 
LEWISTON, ID 83501 
P.ETE,R J. SMITH 
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S. 
601 E. FRONT AVENUE, SUITE 502 
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83814 
ANSWER -8-
[ ] U.S. Mail 
[ J Hand Delivered 
[X) Facsimile to: 746-2231 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ U.S. Mail 
[ J Hand Delivered 
[X] Facsimile to: 664-4125 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
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----
PETER J. SMITH IV, ISB #6997 
LINDSEY R. SIMON, ISB #7966 
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S. 
60 I E. Front A venue, Ste. 502 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
Telephone: (208) 667-0517 
Facsimile: (208) 664-4125 
Email: psmith@lukins.com 
1 simon@lukins.com 
Attorneys for Defendant Wanooka Farms, Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
LOREN WAGNER; DENA LEW AGNER; 
AND GREGORY WAGNER, individually and 
as shareholders ofWANOOKA FARMS, INC., 
an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
RUSSEL WAGNER; STUART WAGNER; 
TOM WAGNER; AND JEFF WAGNER, 
individually and as officers, directors and 
shareholders ofWANOOKA FARMS, INC., 
an Idaho corporation, and W ANOOKA 
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Defondants. 
NO. CV 2013-1004 
ELECTION BY W ANOOKA FARMS, 
INC. PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE § 
30-1-1434 
Defendant W ANOOKA FARMS, INC. hereby elects pursuant to Idaho Code § 30-1-
1434 to purchase the corporate shares of Wanooka Farms, Inc. from plaintiff shareholders Loren 
Wagner, Dena Le Wagner, and Gregory Wagner. 
ELECTION BY W ANOOKA FARMS, INC. 





DATED this day of November, 2013. 
1112n1201::3 15 29 
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S. 
~~ 
By-t-::S ~_::-~ 
PETER J. SMITH IV 
ISB #6997 
Attorneys for Defendant 
Wanooka Fanns, Inc. 
#54/l P 0021002 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on theZD day of November, 2013, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to the 
following: 
Theodore Creason D 
Samuel T. Creason D 
Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl PLLC D 
1219 Idaho St ~ 
P.O. Drawer 835 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Gary L Amendola 
Amendola Doty & Brumley, PLLC 
702 N. Fourth Street · 












Telecopy (FAX) (208) 765-1046 
PETER J. SMITH IV 
ELECTION BY WANOOKA FARMS, INC. 
PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE§ 30-1-1434: 2 
00747460 
.r 
01/23/2014 15:40 20:37551 
Gary I. Amendola 
AMENDOLA DOTY & BRUMLEY, PLLC 
702 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-8225 
Facsim1le: (208) 765-1046 
ISBN: 4872 
Attorneys for Defendants Russell 
Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner 
and Jeff Wagner 
ADE PLLC PAGE 01/03 
CLERK 
BY .. _ . 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
LOREN WAGNER; DENA LE WAGNER; 
and GREGORY WAGNER, 
individually and as 
shareholders of WANOOKA FARMS, 
INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plain;:iffs, 
vs. 
R0SSELL WAGNER; STOART WAGNER; 
TOM WAGNER; JEFF WAGNER; 
individually and as officers, 
directors and shareholders of 
WANOOKA FARMS, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; and WANOOKA 
FARMS, I:'-JC., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Defendants. 
NOTICE OF JOINING IN MOTION -l-
CASE NO. CV-13-1004 
NOTICE OF JOINING IN 
MOTION 
01/23/2014 15:40 2087551 ADB PLLC PAGE 02/03 
The Defendants RUSSELL WAGNER, STUART WAGNER, TOM WAGNER, 
and JEFF WAGNER (collectively, the Wagner Defendants), through 
their attorney Gary I. Amendola of the law firm of AMENDOLA & 
DOTY, PLLC, notify the Court and counsel for the other parties 
that the Wagner Defendants join in and have no objection to 
Wanooka Farms, Inc.'s Motion for Stay and Determination of Fair
 
Value of Plaintiffs' Shares Pursuant to Idaho Code§ 30-1-
1434(4). The Wagner Defendants also request that any order 
granting the Motion filed by Wanooka Farms, Inc. be equally 
applicable to the Wagner Defendants. 
DATED this~ day of January, 2014. 
NOTICE OF JOINING IN MOTION 
AMENDOLA DOTY & BRUMLEY, PLLC 
Attorneys for Defendants Russell Wagner, 
Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner and Jeff 
Wagner 
By LY___,.. yi..,-C=f.~ ~- _(!_______ 
a r y I. Amendola 
-2-
01/23/2014 15:40 208755HJt1C: ADB PLLC PAGE 03/03 
CERT!FICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that on the 2-.:!J of January, 2014, I caused a copy 
of the foregoing to be served by the method indicated below on 
the following: 
THEODORE. CREASON 
CREASON, MOORE, DOKKEN 
& GEIDL, PLLC 
P.O. DRAWER 835 
LSWISTON, 10 83501 
PETER J. SMITH 
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S. 
601 E. FRONT AVENUE, SUITE 502 
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83814 
~~ ~ y I. Amendola 
NOTICE OF JOINING IN MOTION -3-
[ ] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[X] Facsimile to: 746-2231 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[X] Facsimile to: 664-4125 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
11 
Theodore 0. Creason, ISB 563 
Samuel T. Creason, ISB #8183 
CREASON, MOORE, DOKKEN & GEIDL, 
1219 Idaho Street 
P.O. Drawer 835 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
(208) 743-1516 
Fax: (208) 746-2231 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
LOREN WAGNER, DENA LE WAGNER, 
AND GREGORY WAGNER, for themselves 
and on behalf of WANOOKA FARMS, INC., 
an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
RUSSEL WAGNER, STUART WAGNER, 
TOM WAGNER, AND JEFF WAGNER, 
individually and as officers, directors and 
shareholders of W ANOOKA FARMS, INC., 
an Idaho corporation; and WANOOKA 
FARMS, INC., and Idaho corporation. 
Defendants. 
) Case No. CV 2013-1004 
) 
) 
) PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR 
) STAY AND DETERMINATION 
) OF FAIR VALUE OF 
) PLAINTIFFS' SHARES 
) PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE 







PLAINTIFFS' LOREN WAGNER, DENA LE WAGNER, AND GREGORY 
WAGNER have no objection and join with DEFENDANT WANO OKA FARMS, 
INC.'S Motion for Stay and Determination of Fair Value of Plaintiffs' Shares Pursuant to 
PLAINTffFS' MOTION FOR 
STAY AND DETERMINATION 
OF FAIR VALliE OF PLAINTIFFS' 
SHARES PlJRSlJANT OT IDAHO CODE 
§ 30-l-l-B4(4) - l 
Idaho Code § 30-1-1434(4) filed January 22, 2014 with the District Court of Latah 
County, Idaho. 
The Plaintiffs' likewise request that the Court allow discovery to continue to aid 
the parties in determining the fair value of the shares and the appropriate date of 
valuation under the circumstances. 
DATED this 23rd day of January, 2014. 
CREASON, MOORE, DOKKEN & GEIDL, PLLC 
I / /,. t· I ( .• ,/' · 
./ /,ft· t"f ll ' ,.__ .. ( . ',l£(?:~E-:"'~"'-
Theodore 0. Creason, ISB # 1563 
Attorney Plaintiffs 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 23rd day of January, 2014, a copy of the 
foregoing PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR STAY AND DETERMINATION OF FAIR 
VALUE OF PLAINTIFFS' SHARES PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE§ 30-1-1434(4) 
was served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Gary I. Amendola 
Amendola & Doty, PLLC 
702 North 4th 
Coeur a·Alene, ID 83814 
Peter Smith 
Lukins & Annis, P.S. 
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 502 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR 
STAY AND DETERMINATIO'.'. 
OF FAIR VALUE OF PLAINTIFFS' 






FAX TRANSM1SSION (208) 765-1046 





From_ 02/1 '014 15_.:34 #6e3 p_oo11ooe 
PETER J. SMITH IV, lSB #6997 
LINDSEY R. SIMON, ISB #7966 
LUKINS & Al'.'NIS, P.S. 
60 I E. Front A venue, Ste. 502 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
Telephone: (208) 667-0517 
Facsimile: (208) 664-4125 
Email: psmithc@lukins.com, lsimon@lukins.com 
Attorneys for Defendant Wanooka Fanns, Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
LOREN WAGNER; DENA LEW AGNER; 
AND GREGORY WAGNER, individually and 
as shareholders of WANOOKA FARMS, INC., 
an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
NO. CV 2013-1004 
Ii 
V. 
RUSSEL WAGNER; STUART WAGNER; 
TOM WAGNER; AND JEFF WAGNER, 
individually and as officers, directors and 
shareholders ofWANOOKA FARMS, INC., 
an Idaho corporation, and W ANOOKA 
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
WANOOKA FARMS, INC.'S 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR STAY AND 
DETERMINATION OFF AIR VALUE OF 
PLAINTIFFS' SHARES PURSUANT TO 
IDAHO CODE§ 30-1-1434(4) 
Defendants. 
Defendant W ANOOKA FARMS, INC. ("Wanooka Farms") submits this Memorandum 
in support of its Motion for Stay and Determination of Fair Value of Plaintiffs' Shares pursuant 
to Idaho Code § 30-1-1434(4 ). Plaintiffs and the individual Defendants have joined in this 
Motion. 
WANOOKA FARMS, INC. 'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF THE MOT10N FOR STAY AND 
DETERMINATION OF FAIR VALUE OF PLAINTIFFS' SHARES PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE§ 30-1-
1434( 4 ): l 
00747460 
1 
From_ 02/IC 014 15_34 #G83 P_OQ2/008 
I. RELIEF REQUESTED 
Wanooka Farms requests an order from this Court to stay the underlying proceedings and 
conduct a trial to determine the fair value of the shares held by Plaintiffs LOREN WAGNER, 
DENA LE WAGNER, and GREGORY WAGNER ("Plaintiffs"). Wanooka Fanns requests that 
the order for stay allow discovery to continue to aid the pmiies in determining the fair value of 
the shares held by the Plaintiffs. 
II. APPLICABLE LAW 
The process for electing a purchase of shares of a shareholder who has requested judicial 
dissolution of an Idaho corporation is set forth in Idaho Code Section 30-1-1434. "[S]ection 
1434 affords an orderly procedure by which a dissolution proceeding under Section 1430(a)(2) 
can be tenninated upon payment of the fair value of the petitioner's shares." I.C. § 30-1-1434, 
ABA Cmt. (Section 1430(a)(2) of the Uniform Act is codified under Idaho Code as Section 
l 430(2)(b )). 
When a shareholder brings suit requesting judicial dissolution of an Idaho corporation 
under Idaho Code§ 30-l-1430(2)(b), 1 the corporation and other shareholders are given the 
option to buy that shareholder out in order to preserve the corporate existence. Either the 
corporation and/or the non-Plaintiff shareholders arc empowered by statute to make an offer to 
Plaintiffs to buy their shares to circwnvent the Plaintiffs' efforts to dissolve the corporation. The 
corporation has "first right ofrefusal" before the option is given to the shareholders. "[T]he 
corporation may elect or, if it fails to elect, one (I) or more shareholders may elect to purchase 
l Judicial dissolution can be awarded only in cases of"bad conduct'' by those in control of the corporation. Idaho 
Code Section 30-l-1430(2)(b) provides that "the Idaho District Court_ . _ may dissolve a corporation ... in a 
proceeding by a shareholder if it is established that ... the Directors or those in control of the corporation have acted 
or are acting in a manner that is illegal, oppressive or fraudulent. and irreparable injury to the corporation is 
threatened or being suffered by reason thereof. _ ." J.C. § 30-l- l 430(2)(b ). 
WANOOKA FARMS, INC. 'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF THE MOTION FOR STAY AND 




i:- r-om: 02/1' ""014 15_34 #G83 P.003/00B 
shares owned by the petitioning shareholder. ... " § 30-1-1434(1). The purchase must be 
either on agreed-upon terms between the parties or for the "fair value of the shares." § 30-1-
1434(1). If the parties do not reach agreement, the court, upon application of any party, shall stay 
the underlying proceedings and determine the fair value of the petitioner's shares as of the day 
before the date on which the suit was filed or as of such other date as the court deems appropriate 
under the circumstances. LC.§ 30-1-1434(4).2 
"Upon determining the fair value of the shares, the court shall enter an order directing the 
purchase upon such tenns and conditions as the court deems appropriate, which may include 
payment of the purchase price in installments, where necessary in the interests of equity, 
provision for security to assure payment of the purchase price and any additional costs, fees, and 
expenses as may have been awarded, and, if the shares are to be purchased by shareholders, the 
allocation of shares among them. In allocating petitioner's shares among holders of different 
classes of shares, the court should attempt to preserve the existing distribution of voting rights 
among holders of different classes insofar as practicable and may direct that holders of a specific 
class or classes shall not participate in the purchase." I.C. § 30-1-1434(5). 
After an election has been filed by the corporation or one ( 1) or more shareholders, the 
proceeding under section 30-1-1430(2), Idaho Code, may not be discontinued or settled, nor may 
the petitioning shareholders sell or otherwise dispose of shares, unless the court determines that 
it would be equitable to the corporation and the shareholders, other than the petitioner, to permit 
such discontinuance, settlement, sale, or other disposition." LC. § 30-1-1434(2). 
If the purchase is consummated by agreement or court order, "the court shall djsmiss the 
petition to dissolve the corporation under section 30-1-1430, Idaho Code, and the petitioning 
2 Wanooka Fam1s is not asking the Court to detennine the date of valuation at this time. 
WANOOKA FARMS, INC'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF THE MOTION FOR STAY AND 
DETERMINATION OF FAIR VALUE OF PLAINTIFFS' SHARES PURSUANT TO lDAHO CODE§ 30-1-
1434(4): 3 
00747460 
From 02/1 ::'014 15.35 #683 P. OOLl / 008 
shareholder shall no longer have any rights or status as a shareholder of the corporation, except 
the right to receive the amounts awarded to him by of the court which shal1 be 
enforceable in the same mam1er as any other judgment." LC. § 30-1-1434(6). 
Ultimately, "fair value" is a matter of discretion for the court. l.C. § 30-1-1434, ABA 
Cmt. "The court may allow discovery to determine 'fair value' or to decide if the petitioner is 
entitled to expenses under the last sentence of subsection (e) or if interest should be withheld by 
virtue of the second sentence of that subsection." Id. 
III. DISCUSSION 
Each of the requirements ofldaho Code § 30-1-1434 required for this Court to issue a 
stay are met. First, Plaintiffs have sought dissolution of Wanooka Farms. The Complaint in this 
case was filed on August 22, 2013. In Section E, Plaintiffs seek 'judicial dissolution/division of 
Wanooka Farms." Complaint at Pg. 14. Paragraph 80 of the Complaint states that the individual 
Defendants, some of who are directors, are acting in a way that is oppressive and causing 
"irreparable injury to Wanooka Farms." Id. Finally, in the prayer for relief, Plaintiffs request "an 
order dissolving Wanooka Fanns. Id. at Pg. 16. 
To avoid dissolution, Wanooka Fanns elected to purchase the shares of the Plaintiffs. The 
notice of election required by Idaho Code § 30-1-1434(2) to purchase was filed on November 20, 
2013. 
To date, Wanooka Fanns and Plaintiffs are unable to agree upon fair value of the shares 
held by Plaintiffs. Affidavit of Peter J. Smith IV filed herewith. 
Therefore, pursuant to Idaho Code § 30- l-1434, Wanooka Farms requests that this Court: 
1. Stay the underlying action pursuant to Idaho Code§ 30-1-1434(4). 
2. Set the matter for trial to determine the '·fair value" of Plaintiffs' shares. 
WANOOKA FARMS, INC.'S MEMORANDUM JN SUPPORT OF THE MOTION FOR STAY AND 
DETERMINATION OF FAIR VALUE OF PLAINTIFFS' SHARES PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE§ 30-1-
1434(4): 4 
00747460 
From- 02/1 ~014 15.35 #683 P.005/008 
3. Allow discovery on the issue to be tried before Court. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
For the reasons stated herein, Wanooka Fanns requests that the Court grant its Motion. 
DATED this 10th day of February, 2014. 
LUKINS & ANNIS, P .S. 
By.........._ _ --== 
PETER J. SMITH IV 
ISB #6997 
Attorneys for Defendant 
Wanooka Farms, Inc. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 101h day of February, 2014, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to the 
following: 
Theodore Creason 
Samuel T. Creason 
Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl PLLC 
1219 Idaho St 
P.O. Drawer 835 
Lewiston, ID 8350 l 
Gary I. Amendola 
Amendola Doty & Brumley, PLLC 
702 N. Fourth Street 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 814 
0 U.S. Mail 
D Hand Delivered 
D Overnight Mail 
0 Telecopy (FAX) (208) 746-2231 











Telecopy (FAX) (208) 765-1046 
Email garv@adbattor:neys.com 
WANOOKA FARMS, JNC.'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF THE MOTION FOR STAY AND 
DETERMINATION OF FAIR VALUE OF PLAINTIFFS' SHARES PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE§ 30-1-1434(4): 5 
00747460 
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PETER J. SMITH IV, ISB #6997 
LINDSEY R. SIMON, ISB #7966 
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S. 
601 E. Front A venue, Ste. 502 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
Telephone: (208) 667-05 l 7 
Facsimile: (208) 664-4125 
Email: psmith@lukins.com, lsimon@lukins.com 
Attorneys for Defendant Wanooka Fan11s, Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
LOREN WAGNER; DENA LE WAGNER; 
AND GREGORY WAGNER, individually and 
as shareholders of W ANOOKA FARMS, INC., 
an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
RUSSEL WAGNER; STUART WAGNER; 
TOM WAGNER; AND JEFF WAGNER, 
individually and as officers, directors and 
shareholders ofWANOOKA FARMS, INC., 
an Idaho corporation, and W ANOOKA 
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Defendants. 
NO. CV 2013-1004 
DECLARATION OF PETER J. SMITH IV 
1. I am the attorney of record for Wanooka Farms, Inc. ("Wanooka Farms"). 
2. I am over the age of 18. 
3. I am familiar with the proceedings and negotiations between Wanooka Farms and the 
Plaintiffs in this case. 
DECLARATION OF PETER J. SMITH IV: 1 
00796677 2/10/14 
1 
From: 02/ -014 15:35 #683 P.007/008 
4. Specifically, the negotiations over the fair value of the Plaintiffs' shares of stock of 
Wanooka Farms. 
5. As of the date of this Declaration, Wanooka Farms and the Plaintiffs have been unable to 
reach an agreement as to fair value of the Plaintiffs' shares. 
6. In compliance with Idaho Code Section 9-1406, I certify under penalty of perjury 
pursuant to the laws of the State of Idaho that the foregoing information is true and correct. 
DATED this 10th day of February, 2014. 
DECLARATION OF PETER J. SM1TH IV: 2 
00796677 2/10/14 
LUKINS & ANNIS, P .S. 
By_\_.!!:~~ 
PETER J. SMITH IV 
ISB #6997 
Attorneys for Defendant 
Wanooka Fanns, Inc. 
02/lQ/?Q 4 -15:35 #683 P.008/00E3 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the l 0th day of February, 201 I caused to be served a true and 
conect copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to the 
following: 
Theodore Creason 
Samuel T. Creason 
Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl PLLC 
1219IdahoSt 
P.O. Drawer 835 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Gary I. Amendola 
Amendola Doty & Brumley, PLLC 
702 N. Fourth Street 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
DECLARATION Of PETER J. SMITH IV: 3 
00796677 2/l0/l4 
0 U.S. Mail 
D Hand Delivered 
D Overnight Mail 
0 Telecopy (FAX) (208) 746-2231 











Telecopy (FAX) (208) 765-1046 
Email gary@adbattorneys.com 
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P; ER J. SMITH IV 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
COURT MINUTES 
February 24, 2014, at 9:00 a.m. 
District Judge Presiding: Michael J. Griffin 
Reporter: Keith Evans 
Clerk: Kathy] 
********* 















Appearance for Plaintiff: Theodore Creason 
Appearance for Defendant: Peter Smith/Gary Amendola 
Subject of Proceedings: Telephone Motion 
BE IT KNOWN, that the following proceedings were had, to-wit: 
9:06 Court announces case 
Counsel appear telephonically 
Court addresses Creason 
9:07 Court questions Smith re: note of parties request for stay and fair market value 
Smith responds 
Creason responds 
9:08 Amendola concurs 
Court addresses Smith re: prepare stipulation and present to court with 
order 
Smith responds to the court 
Court addresses counsel re: surgery 
9:09 Smith requests trial date 
Court questions counsel re: timing 
Smith replies trial should last 3 days 
Creason addresses the court re: timing for trial 
9:10 Court questions counsel re: telephonic scheduling conference for 3/31/14 at 8:30 am 




PETER J. SMITH IV, ISB #6997 
LINDSEY R. SIMON, ISB #7966 
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S. 
601 E. Front A venue, Ste. 502 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
Telephone: (208) 667-0517 
Facsimile: (208) 664-4125 
Email: psmith@lukins.com, 1simon@lukins.com 
Attorneys for Defendant Wanooka Farms, Inc. 
02 2014 15:31 #723 P.001/003 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
LOREN WAGNER; DENA LE WAGNER; 
AND GREGORY WAGNER, individually and 
as shareholders of W ANOOKA FARMS, INC., 
an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
RUSSEL WAGNER; STUART WAGNER; 
TOM WAGNER; AND JEFF WAGNER, 
individually and as officers, directors and 
shareholders of W ANOOK.A FARMS, INC., 
an Idaho coiporation, and W ANOOKA 
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Defendants. 
NO. CV 2013-1004 
STIPULATED ORDER GRANTING 
W ANOOK.A FARMS, INC. 'S MOTION 
FOR STAY AND DETERMINATION OF 
FAIR VALUE OF PLAINTIFFS' SHARES 
PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE§ 30-1-
1434(4) 
On February 24, 2014, Defendant WANOOKA FARMS, INC.'s ("WanookaFarms") 
"Motion for Stay and Determination of Fair Value of Plaintiffs' Shares Pursuant to Idaho Code§ 
30-1-1434( 4)" ("Motion for Stay") was heard by this Court. The Motion was filed on January 22, 
2014. On January 23, 2014, Plaintiffs LOREN WAGNER, DENA LE WAGNER, and 
GREGORY WAGNER.joined Wanooka Farms' Motion for Stay. Likewise, on January 23, 
STIPULATED ORDER GRANTING WANOOKA FARMS, INC.'S MOT£0N FOR STAY AND 
DETERMJNA TION OF FAIR VALUE OF PLAINTIFFS' SHARES PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE§ 30-1-
1434(4): l 
00804262 
Received Time Feb. 24. 2014 3: 15PM No. 3702 
From: 02 _,014 15:32 #723 P 0021003 
2013, Defendants RUSSEL WAGNER, STUART WAGNER, TOM WAGNER, and JEFF 
WAGNER joined WanookaFanns' Mction for Stay. 
Given that there is no objection to the Motion for Stay, the Court hereby GR.ANTS 
Wanooka Farms' Motion for Stay and ORDERS that: 
1. Underlying action filed by Plaintiffs against Defendants is stayed; and 
2. Discovery on fair value of the Plaintiffs' shares of stock of W anooka Farms may 
continue pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 




;~~AVJ' MOORE, DOKKEN, & GEIDL, 
By ~~ --
HEODORE 0. CREASON 
Attorney for Plaintiffu 




rney for Defendants RUSSELL 
WAGNER, STIJART WAGNER, 
TOM WAGNER AND JEFF WAGNER 
Attorney for Defendant W ANOOK.A 
FARMS, INC. 
STIPULATED ORDER GRANTING W ANOO~ FARMS, INC:S MOTION FOR STAY AND 
DETERMINATION OF f AIR VALUE OF PLAINTIFFS' SHARES PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE § 30-1-
1434(4); 2 
00804262 
Received Time Feb.24.2014 3:15PM No.3702 
1 
From: 0 2014 15:32 #723 P.003/003 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on tha-J ~:~f-day of February, 2014, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to the 
following: 
Theodore Creason 
Samuel T. Creason 
Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl PLLC 
1219 Idaho St 
P.O. Drawer 835 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Gary 1. Amendola 
Amendola Doty & Brumley, PLLC 
702 N. Fourth Street 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Peter J. Smith IV 
Lukins & Annis, P.S. 
601 E. Front Avenue, Suite 502 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
0 U.S. Mai1 
D Hand Delivered 
D Overnight Mail 
_1:3- · Telecopy (FAX) (208) 7 46-2231 
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STIPULATED ORDER GRANTING WANOOKA FARMS, INC. 'S MOTION FOR ST A Y AND 
DETERMINATION OFF AIR VALUE OF PLAINTIFFS' SHARES PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE § 30-1-
1434(4): 3 
00804262 
Re c e i v e d T i me Fe b. 2 4. 2 0 14 3 : 1 5 PM No. 3 7 0 2 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, iN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
COURT MINUTES 
March 311 2014, at 8:30 am. 
District Judge Presiding: Michael J. Griffin 
Reporter: Keith Evans 












Case No. CV 13-1004 
vs. 
Wagner, et al , 
Defendant. 
********* 
Appearance for Plaintiff: Ted Creason 
Appearance for Defendant: Peter Smith, Gary Amendola 
Subject of Proceedings: 
BE IT KNOWN, that the following proceedings were had, to-wit: 
8:37 Court addresses counsel re: scheduling hearings 
Counsel respond to the court re: valuing the corporation 
8:38 Creason addresses the court and discusses scheduling with court re: hearing on 
valuation 
8:40 Court questions Smith 
Smith responds to the court 
8:41 Court questions Amendola 
Amendola responds to the court re: timing 
8:42 Court questions counsel re: timing for hearing 
Creason indicates could take 3 days 
Smith concurs 
8:43 Court sets hearing on valuations for 9/3/14 (3 days) 
8: 46 Experts disclosed by 6/6/14, resp by 7/25/14, reply by 8/8/14 
8:47 Creason addresses court re: discovery hearing 
8:48 Court responds re: hearing times 
8:48 Smith responds to the court 
Amendola and Creason concur 
8:49 Recess 
I 
Signed: 1 ! / ~ ----~!fer'/ ________ _ 
Distri qt vJ udge 
Signed: 
Theodore 0. Creason, ISBN: 1563 
Samuel T. Creason, ISBN: 8183 
Creason, Moore & Dokken, PLLC 
1219 Idaho Street 
P.O. Drawer 835 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
(208) 743-1516 
Fax: (208)746-2231 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
LOREN WAGNER, DENA LE WAGNER, ) Case No. CV 2013-1004 
and GREGORY WAGNER, individually and ) 
as shareholders ofWANOOKA FARMS, ) 
INC., an Idaho corporation, ) PLAINTIFFS' DISCLOSURE 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
RUSSEL WAGNER, STUART WAGNER, 
TOM WAGNER, and JEFF WAGNER, 
individually and as officers, directors and 
shareholders of W ANOOKA FARMS, INC., 
an Idaho corporation; and W ANOOKA 
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation. 
Defendants. 













The Plaintiffs, Loren Wagner, Dena Le Wagner, and Gregory Wagner, by and through 
their attorney of record, Theodore 0. Creason of Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl, PLLC, 
discloses their expert witnesses as follows: 
PLAINTIFFS' DISCLOSURE OF 
EXPERT WITNESSES Page I 
Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl, PLLC 
P.O. Drawer 835, Lewiston, ID 83501 
(208) 743-1516; Fax: (208) 746-2231 
Dennis R. Reinstein, CPA/ABV, ASA, CVa 
Coles Reinstein 
University Plaza 
960 Broadway, Ste 415 
Boise, ID 83706 
Mr. Reinstein will be asked to testify as to the correct statement of the financial condition 
of the lentil processing mill on December 31, 2011. Mr. Reinstein will also testify as to his 
professional opinion with respect to the valuation of the corporation including its ongoing lentil 
processing business on December 31, 2011. Mr. Reinstein is expected to opine on the value of 
the shares of the corporation that would have been distributed to the Plaintiffs on December 31, 
2011, in exchange for their interests in Wanooka Farms, Inc. Mr. Reinstein will also be asked to 
formulate an opinion on the loss to Wanooka Farms, Inc. resulting from shuttering the lentil 
processing mill. Mr. Reinstein may also be asked to calculate the damages to Loren Wagner 
resulting from his being relieved of his authority to operate the mill operation for the benefit of 
himself and the corporation. 
Raphael Barta 
Century 21 Riverstone 
305 North First Street 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Mr. Barta will testify as to his professional opinion with respect to the probable selling 
price of the lake property on December 31, 2011. 
The Plaintiffs reserve the right to call as expert witnesses any of the witnesses identified 
by the Defendants. 
DA TED this 6th day ofJune, 20 I 4. 
PLAINTIFFS' DISCLOSURE OF 
EXPERT WITNESSES Page 2 
CREASON, MOORE, DOKKEN & GEIDL, PLLC 
Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl, PLLC 
P.O. Drawer 835, Lewiston, ID 83501 
(208) 743-1516; Fax: (208) 746-2231 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 6
1
h of April, 2014, a copy of the foregoing 
PLAINTIFFS' DISCLOSURE OF EXPERT WITNESSES was served by the method 
indicated below and addressed to the following: 
Gary I. Amendola 
Amendola & Doty, PLLC 
702 North 4th 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 8 14 
Peter Smith 
Lukins & Annis, P.S. 
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 502 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
PLAINTIFFS' DISCLOSURE OF 




__ FAX TRANSMISSION (208) 765-1046 







Theodore O. Creason 
Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl, PLLC 
P.O. Drawer 835, Lewiston, ID 8350 l 





DENNIS R. REINSTEIN, CPA/AB\!, ASA, CVA 
University of Idaho 
BS Agri-business, i 97 4 
BS Business (Accounting), 1975 
Licensed in Idaho as CPA, 1976 
CVA designation, 1995 
ABV designation, 2001 
ASA designation, 2003 
Coles Reinstein, PLLC 
Partner 
Hooper Cornell, PLLC 
Partner 
November, 2012 - Present 
January, 2002- October 2012 
Presnell-Gage Accounting & Consulting 
Firm-wide supervisory responsibilities for business consulting services and 









Professional experience includes: 
July, 1989 - December 31, 2001 
October, 1983 - June, 1989 
May, 1980 - September, 1983 
1979- 1980 
1975-1978 
( 1) Valuation of small businesses and professional practices. 
(2) Assistance to clients with the analysis of business operations and 
significant business transactions. These include negotiations on purchase 
and sale of a business or business segments, including assistance with 
valuation of business entities. 
(3) Design and assist with implementation of financial accounting and control 
systems for various clients served by the firm. 
( 4) Supervision of accounting and auditing services provided by the firm's 
professional staff and consultation on procedures and methods of providing 
client services. 
(5) Member of team conducting review of complex mainframe and 
microcomputer accounting systems. 
(6) Co-authored and presented eight-hour course on cash management. 
Presented other client educational seminars and seminars to other service 
professionals such as bankers and attorneys. 
(7) Duties as a partner-in-charge included the responsibility for managing an 








DENNIS R. REINSTEIN, CPAIABV, ASA, CVA (Continued) 
Farmer's Home Administration - Assistant County Supervisor, 197 4. 
Duties included: 
(1) Evaluation of credit applications and preparation of application 
packages for review and approval. 
(2) Residential real estate and farm appraisals. 
Idaho Society of CPAs, current member 
Past Chairman of Management of an Accounting Practice Committee 
Prior Member of Committees on 
Public Relations 
Continuing Professional Education 
Relations with Bankers 
Northern Chapter of Idaho Society of CPAs, past president 
American Institute of CPAs, current member 
American Society of Appraisers, current member - Business Valuation 
National Association of Certified Valuation Analysts, current member 
Continental Association of CPAs, Past Chair of Litigation Services Committee 
and Information Technology Committee 
Boise Estate Planning Council, current member; Past - President, Vice 
President. Treasurer, Secretary and Program Chairman 
Prior Public Service 
and Community 
Activities: 
Boise Chamber of Commerce 
Member of Small Business Recognition Sub-committee 
Member of Small Business Education and Advisory Sub-committee 
Chair of Small Business Committee 
Member of Garden City Chamber Council 
Discovery Center of Idaho, Vice President of Board 
Kiwanis 
Moscow Chamber of Commerce 
President, Vice President, Treasurer & Board member 
Moscow Executive Association 
Moscow Rotary 
Lewiston Chamber of Commerce 
Lewiston Jaycees 
Heid various offices & a member of Board of Directors 
Prepared and presented accounting seminars for Human Advancement's 
Inc., Minority Contractors Awareness Seminars and the Lewis-Clark 
Homebuilders Association. 
Taught night classes in bookkeeping at the Clarkston Branch of Walla Walla 
Community College. 
2 
PRIOR TESTIMONY- DENNIS R. REINSTEIN, CPA/ABV, ASA, CVA 
The following is a list of cases in which I have given recorded testimony in the last four years. 
1) Jean-Michel Thirion, et al. v. Brenda E. Sangster. 
Hearing on Fees - Boise, Idaho - December 2010 
2) The City of Meridian v. Petra Incorporated 
Trial - Boise, Idaho - March 2011 
3) Tim Hopkins v. Advantage Sales and Marketing Holdings, LLC 
Trial - Boise, Idaho - December 2011 
4) Rodney Shaddox, et al. v. Daryl Kent Maccarter, M.D. 
Deposition - Boise, Idaho - January 2012 
5) Profits Plus Capital Management, LLC, et al. v. Jeffrey Podesta, et al. 
Trial - Boise, Idaho - February 2012 
6) Michael Arevalo v. SafeScan Imaging Services, LLC, et al. 
Deposition - Boise, Idaho - April 2012 
Court Hearing on Qualifications - Emmett, Idaho - May 2012 
Trial - Emmett, Idaho - May 2012 
7) Peggy Cedillo v. Farmers Insurance Company of Idaho 
Deposition - Boise, Idaho - October 2012 
8) Randy Hoffer and Galyena Hoffer v. Stanley J. Waters, M.D., et al. 
Deposition - Boise, Idaho - July 2013 
Trial - Boise, Idaho - November 2013 
9) Elaine Jensen Lemon v. Jerry Kenneth Lemon 
Arbitration - Boise, Idaho - August 2013 
10) Jeffrey Edward Huber v. Lightforce USA, Incorporated, d.b.a. Nightforce Optics 
Deposition - Boise, Idaho - October 2013 
Trial - Orofino, Idaho - October 2013 
11) James Crisp v. Idaho Concrete Co. 
Deposition - Boise, Idaho - January 2014 
3 
PUBLICATIONS/PRESENTATIONS - DENNIS R. REINSTEIN, CPAIABV, ASA, CVA 
The following is a list of publications I have authored or co-authored over the last 10 years. 
1) Business Valuation Basics: How to Use Valuation/Financial Theory to Increase the 
Value of Your Business - presented to TechHelp, Manufacturers Luncheon on January 
28, 2005. 
2) Tax Planning for Sales of Real Estate - sponsored by Premier Alliance on March 16, 
2005. 
3) Valuation and Credit Analysis: Similarities and Differences - presented to Boise area 
U.S. Bank business bankers on May 11, 2005. 
4) The Guideline Publicly Traded Company Method and The Market Value of "invested" 
Capital: Should Market Value of "Stakeholder" Capital be the Appropriate Reference -
Business Valuation Review; Summer, 2006. 
5) A Hybrid Restricted Stock/Pre-lPO Data Point: Lack of Marketability Discount for 
ESOP's. - Business Valuation Review; Summer, 2007. 
6) Pension Plans and Closely-Held Companies: Valuing Tricky Assets in Divorce -
presented to the Idaho State Bar Association on May 9, 2008. 
7) Considerations in Starting a Dental Practice -
a) Presented to Idaho State University Dental School, November 11, 2008 
b) Presented to Idaho State University Dental School, January 12, 2010 
c) Presented to Idaho State University Dental School, June 20, 2011 
d) Presented to Idaho State University Dental School, March 19, 2012 
e) Presented to Idaho State University Dental School, January 14, 2013 
f) Presented to Idaho State University Dental School, February 3, 2014 
8) Co-presenter on damages in Personal Injury litigation to various Treasure Valley area 
law firms 2009. 
9) An Update on Proposed IRS' Appraiser Penalty Procedures - published in ISCPA 
Adjusting Entry, April 2010. 
10) Co-presenter in "Accounting 101 Seminar for Attorneys" - sponsored by the National 
Business Institute, Boise, Idaho August 12, 2010. 
11) Co-presenter in "Buy-Sell Agreements: Recipe for Success or Roadmap to Ruin?" 
a) Presented to the idaho State Bar - 2010 Advanced Estate Pianning Seminar, 
September 11, 2010. 
b) Presented to the Business and Corporate Law Section of the Idaho State Bar, 
September 14, 2011. 
c) Presented to the Business Group of Holland & Hart, LLP, September 28, 2011. 
4 
PUBLICATIONS/PRESENTATIONS- DENNIS R. REINSTEIN- continued 
12) Co-presenter in "So You Think You Want To Be An Expert Witness?" - sponsored by 
the Idaho Society of CPA's, Boise, Idaho November 4, 2011. 
13) Inn of Court Program - participant on Lou Racine Team - presentation on "Overcoming 
Jury Bias Against Paid Experts & How to Utilize that Bias Against Your Opponent's 
Experts" - Boise, Idaho April 18, 2012. 
QUALIFICATIONS - DENNIS R. REINSTEIN, CPAIABV, ASA, CVA 
See curriculum vitae attached. 
COMPENSATION - DENNIS R. REINSTEIN, CPA/ABV. ASA, CVA 
Hourly rate of $330 plus out-of-pocket costs. 
5 
Raphael Barta 
• I am a licensed real estate Broker in the State of Idaho. My focus is on 
commercial transactions. I have represented the Prudential Life Insurance 
company for the past five years for a 26 acre urban mixed use development that is 
changing the dynamics of downtown Sandpoint, Idaho. 
• I have a thorough understanding of the development process, for a wide variety of 
real estate projects, from raw land development to retail centers, industrial parks, 
office buildings, and luxury hotel properties. 
• I have established a reputation for integrity and credibility with government 
departments and elected representatives, at the state, county, and local level. 
I have often been the primary negotiator to secure entitlements, zoning approvals, 
building permits, and occupancy certificates 
• In any transaction, I undertake a detailed review of all documentation, including 
Letters of Intent, Leases, Purchase & Sale documents, title reports, limited 
partnership agreements, financing commitments, and any other documentation 
required to establish the terms of a real estate relationship. 
• I have prepared the scope for and managed market studies, strategic planning 
exercises, and the ultimate tactical roll-out/execution of the strategies. 
Real Estate Brokerage 
January 2003 to present. Associate Broker specializing in commercial sales & leasing for 
Century 21 Riverstone in Sandpoint, Idaho. 
North District Vice President, Idaho Association of REALTORS 
Past President of the Selkirk Association of REALTORS (second successive term). 
Vice President/ President Elect for the Selkirk Association 2014 
Chairman of the Government Affairs Committee. 
Legislative Committee, Idaho Association of REALTORS 
2012 REALTOR Of The Year for the Selkirk Association of REALTORS 
Eterra Resorts Inc. 
January 2000 to Present 
Founded Eterra Res01is to pursue the development of resort prope1iies in spectacular 
settings throughout the Western United States. Eterra cunently has three projects in the 
entitlement and engineering phases: rural land tracts of 30 acres, 80 acres and 420 acres 
in pristine North Idaho that are now approved for residential subdivision. 
Trilogy Development Corporation 
Vice President, Commercial Properties 
January 1992 - June 1998 
Joined Trilogy at the company's beginning. Responsible for the merchandise mix 
programming and leasing of T¥histler Marketplace, the center of retail shopping even 
today in Whistler, British Columbia. The success of Marketplace led to adjacent 
projects: Pavilion, Alpenglow, and Timberline Lodge, a total of about 275,000 feet of 
prime retail and office space. 
Intrawest Corp. 
September 1983 - May 1991 
Vice President, Commercial Properties 
One of the first executives hired by the founding partners of Intra west. Responsible for a 
project Glenmore Landing in Calgary, Alberta, that featured fashion retail in an outdoor 
setting with traditional anchors, winning the ICSC award that year for Best Shopping 
Center Canada prope1iy. Also responsible for the team that produced first-class office 
buildings and other retail projects in Edmonton. Promoted to the Vancouver head office 
as corporate vice president for commercial properties. 
Education 
Bachelors Degree, Economics, The University of Waterloo 
Waterloo, Ontario 197 6 
Master of Business Administration, The University of Western Ontario 
London, Ontario 1978 
Raphael Barta 
raphaelb(Z4sandpoint.com 
direct line: 208.255.3806 
cell: 208.255.8336 
305 North First Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 

F r' Cln,. 
PETER J. SMITH IV, !SB #6997 
LINDSEY R. SIMON, ISB #7966 
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S. 
601 E. Front A venue, Suite 502 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
Telephone: (208) 667-0517 
Facsimile: (208) 664-4125 
Email: psmith@lukins.com 
lsimon(~lukins.com 
Attorneys for Defendant Wanooka Farms, Inc. 
0//30/2014 lG. 19 #0 i'c-' f> 00 1 / 00:1 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LAT AH 
LOREN w AGNER; DENA LE w AGNER; I 
AND GREGORY WAGNER, individually and 
as shareholders ofWANOOKA FARMS, INC., 
an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
RUSSEL WAGNER; STUART WAGNER; 
TOM WAGNER; AND JEFF WAGNER, 
individually and as officers, directors and 
shareholders ofWANOOKA FARMS, INC., 
an Idaho corporation, and W ANOOKA 
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Defendants. 
NO. CV 2013-1004 
EXPERT WITNESS DISCLOSURE OF 
DEFENDANT W ANOOKA FARMS, INC. 
EXPERT WITNESS DISCLOSURE OF DEFENDANT WANOOKA FARMS, INC. 
IJJ8B98,,6 c 7/30/14 
r ror.1. 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE 
experts to be called at trial. 
071::::i0/2014 1f1~1D 
Plaintiff hereby discloses the following individuals as 
PAUL HYDE 
Hyde Valuations, Inc. 
504 E. Grove Ave. 
P.O. Box 9, 
Parma, Idaho 83660 
STEVE DRUFFEL 
3816 E. Sumac Dr. 
Spokane, WA 99223 
Complete reports of experts (if any) and qualifications will be served on all parties as part 
ofresponses to discovery requests and pursuant to the Court's direction given at the status 
conference hearing. 
DA TED this 301h day of July, 2014: 
----:--::::, Q ~-~-: s~ 
By: \ 
PETER J. SMITH 
EXPERT WITNESS DISCLOSURE OF DEFENDANT WANOOKA FARMS, INC. 
00189866 2 7 /30/14 
0 / I :3 0 / '.:Z O 1 .:l 1 Ci . 1 9 # 0 7 2 P . 0 0 :3 / 0 0 :; 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 30111 day of July, 2014, I caused to be served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Theodore Creason 
Samuel T. Creason 
D 
D 
Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl PLLC D 
1219 Idaho St ~ 
P.O. Drawer 835 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Gary I. Amendola 
Amendola Doty & Brumley, PLLC 
702 N. Fourth Street 













Telecopy (FAX) (208) 765-1046 
Electronic Mail 
PETER J. SMITH IV 
EXPERT WITNESS DISCLOSURE OF DEFENDANT WANOOKA FARMS, INC. 
l>08S9S66 , 7 /30/ l 4 
Tod D. Geidl, ISBN: 5785 
Theodore 0. Creason, ISBN: 1563 
CREASON, MOORE, DOKKEN & GEIDL, PLLC 
1219 Idaho Street 
P.O. Drawer 835 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
(208) 743-1516 
Fax(208)746-2231 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
LOREN WAGNER; DENA LE WAGNER; 
AND GREGORY WAGNER, individually and 
as shareholders of W ANOOKA FARMS, 
INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
RUSSEL WAGNER, STUART WAGNER, 
TOM WAGNER, and JEFF WAGNER, 
individually and as officers, directors and 
shareholders of W ANOOKA FARMS, INC., 
an Idaho corporation; and WANOOKA 
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation 
Defendants. 
) Case No. CV-2010-00516 
) 
) PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR 
) ORDER TO SHORTEN TIME 
) FOR HEARING ON MOTION TO 
) VACATE AND RESCHEDULE 
) VALUATION HEARING AND 











COME NOW the Plaintiffs, Loren Wagner, Dena Le Wagner, and Gregory Wagner, 
individually and as shareholders of Wanooka Farms, Inc, an Idaho corporation, by and through 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR ORDER TO SHORTEN 
TIME FOR HEARING ON MOTION TO VACATE AND 
RESCHEDULE VALUATION HEARING AND 
DISCOVERY DEADLINES -- PAGE 1 
Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl, PLLC 
P.O. Drawer 835, Lewiston ID 83501 
(208)7 43-1516; Fax(208)7 46-2231 
their counsel of record, Tod D. Geidl, of Creason, Moore, Dokken, & Geidl, PLLC, and pursuant 
to I.R.C.P. 7(3)(b) hereby move this Court for an Order shortening the time required for notice of 
hearing. 
This request is made on the grounds that the Motion affects a dispositive hearing in this 
case presently scheduled before the Court on September 3, 2014, through September 5, 2014, and 
it is necessary for the parties to know as soon as possible whether that hearing will be vacated for 
purposes of their discovery and tiial preparation. 
DATED this 5111 day of August, 2014. 
CREASON, MOORE, DOKKEN & GEIDL, PLLC 
------:;;/""'9-/ 
- / 
// / / ~--/ , v~z 
TodD. Geidl, IS~5785 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR ORDER TO SHORTEN 
TIME FOR HEARING ON MOTION TO VACATE AND 
RESCHEDULE VALUATION HEARING AND 
DISCOVERY DEADLINES -- PAGE 2 
Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl, PLLC 
P.O. Drawer 835, Lewiston ID 83501 
(208)743-1516; Fax(208)746-2231 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 5th day of August, 2013, I caused a copy of the 
foregoing PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR ORDER TO SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING 
ON MOTION TO VACATE AND RESCHEDULE VALUATION HEARING to be served 
by the method indicated below and addressed to the following: 
Gary I. Amendola 
Amendola & Doty, PLLC 
702 North 4th 
X FIRST-CLASS MAIL 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Peter Smith 
Lukins & Annis, P.S. 
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 502 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
---
----
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION :FOR ORDER TO SHORTEN 
TIME :FOR HEARING ON MOTION TO VACATE AND 
RESCHEDULE VALUATION HEARING AND 
DISCOVERY DEADLINES -- PAGE 3 
HAND DELIVERED 
OVERNIGHT MAIL 




FAX TRANSMISSION (208)664-4126 
Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl, PLLC 
P.O. Drawer 835, Lewiston ID 83501 
(208)743-1516; Fax(208)746-2231 
Tod D. Geidl, ISBN: 5785 
Theodore 0. Creason, ISBN: 1563 
CREASON, MOORE, DOKKEN & GEIDL, PLLC 
1219 Idaho Street 
P.O. Drawer 835 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Telephone: (208) 743-1516 
Facsimile: (208) 746-2231 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LAT AH 
LOREN WAGNER, DENA LE WAGNER, 
and GREGORY WAGNER, individually and 
as shareholders of W ANOOKA FARMS, 
INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
RUSSEL WAGNER, STUART WAGNER, 
TOM WAGNER, AND JEFF WAGNER, 
individually and as officers, directors and 
shareholders of W ANOOKA FARMS, INC., 
an Idaho corporation, and WANOOKA 
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Defendants. 
) Case No. CV 2010-00516 
) 
) MOTION TO VACATE AND 















The Plaintiffs, through their attorney of record Tod D. Geidl of the law firm Creason, 
fv1oore, Dokken & Geidl, PLLC, move this Court for an Order permitting the vacating and 
rescheduling of the valuation hearing scheduled for September 3, 2014, through September 5, 
2014. 
MOTION TO VACATE AND RESCHEDULE 
VAUJA TJON HEARING AND DISCOVERY 
DEADLINES PAGE - 1 
Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl, PLLC 
P.O. Drawer 835, Lewiston, ID 83501 
(208) 743-1516; Fax: (208) 
This Motion is made on the basis that the attorney handling the case has a serious medical 
condition that will require him to be out of the office for the remainder of the Counsel 
taking over the case does not have sufficient time to prepare for the hearing on the dates currently 
set or to comply with current discovery deadlines. 
DA TED this 5111 day of August 2014. 
CREASON, MOORE, DOKKEN & GEIDL, PLLC 
MOTION TO VACATE AND RESCHEDULE 
V ALVA TION HEARING AND DISCOVERY 
DEADLINES PAGE 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl, 
P.O. Drawer 835, Lewiston, ID 8350 I 
(208) 743-1516; 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 5th day of August, 2014, a copy of the foregoing 
MOTION TO VACATE AND RESCHEDULE VALUATION HEARING was served by the 
method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Gary I. Amendola 
Amendola & Doty, PLLC 
702 North 4th 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Peter Smith 
Lukins & Annis, P.S. 
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 502 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
MOTION TO VACATE AND RESCHEDULE 
VALUATION HEARING AND DISCOVERY 
DEADLINES PAGE - 3 
X FIRST-CLASS MAIL ---
HAND DELIVERED 
OVERNIGHT MAIL 
FAX TRANSMISSION (208) 765-1046 
Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl, PLLC 
P.O. Drawer 835, Lewiston, ID 8350'.(\ 
(208) 743-1516; Fax: (208) 74oo'V 
'0R/12'2114 15:37 2087551041=, 
Gary I. A.rnendola 
AMENDOLA DOTY & BRUMLEY, PLLC 
702 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, !D 83814 
Telephone: (208) 664-8225 
Facsimile: (208) 765-1046 
ISBN: 4872 
Attorneys for Defendants Russell 
Wagner, Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner 
a.nd Jeff Wagnex: 
ADB PLLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL D
ISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH
 
LOREN WAGNER; DENA LE WAGNER; 
and GREGORY WAGNER, 
individually and as 
shareholders of WANOOKA FARMS, 
INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
RUSSELL WAGNER; STUART WAGNER; 
TOM WAGNER; JEFF WAGNER; 
individually and as officers, 
directors and shareholders of 
WANOOI<:A FARMS, INC. , an Idaho 
corporation; and WANOOKA 
FARMS, !NC., an Idaho 
co:cporation, 
Defendants. 
NOTICE OF JOINING IN OBJECTION -
J. -
CASE NO. CV-13-1004 




2087551 f'.. ADE PLLC PAGE 02/02 
The Defendants RUSSELL WAGNER, STU
ART WAGNER, TOM WAGNER, 
and JEFF WAGNER (collectively, the 
Wagner Defendants), through 
their attorney Gary I. Amendola of 
the law firm of AMENDOLA DOTY 
& BRUMLEY, PLLC, notify the Court and
 counsel for the other 
parties that the Wagner Defendants
 join in Wanooka Farms, Inc.'s 
Objection to Request for a Continu
ance. 
DATED this _!__{ da.y of August, 2014. 
AMENDOLA DOTY. & BRUMLEY, PLLC 
Attorneys for Defendants Russell Wagne
r, 
Stuart Wagner, Tom Wagner and Jeff
 
Wagner: 
By~ Garyl.Ameneio la 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that on the /~ of Augus
t, 2014, I caused a copy 
of the foregoing to be served by th
e method indicated below on 
the following: 
THEODORE CREASON 
CREASON, MOORE, DOKKEN 
& GEIDL, PLLC 
P.O. DRAWER 835 
LEWISTON, ID 83501 
PETER J. SMITH 
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S. 
601 E. FRONT AVENUE, SUITE 502 
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83814 
I. Amendola 
NOTICE OF JOINING IN OBJECTION 
-2-
[ ] . U . S . Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[X] Facsimile to: 746-2231 
( ] Overnight Mail 
l ] U.S. Mail 
[ J Hand Delivered 
(X] Facsimile tc; 664-4125 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
PETER J. SMITH IV, ISB #6997 
LINDSEY R. SIMON, ISB #7966 
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S. 
601 E. Front Avenue, Suite 502 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
Telephone: (208) 667-0517 
Facsimile: (208) 664-4125 
Email: psmith@lukins.com 
lsimon@lukins.com 
Attorneys for Defendant Wanooka Farms, Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
LOREN WAGNER; DENA LEW AGNER; 
AND GREGORY WAGNER, individually and 
as shareholders ofWANOOKA FARMS, INC., 
an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
RUSSEL WAGNER; STUART WAGNER; 
TOM WAGNER; AND JEFF WAGNER, 
individually and as officers, directors and 
shareholders of W ANOOKA FARMS, INC., 
an Idaho corporation, and W ANOOKA 
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Defendants. 
NO. CV 2013-1004 
OBJECTION TO REQUEST 
FOR A CONTINUANCE 
Defendant Wanooka Farms, Inc. ("Wanooka") objects to a continuance of the trial date 
scheduled for September 3-5, 2015. A decision whether to grant or deny a motion for a 
continuance is vested in the sound discretion of the trial court. Vendelin v. Costco Wholesale 
Corp., 140 Idaho 416,425, 95 P.3d 34, 43 (2004). The basis for this objection is as follows: 
OBJECTION TO REQUEST 
FOR A CONTINUANCE: I 
009121661 8/l l/14 
L Plaintiffs' Motion is not supported by an affidavit. The motion states that 
Plaintiffs' lead counsel has a health issue. Wanooka is not asking for a public disclosure of the 
exact health problem; though other counsel from the same office disclosed the health problem. 
However, a statement under oath that a health problem prevents lead counsel from taking the 
case to trial and a statement from substitute counsel how the Plaintiffs will be prejudiced by the 
trial going forward should be required. 
2. Wanooka desires to have this matter resolved as soon as possible to stop the 
accrual of alleged damages suffered by Plaintiffs. Plaintiffs claim that Wanooka acted and 
continues to act in a manner that harms the Plaintiffs. Based on Plaintiffs own claims, damages 
continue to accrue on a daily basis. See Complaint filed August 22, 2013. Wanooka denies this 
claim. However, assuming arguendo that this Court does find that damages do accrue, a 
continuance increases the damages. Unless the Court will not award damages after September 3, 
2014, a continuance only increases the alleged value of the Plaintiffs' claims to the prejudice of 
Wanooka. 
3. Plaintiffs sought to have Wanooka dissolved. Rather than dissolve, Wanooka 
elected under Idaho Code to purchase the shares of stock held by Plaintiffs. This purchase of 
shares will remove Plaintiffs as shareholders. See Idaho Code § 30-3-1432. "Interest may be 
allowed at the rate and from the date determined by the court to be equitable, but if the court 
finds that the refusal of the petitioning shareholder to accept an offer of payment was arbitrary or 
otherwise not in good faith, no interest shall be allowed." Idaho Code § 30-1-1434( 5). If interest 
is allowed, a continuance will increase the amount awarded causing unnecessary damage to 
Wanooka. 
OBJECTION TO REQUEST 
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4. Plaintiffs failed to meet pre-trial deadlines or ask for extensions. Plaintiffs' expert 
witness(es) were required to produce reports on or before June 30, 2014. No reports were 
produced. The Affidavit of Wanooka's counsel sets forth in detail the reasons given for the 
delay. The bottom line is Plaintiffs did not comply with the pre-trial deadlines. On the other 
hand, Wanooka disclosed its expert witnesses on time and produced reports of its appraiser. A 
re-setting of all pretrial deadlines gives Plaintiffs the unfair advantage of evaluating Wanooka's 
expert witness reports and identifying other expert witnesses to rebut the opinion. This in tum 
may require Wanooka to identify and hire additional expert witnesses to rebut the testimony of 
Plaintiffs' new expert witnesses. If this case proceeded as planned, Plaintiffs would have 
provided their expert witness report and Wanooka could have rebutted that testimony. However, 
because Plaintiffs failed to produce any reports showing their expert's opinion(s), Wanooka went 
forward and had its expert produce a report as if Plaintiffs did not identify an expert. If Plaintiffs 
timely produced a report, Wanooka may have chosen to accept some or all the findings of the 
report and save itself the costs of its own expert. Plaintiffs delay shifted this advantage of being a 
defendant to the Plaintiffs. If the Court is inclined to grant the continuance of the trial date, it 
should not "re-set" the pretrial deadlines. If Plaintiffs desire to "re-set" the pretrial deadlines, the 
Court should consider the deadlines on a case-by-case basis. For example, if Plaintiffs seek an 
extension of the date to provide reports of expert witness( es), the Plaintiffs may file a motion. 
Wanooka will consider its position on such a motion after it reviews it. 
5. The Court should consider the fact that this case originally began in May of 2010. 
As this Court will recall, it dismissed the first Complaint in 2013 because Plaintiffs failed to 
comply with the pre-requisite notice to Wanooka. After providing that notice and waiting 90 
days, Plaintiffs filed this lawsuit on August 21, 2013. The complaints in both actions are 
OBJECTION TO REQUEST 
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substantially identical. The election to purchase the shares of Plaintiffs was timely made and the 
issues for trial are clear. Though Plaintiffs find themselves in the unfortunate position of the 
unavailability of lead counsel, this dispute has been going on for more than 4 years. The Court 
must be aware of not only the financial toll on Wanooka, but also the personal stress on its 
directors and officers. These parties are siblings and cousins. This alone warrants the Courts 
exercise of discretion to deny a continuance or make any continuance as short as possible. To 
that end, the Court should require Plaintiffs' counsel to provide an estimate of the time needed to 
be ready for trial. As it stands, Plaintiffs provide no detail as to the length of the continuance. 
Wanooka takes the position it should be no more than 30 days if the Court is inclined to allow it 
at all. 
6. The Court should also consider that entirely new counsel was brought on to the 
case. Previously, Theodore Creason and Samuel Creason were identified as counsel for 
Plaintiffs. Samuel Creason was included on correspondence between lead counsel and 
Wanooka's counsel. Tod Geidl was not involved except for one prior, very brief, correspondence 
related to a discovery issue. That issue was resolved. It has not been explained to the Court why 
co-counsel, Samuel Creason, cannot take the reins and try this case. Though Samuel Creason did 
not sit in on any of the depositions, Samuel Creason certainly should understand the issues, the 
claims, and the facts better than Tod Geidl. 1 This said, Tod Geidl did attend the deposition of 
Loren Wagner, who by all accounts is the "lead plaintiff." So, perhaps at this point, Tod Geidl 
understands the case better than Samuel Creason. However, Loren Wagner's deposition took 
place on August 4, 2014 after lead counsel's health issue was k_nown. If Samuel Creason was not 
available on August 4, 2014, no request was made to continue the deposition on a later date to 
1 Samuel Creason likely did not participate in discovery depositions to save costs to the Plaintiffs. Admittedly, this is 
speculation. 
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allow Samuel Creason to attend and allow continuity of counsel. Rather, new counsel attended 
deposition. Now Wanooka is being asked to wait for a decision in this matter while that new 
counsel gets up to speed. This request is made without any reference to specific facts that show 
why new counsel cannot get up to speed in the 30 days before trial or why new lead counsel is an 
attorney with no familiarity with the case. 
The Court should also consider that this motion creates a self-fulfilling prophecy. Because of the 
Court calendar, the soonest date for a hearing was August 14, 2014. Wanooka has no objection 
to the hearing date less than 14 days from that date of filing the motion. See Rule 7. However, as 
of the date of this objection, Plaintiffs failed to take any steps to prepare for trial, such as 
scheduling depositions of any other witnesses or Wanooka's expert witnesses. The Court will 
likely hear at the hearing that Plaintiffs do not have time to take depositions. However, the Court 
should ask what steps the Plaintiffs have taken to prepare for the September 3, 2014 trial prior to 
the hearing of this motion. It should not be a foregone conclusion that the interests of justice 
automatically warrant a continuance. This Court should inquire as to the steps Plaintiffs have 
taken to prepare for trial prior to this hearing and what specifically must be completed to be 
ready for trial. If a continuance is granted, it should only be allowed to complete that preparation 
- not a complete "reset" of the pretrial deadlines. 
In conclusion, Wanooka understands that the decision to grant a continuance is a matter of 
discretion for the Court. However, in exercising its discretion, the Court may reasonably inquire 
into the specific facts that support the request for the continuance. The Court may also grant a 
continuance with conditions. Therefore, Wanooka asks this Court to DENY the motion for a 
continuance and order the trial go forward on September 3-5, 2014. If the Court grants a 
OBJECTION TO REQUEST 
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continuance, it denies the request to "reset" pretrial deadlines and reschedule the trial to begin 
as close to October 6, 2014 as possible. 
DATED this 11th day of August, 2014. 
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S. 
By~~~~---':::c=====-~~~~ 
PETER J. SMITH IV, ISB #6997 
Attorneys for Defendant 
Wanooka Farms, Inc. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 11th day of August, 2014, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to the 
following: 
Theodore Creason D 
Samuel T. Creason D 
Tod Geidl D 
Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl PLLC J¥f 
1219 Idaho St D 
P.O. Drawer 835 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Gary I. Amendola 
Amendola Doty & Brumley, PLLC 
702 N. Fourth Street 













Telecopy (FAX) (208) 765-1046 
Electronic Mail 
PETER J. SMITH IV 
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PETER J. SMITH IV, ISB #6997 
LINDSEY R. SIMON, ISB #7966 
LUKINS & ANNIS, P .S. 
601 E. Front Avenue, Suite 502 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
Telephone: (208) 667-0517 
Facsimile: (208) 664-4125 
Email: psmith@lukins.com 
lsimon@lukins.com 
Attorneys for Defendant Wanooka Farms, Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LAT AH 
LOREN WAGNER; DENA LEW AGNER; 
AND GREGORY WAGNER, individually and 
as shareholders of W ANOOKA FARMS, INC., 
an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
RUSSEL WAGNER; STUART WAGNER; 
TOM WAGNER; AND JEFF WAGNER, 
individually and as officers, directors and 
shareholders ofWANOOKA FARMS, INC., 
an Idaho corporation, and W ANOOKA 
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Defendants. 
NO. CV 2013-1004 
DECLARATION OF PETER J. SMITH IV 
IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' 
REQUEST FOR A CONTINUANCE 
Peter J. Smith IV, for his declaration, states and avers under oath as follows: 
1. I make this declaration based upon my own information and belief. 
2. I am over the age of 18 and counsel for the Defendant Wanooka Farms, Inc. 
("Wanooka). As such, I am familiar with the correspondence between myself and Plaintiffs' 
counsel. 
DECLARATION OF PETER J. SMITH IV IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' REQUEST 
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3. The table set forth below is a timeline of my correspondence Plaintiffs' 
counsel related to Plaintiffs' expert witness disclosures. The exhibits referenced in this table and 
attached hereto are true and correct copies of the written correspondence. 
Date Content Exhibit# 
January 23, 2014 I served the Quickbook files for both Wanooka's Mill and 1 
Farm operations, updated to the end of 2013, on Plaintiffs' 
counsel. 
January 27, 2014 The Quickbook files are downloaded by jhoffinan@cmd- 2 
law.com, email address of JoAnna Hoffinan, assistant to 
Theodore Creason. 
March 17, 2014 Letter from myself, inter alia, to Theodore Creason noting 3 
that he had indicated that Plaintiffs had expert witnesses 
and reminding him to supplement Wanooka' s discovery 
requests accordingly. 
March 24, 2014 Letter from Theodore Creason to me advising that that 4 
Plaintiffs intend to retain Coles Reinstein (specifically 
Dennis Reinstein and Keith Pinkerton) as experts for 
valuation purposes. 
April 24, 2014 Letter from myself to Theodore Creason declining request 5 
that Plaintiffs' experts Dennis R. Reinstein and Keith A. 
Pinkerton interview directors without counsel present. 
May 12, 2014 Email from Theodore Creason to me accusing Wanooka 6 
of refusing to provide documents to Coles Reinstein. 
May 13, 2014 Letter from myself to Theodore Creason denying 7 
allegations that Wanooka is not providing information to 
expert witnesses. 
May 29, 2014 Letter from Theodore Creason to myself stating that 8 
Plaintiffs intend to retain Coles Reinstein as an expert for 
valuation purposes. 
May 30, 2014 Letter from myself to Theodore Creason stating that the 9 
proper way to correspond with Wanooka's corporate 
accountant Terry Eng is through discovery, and that it will 
not be possible to split the costs of an expert after all. 
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7,2014 Letter from myself to Theodore Creason inquiring into 10 
status of overdue expert witness disclosure. 
July 7, 2014 Email from Theodore Creason to myself stating that 11 
Reinstein was not able to access QuickBooks data from 
Terry Eng, and that the date was necessary to complete 
the report. Theodore Creason states that he should have an 
idea of what more is needed by day's end. Creasons notes 
that at this point they had not "bothered" Terry Eng about 
the issue. 
July 7, 2014 Email from Theodore Creason to myself stating that 12 
Reinstein's report will not be ready until July 18, in part 
because Reinstein is on vacation. Theodore Creason 
references difficulties Reinstein had in understanding 
Terry Eng's reconciliations. Theodore Creason asks my 
clients to agree to a week from Friday (July 18) for a new 
disclosure deadline, otherwise he will move for an 
extension. 
July 7, 2014 Email from myself to Theodore Creason asking about Mr. 13 
Barta's expert witness report. 
July 8, 2014 Email from Theodore Creason to me stating that he could 14 
obtain Mr. Barta's opinion on value as of December 31, 
2011 "right away." Theodore Creason then states 
Wanooka's valuation of $650,000 appears to be accurate. 
Theodore Creason asks to stipulate to a value of$650,000 
for the lake property as of December 31, 2011. States that 
he will submit Mr. Barta' s report if no stipulation is 
reached. 
July 16, 2014 Email from Theodore Creason to me and Dennis 15 
Reinstein thanking them for their time that morning 
concerning getting Wanooka' s financial information to 
Reinstein. Theodore Creason tells me that Reinstein has 
concluded that the information Terry Eng supplied at his 
deposition are not complete. (Essentially asks that Terry 
Eng provide more documents.) Theodore Creason tells 
Reinstein to contact Terry Eng explaining what he needs. 
July 17, 2014 Email from Reinstein to Terry Eng asking for more 16 
information on working trial balances and asking about 
discrepancies in QuickBooks files. 
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17,2014 Email from Theodore Creason to Reinstein stating that the 17 
quickest way for Reinstein to get the information is if 
Russ Wagner and I authorize him to speak directly with 
I Terry Eng. 
July 21, 2014 Email from Theodore Creason to me asking ifhe was able 18 
to get approval for Reinstein and Terry Eng to speak on 
the telephone. 
July 21, 2014 Email from me to Reinstein and Terry Eng approving 19 
them speaking to each other provided I be allowed to 
listen in on conference call. 
July 21, 2014 Emaii from Theodore Creason to others stating that he 20 
does not need to be included on the conference call. 
Theosore Creason tells Reinstein to tell him if he can't get 
what he needs from Terry Eng so Mr. Creason can work 
something out with me. 
July 21, 2014 Email from Reinstein to Terry Eng advising him of his 21 
schedule for the week. 
July 21, 2014 Email from Reinstein advising others that Terry Eng is on 22 
vacation until July 29, 2014. 
July 21, 2014 Email from me to Theodore Creason and Reinstein 23 
affirming that he will try to track Terry Eng down on his 
vacation. 
July 21, 2014 Email from Reinstein to others expressing concerns that a 24 
conference call with Terry Eng while he is on vacation 
would be problematic if he doesn't have access to his 
files. 
July 21, 2014 Email from Theodore Creason to others, stating, "I am 25 
sure Peter will do what he can to see if this can be 
accomplished this week. If it cannot, we'll just be patient." 
July 21, 2014 Email from me to others updating them that we contacted 26 
Terry Eng's office and he is off the grid until July 31, 
2014. 
July 22, 2014 Email from me to Theodore Creason asking if Reinstein 27 
can produce a draft report before meeting with Terry Eng. 
I state that I want to be clear on when the report will be 
provided/disclosed so that the due date of Wanooka's own 
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expert disclosure is definitive. 
August 5, 2014 Telephone conference between Terry Eng and Reinstein. 
Reinstein stated that the Quickbooks files he received 
from the Plaintiffs did not contain records beyond 2012. 
Wanooka produced Quickbooks files with information up 
to December 31, 2013 in response to discovery on January 
24, 2014. Moreover, Terry Eng provided updated 
Quickbooks files to Plaintiffs' counsel within days of his 
deposition on May 18, 2014 Colfax, WA. lfMr. Reinstein 
didn't have them, it wasn't due to Wanooka not providing 
them. It was due to Plaintiffs failure to produce the 
records to their own expert. 
I certify under penalty of perjury pursuant to the laws of the State of Idaho that the 
foregoing is true and correct. 
DATED August 11, 2014. 
PETER J. SMITH IV 
28 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 11th day of August, 2014, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to the 
following: 
Theodore Creason D U.S. Mail 
Samuel T. Creason D Hand Delivered 
Tod Geidl D Overnight Mail 
Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl PLLC tzr Telecopy (FAX) (208) 746-2231 j'' 
1219 Idaho St ·o Electronic Mail 
P.O. Drawer 835 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Gary I. Amendola D U.S. Mail 
Amendola Doty & Brumley, PLLC D Hand Delivered 
702 N. Fourth Street D Overnight Mail 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 0 Telecopy (FAX) (208) 765-1046 /rt Electronic Mail 
PETER J. SMITH IV 
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Peter Smith (psmith@lukins.com) 
Thu 1/23/2014 05:25 PM 
Thu 1/23/2014 05:26 PM 
To: jhoffmann@cmd-law.com; screason@cmd-law.com; 
tcreason@cmd-law.com; Peter J. Smith 
CC: Kristine M. Scott 
BCC: 
Subject: WANOOKA FARMS, INC.'S SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES TO 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION NO. 16 
All: 
Please see the latest hli files from ffieJJ'Y En 
Files attached to this message 
Filename Size 




PRODUCTION NO. 16 
(00785500).pdf 
wanooka Farms Inc. (Farm) 13 MB 
(00786108).qbb 








bf3 73e6a0c0457fa 7bc9f84 
bbca98b4e7d488351 
Please click on the following link to download the attachments: 
https://sendfile.lukins.corn/message/40zjFxFRXqyUEvZr3El Uem 
This email or download link can not be forwarded to anyone else. 
The attachments are available until: Sunday, 23 February. 
Message ID: 40zjFxFR 









Mon 1/27/2014 08:45 AM 
Mon 1/27/2014 08:45 AM 
Peter J. Smith 
Subject: File Download Receipt [ID: 40zjFxFR] WANOOKA FARMS, INC.'S 
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES TO REQUESTS FOR 
PRODUCTION NO. 16 
Download Receipt 
A Zip file has been downloaded with all files in this message. Please keep this as a record 
of the download. 
• Recipient: jhoffmann@cmd-law.com 
• Time of download: Monday, 27 January 08:45:09 
• Download Time: Olm 51.ls 
• Download Speed: 390 KB/s 
• Downloaded from: cmd-law.com (67.60.172.88) 
• Download location: Lewiston, Idaho, United States (View on Map) 
• Browser: Chrome (26.0.1410.64) - Windows 7 
Files in this ZIP 
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March 17, 2014 
e 
ANNIS 1,· 
Via Email: tcreason@cmd-law.com 
Mr. Theodore 0. Creason 
Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl, PLLC 
1219 Idaho St 
PO Drawer 835 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Re: Wagner v. Wagner 
Dear Ted: 
601 E. Front Avenue, Suite 502 
Coeur d 'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
t 208-667-0517 
f 208-664-4125 lukins.com 
PETER J. SMITH IV 
Attorney 
Admitted In: Idaho 
psmith@lukins.com 
Direct Dial : 208-666-4108 
Thank you for your email dated March 11, 2014. Wanooka Farms, Inc. ("Wanooka") elects not to 
continue settlement discussions. The Court will determine the fair value of the shares pursuant 
to Idaho Code§ 30-1-1434. I appreciated the opportunity to try to find a settlement short of 
litigation. I am disappointed it did not work out. A settlement would have likely benefitted 
your clients to a greater extent than a decision by the Court. 
The reason the settlement negotiations are ended is your clients wish to assign a higher value to 
assets when they are retained by Wanooka and a lower value when your clients will receive 
them. If your clients believed the values put in their prior settlement offers, the lake property is 
worth $850,000. However, it now appears they believe it is only worth $755,000. 
To be clear, there will be no exchange of land for shares. Wanooka elected to purchase the 
shares for cash on purchase terms set by the Court after a fair value is set. 
As to discovery, I note that you stated your clients engaged expert witnesses. Interrogatory No. 
3 must be supplemented to identify those expert witnesses. 1 I look forward to receiving the 
supplemental responses. 
If we can, I would like to continue the discussion of setting a date for valuation of the shares. 
You earlier indicated your clients' desire to use a date in 2012. The statute provides the date of 
valuation is the day before the Complaint was filed or "as of such other date as the court deems 
appropriate under the circumstances." Idaho Code§ 30-1-1434(4). Please advise as to a date you 
propose to use for valuation. 
1 Served on October 16, 2013. 
EXHIBIT 
A Professional Services Corporation Spokane I Coeur d'Alene I Moses Lake I 0~016 4 
Mr. Theodore 0. Creason 
March 17, 2014 
Page 2 
I look forward to hearing from you. 
Very truly yours, 
PETER J. SMITH IV 
PJS:ks 
cc: Sam Creason - screason@cmd-law.com 
JoAnna Hoffman -jhoffman@cmd-law.com 
Chris Moore - cmoore@cmd-law.com 
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CREASON, MOORE, DOKKEN & GEIDL, PLLC 
LAWYERS 
TIIBODORE 0. CREASON* 
CHRISTOPHER J. MOORE* 
DAVIDE. DOK.KEN* 
TODD. GEIDL* 
SA..\WEL T. CREASON* 
PAULB.BURR1S* 
"ADMITI'ED IN IDAHO AND WASHINGTON 
1219 IDAHO STREET 
P.O. DRAWER 835 
LEWISTON, IDAHO 83501-0835 
www.cmd-law.com 
March 24, 2014 
Delivered via psmith@Jukins.com 
Peter J. Smith IV 
Lukins & Annis 
601 E. Front Street, Suite 502 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Re: Wagner v. Wagner 
Dear Peter: 
DANIEL W. O'CONNELL 
(1928-1988) 
MARCUS J. WARE 
(1904-1996) 
{208) 743-1516 
FAX (208) 746-2231 
Email: cmd@cmd-law.com 
This letter is the plaintiff's formal reply to your letter to me of March 17, 2014 and an 
aclmowledgment and reply to the notice of annual meeting, served upon my clients and 
me, scheduled for your office on March 31, 2014, at 10:00 a.m. 
In your letter of March 17 you advise that the corporation is no longer willing to 
participate in or continue with settlement discussions. As the corporation has again 
unilaterally terminated settlement discussions, there can be nothing gained by an attempt 
on the part of the plaintiffs to participate in any shareholder or director meeting. Please let 
the corporate record reflect that none of the shares held by the plaintiffs will be represented 
in person at the meeting. Further, none of the shares will be cast in favor of any director or 
corporate officer supporting the current Board of Directors' election not to continue 
settlement discussions. I have communicated your expression of regret for the failure of 
the settlement efforts to my clients. They all recognize that a fair to average settlement 
beats a favorable litigation outcome almost every time. 
Your assignment of a "reason" for the end of settlement negotiation is baffling. My clients 
do not pretend to lmow precisely what the market value of the lake property that is for sale 
1s. From all that has been provided, it appears that your clients rejected a bona .fide offer 
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within the last several months of $725,000 without making a counter-offer of less than the 
value listed. How my clients' efforts to find the compromise on this constitutes a "reason" 
for terminating negotiations is incomprehensible. In your letter of March 17, third 
paragraph, you state, "To be clear, there will be no exchange of land for shares." May we 
take this to mean that the corporation's offer of the lake property for 28% of the 
corporation is withdrawn? 
As to your question regarding retention of expert witnesses, please let me know if the 
following information, along with the attachments, will suffice or you wiB require a formal 
supplement of defendant's Interrogatory No. 3. 
At the plaintiffs direction, I have engaged the services of Coles Reinstein, specifically 
Dennis R. Reinstein, CP N ABV, ASA, CV A and Keith A. Pinkerton, CF A, ASA to 
ascertain the value of the shares of Wanooka Farms, Inc. on two separate dates. First, 
utilizing the training and expertise of Messrs. Reinstein and Pinkerton, they will be asked 
to make an analysis in their usual manner and determine the fair value of the shares as of 
March 6, 20 l 0. Likewise, the experts will be asked to formulate their opinion with respect 
to the fair value of Wanooka Farms, Inc. on July 11, 2012. Coles Reinstein are well-
qualified and experienced as you will see from the current CV s attached. 
I have been advised by Mr. Reinstein that they customarily request permission from the 
corporate counsel and shareholder directors to interview them and their financial and 
accounting advisers informally and outside the presence of legal counsel in order to 
expedite their efforts in gathering the facts necessary to formulate their opinions. 
Therefore, please consider this our formal request to the corporation to allow the following 
persons to be interviewed informally by a representative of Coles Reinstein by telephone 






Cathy St. John; and 
Terry Eng. 
We would also request a formal release of information for the Idaho Depai.-1.ment of 
Agriculture and Jeremy Bunch. 
Peter J. Smith IV 
March 24, 2014 
Page 3 
If your client or any of its shareholder directors are unwilling to allow for Coles Reinstein 
to collect the information they need informally, would you please provide me with 
available deposition dates? 
TOC:cab 
Encl. 
Very truly yours, 
cc: Sam Creason - screason@cmd-law.com 
Chris Moore - cmoore@cmd-law.com 





DENNIS R. REINSTEIN, CPA!ABV, ASA, CVA 
University of Idaho 
BS Agri-business, 197 4 
BS Business (Accounting), 1975 
Licensed in Idaho as CPA, 1976 
CVA designation, 1995 
ABV designation, 2001 
ASA designation, 2003 
Coles Reinstein, PLLC 
Partner 
Hooper Cornell, PLLC 
Partner 
November, 2012 - Present 
January, 2002- October 2012 
Presnell·Gage Accounting & Consulting 
Firm-wide supervisory responsibilities for business consulting services and 









Professional experience includes: 
July, 1989- December 31, 2001 
October, 1983 - June, 1989 
May, 1980- September, 1983 
1979 - 1980 
1975-1978 
(1) Valuation of small businesses and professional practices. 
(2) Assistance to clients with the analysis of business operations and 
significant business transactions. These include negotiations on purchase 
and sale of a business or business segments, including assistance with 
valuation of business entities. 
(3) Design and assist with implementation of financial accounting and control 
systems for various clients served by the firm. 
(4) Supervision of accounting and auditing services provided by the firm's 
professional staff and consultation on procedures and methods of providing 
client services. 
(5) Member of team conducting review of complex mainframe and 
microcomputer accounting systems. 
(6) Co-authored and presented eight-hour course on cash management. 
Presented other client educationai seminars and seminars to other service 
professionals such as bankers and attorneys. 
(7) Duties as a partner-in-charge included the responsibility for managing an 








DENNIS R. REINSTEIN, CPAIABV, ASA, CVA (Continued) 
Farmer's Horne Administration -Assistant County Supervisor, 1974. 
Duties included: 
{1) Evaluation of credit applications and preparation of application 
packages for review and approval. 
(2) Residential real estate and farm appraisals. 
Idaho Society of CPAs, current member 
Past Chairman of Management of an Accounting Practice Committee 
Prior Member of Committees on 
Public Relations 
Continuing Professional Education 
Relations with Bankers 
Northern Chapter of Idaho Society of CPAs, past president 
American Institute of CPAs, current member 
American Society of Appraisers, current member - Business Valuation 
National Association of Certified Valuation Analysts, current member 
Continental Association of CPAs, Past Chair of Litigation Services Committee 
and Information Technology Committee 
Boise Estate Planning Council, current member; Past - President, Vice 
President, Treasurer, Secretary and Program Chairman 
Prior Public Service 
and Community 
Activities: 
Boise Chamber of Commerce 
Member of Small Business Recognition Sub-committee 
Member of Small Business Education and Advisory Sub-committee 
Chair of Small Business Committee 
Member of Garden City Chamber Council 
Discovery Center of Idaho, Vice President of Board 
Kiwanis 
Moscow Chamber of Commerce 
President, Vice President, Treasurer & Board member 
Moscow Executive Association 
Moscow Rotary 
Lewiston Chamber of Commerce 
Lewiston Jaycees 
Held various offices & a member of Board of Directors 
Prepared and presented accounting seminars for Human Advancement's 
Inc., Minority Contractors Awareness Seminars and the Lewis-Clark 
Homebuilders Association. 
· Taught night classes in bookkeeping at the Clarkston Branch of Walla Walla 
Community College. 
2 
PRIOR TESTIMONY~ DENNIS R. REINSTEIN1 CPA/ABV, ASA. CVA 
The following is a list of cases in which I have given recorded testimony in the last four years. 
1} Jean-Michel Thirion, et al. v. Brenda E. Sangster. 
Hearing on Fees - Boise, Idaho - December 2010 
2) The City of Meridian v. Petra Incorporated 
Trial - Boise, Idaho- March 2011 
3) Tim Hopkins v. Advantage Sales and Marketing Holdings, LLC 
Trial - Boise, Idaho - December 2011 
4) Rodney Shaddox, et a!. v. Daryl Kent Maccarter, M.D. 
Deposition - Boise, Idaho - January 2012 
5) Profits Plus Capital Management, LLC, et al. v. Jeffrey Podesta, et al. 
Trial - Boise, Idaho - February 2012 
6} Michael Arevalo v. SafeScan Imaging Services, LLC, et al. 
Deposition - Boise, Idaho - April 2012 
Court Hearing on Qualifications- Emmett, Idaho- May 2012 
Trial - Emmett, Idaho - May 2012 
7) Peggy Cedillo v. Farmers Insurance Company of Idaho 
Deposition - Boise, Idaho - October 2012 
8) Randy Hoffer and Galyena Hoffer v. Stanley J. Waters, M.D., et al. 
Deposition - Boise, Idaho - July 2013 
Trial- Boise, Idaho- November 2013 
9) Elaine Jensen Lemon v. Jerry Kenneth Lemon 
Arbitration - Boise, Idaho - August 2013 
10) Jeffrey Edward Huber v. Lightforce USA, Incorporated, d.b.a. Nightforce Optics 
Deposition - Boise, Idaho - October 2013 
Trial - Orofino, Idaho - October 2013 
11) James Crisp v. Idaho Concrete Co. 
Deposition- Boise, Idaho -January 2014 
3 
PUBLICA TIONS!PRESENTATIONS - DENNIS R. REINSTEIN, CPA!ABV, ASA CVA 
The following is a list of publications I have authored or co-authored over the last 10 years. 
1) Business Valuation Basics: How to Use Valuation/Financial Theory to Increase the 
Value of Your Business - presented to TechHelp, Manufacturers Luncheon on January 
28, 2005. 
2) Tax Planning for Sales of Real Estate - sponsored by Premier Alliance on March 16, 
2005. 
3) Valuation and Credit Analysis: Similarities and Differences - presented to Boise area 
U.S. Bank business bankers on May 11, 2005. 
4) The Guideline Publicly Traded Company Method and The Market Value of "invested" 
Capital: Should Market Value of "Stakeholder" Capital be the Appropriate Reference -
Business Valuation Review; Summer, 2006. 
5) A Hybrid Restricted Stock/Pre-lPO Data Point: Lack of Marketability Discount for 
ESOP's. - Business Valuation Review; Summer, 2007. 
6) Pension Plans and Closely-Held Companies: Valuing Tricky Assets in Divorce -
presented to the Idaho State Bar Association on May 9, 2008. 
7) Considerations in Starting a Dental Practice -
a) Presented to Idaho State University Dental School, November 11, 2008 
b) Presented to Idaho State University Dental School, January 12, 2010 
c) Presented to Idaho State University Dental School, June 20, 2011 
d) Presented to Idaho State University Dental School, March 19, 2012 
e) Presented to Idaho State University Dental School, January 14, 2013 
f) Presented to Idaho State University Dental School, February 3, 2014 
8) Co-presenter on damages in Personal Injury litigation to various Treasure Valley area 
law firms - 2009. 
9} An Update on Proposed IRS' Appraiser Penalty Procedures - published in ISCPA 
Adjusting Entry, April 2010. 
10) Co-presenter in "Accounting 101 Seminar for Attorneys» - sponsored by the National 
Business Institute, Boise, Idaho August 12, 2010. 
11) Co-presenter in "Buy-Sell Agreements: Recipe for Success or Roadmap to Ruin?" 
a) Presented to the Idaho State Bar - 2010 Advanced Estate Planning Seminar, 
September 11, 2010. 
b) Presented to the Business and Corporate Law Section of the Idaho State Bar, 
September 14, 2011. 
c) Presented to the Business Group of Holland & Hart, LLP, September 28, 2011. 
4 
PUBLICATIONS/PRESENTATIONS - DENNIS R. REINSTEIN~ continued 
12) Co-presenter in "So You Think You Want To Be An Expert Witness?" - sponsored by 
the Idaho Society of CPA's, Boise, Idaho November 4, 2011. 
13) Inn of Court Program - participant on Lou Racine Team - presentation on "Overcoming 
Jury Bias Against Paid Experts & How to Utilize that Bias Against Your Opponent's 
Experts" - Boise, Idaho April 18, 2012. 
QUALIFICATIONS - DENNIS R. REINSTEIN, CPA/ABV, ASA, CVA 
See curriculum vitae attached. 
COMPENSATION - DENNIS R. REINSTEIN, CPAIABV, ASA, CVA 
Hourly rate of $330 plus out-of-pocket costs. 
5 
Keith A. Pinkerton, CFA, ASA 
Education 
Bachelor of Arts (Economics), University of South Florida (Tampa, Florida), 1991 
Master of Business Administration (Finance), Baylor University (Waco, Texas), 1996 
Professional Certifications 
Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA), the CFA Institute, Charter Number 45208, awarded Septem
ber 2001. 
Accredited Senior Appraiser (ASA), Business Valuation discipline, the American Society of Appraiser
s, awarded 2003. 









Adjunct Professor of Finance, Boise State University, Boise, Idaho 
Partner, Coles Reinstein, PLLC, Boise, Idaho 
Director of Valuation Seivices, Hooper Cornell, PLLC, Boise, Idaho 
Adjunct Professor of Finance, George Fox University, Boise Center 
Valuation Manager, Pershing Yoakley & Associates, Knoxville, Tennessee 
Valuation Manager, Whitley Penn, Fort Worth, Texas 
Manager, the Perryman Group, Waco, Texas 
Economist, United States Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC 
Memberships and Affiliations 
• The CFA Institute (www.cfainstitute.org) 
• The CFA Society of Idaho 
• The American Society of Appraisers (www.appraisers.org} 
• National Association for Business Economics (www.nabe.com) 
• Business Valuation Discussion Group (www.bvdg.org} 
Articles, Presentations and Professional Activities 
• Co-Author, Marketability & Lack of Control Discounts, Paper presented to the American
 Academy of Matrimonial 
Lawyers, March 2002 
• Panelist, Helping a Business Survive a Down Cycle, Panel discussion for the Fort Worth Chapter of the Texas
 Society 
of CPAs, February 2003 
• Speaker, Business Valuation Update: Hot Issues, Presented to the Institute of Management Accou
ntants, East 
Tennessee State University, September 2003 
• Speaker, Business Valuation Update: Hot Issues, Presentation to the Institute of M
anagement Accountants, 
Knoxville Chapter, September 2003 
• Speaker, Litigation Support & Professional Practice Valuation, Presentation to the 
Institute of Management 
Accountants, Knoxville Chapter, December 2003 
• Speaker, SFAS No. 141 & 142, Business Combinations and Intangible Assets, Presentatio
n to the Fort Worth 
Chapter of the Texas Society of CPAs, November, 2002 
• Grader, 2002, 2003, and 2004 Chartered Financial Analyst Examinations, the CFA Institute
, Charlottesville; VA. 
• Member, Domestic Review Team, 2007 Chartered Financial Analyst Examination, CFA Insti
tute, Charlottesville, VA. 
• Speaker, Business Valuation and Credit Analysis: Similarities and Differences, Presen
tation to US Bank, Boise, 
Idaho, May, 2005. 
• Speaker, AICPA's Proposed Business Valuation Standards; Presentation to Idaho Society
 of Certified Public 
Accountants, September, 2005. 
Keith A. Pinkerton, CFA, ASA (continued} 
@ Speaker, Business Valuation Basics and How to Use Valuation/Finance Theory to Increase the Value o
f Your 
Business, Boise Metro Chamber of Commerce, May, 2006. 
"' Speaker, AICPA's Proposed Business Valuation Standards, Presentation to Idaho Society of Certified 
Public 
Accountants, September, 2005. 
• Speaker, Business ValuaUon, Hot Issues for 2006 and Beyond, Presentation to Idaho Society of Certified 
Public 
Accountants, January, 2006. 
• Speaker, Business Valuation Basics, Presentation to TechHelp-ldaho Falls, September, 2005. 
• Speaker, Privately-held Companies v. Publicly Traded Stock: Differences and Issues for Valuation, Presen
ted to 
the CFA Society of Idaho, May 2006. 
• Co-Author, For What Its Worth, a recurring column in the Idaho Business Review, 2006 - 2009. 
• Co-Author, Company-Specific Risk-A Different Paradigm: A New Benchmark, Business Valuation R
eview, 
Spring 2006, Volume 25, No.1. 
• Speaker, 2006 Tax Court Case Update, Treasure Valley Estate Planning Council, June 2006. 
• Author, 2006 Valuation Court Case Update, September 27, 2006. 
• Speaker, Top Estate Planning, Wealth Transfer and Asset Protection Techniques, Sept. 2006. 
• Co-Author, The Guideline Publicly Traded Company Method and the Market Value of Invested Capital, Bu
siness 
Valuation Review, Summer 2006, Volume 25, No.2. 
• Co-Author, Quantification of Company-Specific Risk: A New Empirical Framework with Practical Applica
tions, 
Business Valuation Update, Volume 13, Number 2; February 2007. 
• Author, Does The Pension Protection Act of 2006 Impact All Tax Valuations? An Assessment of the New
 Law's 
Reach, Adjusting Entries, the Journal of the ISCPA, Issue I, 2007. 
• Panelist, Quantifying Company Specific Risk, an audio telephone conference for business appraisers hos
ted by 
Business Valuation Resources, March 8, 2007. 
• Guest-Lecturer, Understanding Valuation of Private Companies, Presentation to graduate Finance class at
 Boise 
State University, May, 2007. 
• Co-Author, Buy-Sell Agreements: A Misnomer? Adjusting Entries, Journal of the ISCPA, Issue II, 2007. 
• Speaker, Business Valuation Basics & How to Sell Your Company for Top Dollar, Pocatello Small Bu
siness 
Development Center, March 2007. 
• Speaker, Quantifying Company Specific Risk, internal training seminar presented to a Top 100 public acco
unting 
firm, Minneapolis, MN, May 23, 2007. 
• Co-Author, Quantifying Company-Specific Risk: The Authors Answer Your Questions, Business Valuation Up
date, 
Volume 13, Number S; May 2007. 
• Speaker, Quantifying Company Specific Risk, appraisal training session presented at the Institute of Bu
siness 
Appraisers 2007 Symposium; Denver, CO, June 2007. 
• Co-Author, A Hybrid Restricted Stock/Pre-JPO Data Point: Lack of Marketability Discount for ESOPs; Bu
siness 
Valuation Review, Summer 2007, Volume 26, No.2. 
• Speaker, The Case of the Disappearing Debt: Valuation or lost Profits with Changing Assumptions; app
raisal 
training Session presented at the Institute of Business Appraisers 2007 Symposium; Denver, CO, June 20
07. 
• Co-Author, Company Specific Risk: The Dow 30 vs. Private Company USA; The Value Exa
miner, 
September/October 2007. 
• Co-Developer, Company-Specific Risk Calculator, a commercial program for computing company-specific
 risk 
for publicly-traded benchmarks; available on www.bvmarketdata.com. ..1 
• Co-Author, Stock Options: Corporate Lottery Ticket-or Not?, Adjusting Entries, the Journal of the !SCPA, Iss
ue 
2, 2007. 
Last updated December 13, 2013 
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Keith A. Pinkerton, CFA, ASA (continued) 
" Co-Author, Comparing the Butler-Pinkerton Model to Traditional Methods Under Four Daubert Criteria; 
Business Valuation Update, Volume 13, Number 11; November 2007. 
" Co-Author, Quantifying Company-Specific Risk-Regardless of Your Faith in Beta; Business Appraisal Practice, 
Winter 2007 
• Co-Author, Company-Specific Risk: Believe It or Not - You Con Quantify it! Adjusting Entries, the Journal of the 
!SCPA, Issue I, 2008. 
• Panelist, Using the BPM™ Total Cost of Equity and Public Company Specific Risk Calculator™; an audio 
telephone conference hosted by NAO/A and Business Valuation Resources, March 8, 2007. 
• Co-Author, Butler Pinkerton Model"™ Finds Another Application in SFAS 123R; Business Valuation Update, 
Volume 14, No.3, March, 2008. 
• Co-Author, Total Cost of Equity of Company-Specific Risk-A Better Use for the BPM?; Business Valuation 
Update, Volume 14, No.4, April 2008. 
• Guest-Lecturer, Differences in Valuation of Publicly-Traded and Privately-Held Companies, Presented to MBA 
students at Boise State University, April, 2006. 
• Co-Author, Why You Should Be Aware of the Impact of SSVS-1; Adjusting Entries, the Journal of the ISCPA, Issue 
II, 2008. 
• Speaker, Pension Plans and Closely-Held Companies, Valuing Tricky Assets in Divorce; presented to the Idaho 
State Bar Association; Boise, Idaho; May 9, 2008. 
• Speaker, The Butler Pinkerton Model: Empirical Support for Company Specific Risk; presented to the National 
Association of Certified Valuation Analysts, Las Vegas, NV; June 10, 2008. 
• Speaker, The Butler Pinkerton Model: Empirical Support for Company Specific Risk; presented to the California 
Society of Certified Public Accountants-BVFLS Section, las Angeles, CA; Aug 21, 2008. 
• Speaker, Using the Butler Pinkerton Model in Valuation Reports; an Internet webinar hosted by the National 
Association of Certified Valuation Analysts; December 5, 2008. 
• Co-Author, There's a New Beta in Town, and Its Name is Total Beta; Business Valuation Update, Volume 15, 
No.3, March 2009. 
• Co-Author, Butler Pinkerton Model Report, an E-book published by Morningstar, March, 2009. 
• Co-Author, A Total Repudiation of Mr. Kasper's Critique of the Butler Pinkerton Model, an online article 
disseminated through www.bvmarketdata.com, May 2009. 
• Author, Response to Larry Kasper Regarding the Diversification Argument; The Value Examiner, 
January/February 2010 
• Co-Author, Total Beta: the Missing Piece of the Cost of Capital Puzzle; Valuation Strategies, May/June, 2009. 
• Speaker, Cost of Capital, California Society of CPAs, May 2009 
• Speaker, Cost of Capital, presented to the National Association of Certified Valuation Analysts, Boston, MA; 
May 27, 2009. 
• Speaker, Getting the Most from Your Financial Expert in Personal Injury Litigation Matters, a CLE presentation 
to various Boise-area law firms, various dates, 2009. 
• Author, The Search for Value, published in the quarterly newsletter of George Fox University, Fall, 2009. 
• Speaker, Buy-Sell Disagreements and Solutions, presented to the Boise Estate Planning Council, November 2, 
2009. 
• Speaker, Demystifying Business Valuation, presented to attorneys and clients of Perkins Coie, LLP, March 30, 
2010. 
• Co-Author, Financing Your Practice, Chiropractic Economics, Volume 56, Issue 5; March 29, 2010. 
Last updated December 13, 2013 Page3of5 
Keith A. Pinkerton, CFA, ASA (continued) 
" Author, The Wonder Years: Integrating Your Practice into a Comprehensive Retirement Plan, Chirop
ractic 
Economics, Volume 56, Issue 6; April 20, 2010. 
• Author; An Update on Proposed IRS' Appraiser Penalty Procedures; Adjusting Entries, the Journal of the I
SCPA, 
Issue II, 2010. 
• Co-Author, Give it to me Straight: Answers ta Old Questions about Buy or Lease; Chiropractic Econ
omics, 
Volume 56, Issue 7; May 12, 2010. 
• Author, Sale-abrate Your Practice; Chiropractic Economics, Volume 56, Issue 10; June 25, 2010. 
• Author, Financial Accounting and Managerial Accounting Compared, a paper to accompany the semin
ar 
Accounting 101 for Attorneys, presented August 12, 2010. 
• Author, Financial Statement Basic Concepts, a paper to accompany the seminar Accounting 101 for Attorney
s, 
presented August 12, 2010. 
• Instructor, Accounting 101 for Attorneys, a CLE presentation given to area attorneys on August 12, 2010 
• Speaker, Buy Sell Agreements: Road Map to Success or Recipe for Disaster, presented at the Idaho State Ba
r's 
Annual Advanced Estate Planning Seminar, September 2010. 
• Speaker, Interesting Facts for the Tax Practitioner, presented to the Idaho Society of Certified Pub
lic 
Accountants, January 2011. 
• Speaker, Buy Sell Agreements, presented to the Idaho State Bar's Business and Corporate Law Sectio
n, 
September 2011. 
• Speaker, Buy Sell Agreements, Part II, presented to the Idaho State Bar's Business and Corporate Law Sectio
n, 
October 2011. 
• Speaker., Business Valuation and Succession Planning: Prudent Steps in a Turbulent World, presented to clien
ts 
and bankers of US Bank, October 2011. 
Expert Testimony 
• Cause No. 99-20905-V in the 303rd District Court of Dallas County; Dallas, Texas, Trial Testimony, Bu
siness 
Appraisal for Marital Dissolution; retained by Plaintiff(s). 
• cause No. 296-50175-01 in the 296th District Court of Colin County; McKinney, Texas, Trial Testimony, Bu
siness 
Appraisal for Marital Dissolution; retained by Plaintiff(s). 
• Cause No. 158874-2 in the Chancery Court for Knox County, Knoxville, Tennessee, Trial Testi
mony, 
Quantification of Economic Damages-Dissenting Shareholder matter; retained by Plaintiff(s). 
• cause No. 153673-3 in the Chancery Court for Knox County, Knoxville, Tennessee, Deposition Testi
mony, 
Quantification of damages associated with the purchase of an operating business; retained by P!aintiff(s). 
• Civil Action No. 05-Cl-00233, Bell Circuit Court, Commonwealth of Kentucky, Deposition Testimony, Bu
siness 
appraisal and quantification of economic damages for dissenting shareholder matter; retained by Defendant(s
). 
• Civil Action No. 05-Cl-00233, Bell Circuit Court, Commonwealth of Kentucky, Trial Testimony, Business app
raisal 
and quantification of economic damages for dissenting shareholder matter; retained by Defendant(s). 
• Civil Case No. CV-05-12224, Canyon County District Court, State of Idaho, Deposition Testimony, Quantific
ation 
of damages associated with bad faith claim; retained by Defendant(s}. 
• Civil case No. 1:06-CV-141-S-EJL, United States District Court, District of Idaho, Deposition Testim
ony, 
Quantification of damages associated with alleged trade-loading and breach of duty; retained by Defendant(s)
. 
• Civil Case No. CV-2005-493-C, Valley County District Court, State of Idaho, Deposition Testimony, Quantifi
cation 
of damages associated with breach of contract; retained by Defendant(s). 
last updated December 13, 2013 
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Keith A. Pinkerton, CFA, ASA (continued) 
" Civil Case No. 0/ DR 0722658, Ada County District Court, State of Idaho, Trial Testimony, Business appra
isal for 
marital dissolution; retained by Defendant(s). 
Civil Case No. 0/ OC 0608433, Ada County District Court, State of Idaho, Deposition Testimony, quantificat
ion 
of damages associated with defamation claim; retained by Plaintiff(s). 
• Civil Case No. CV-2008-1069-0C, Bannock County District Court, State of Idaho, Deposition Test
imony, 
quantification of damages associated with defamation and interference with prospective advantage. 
• Civil Case No. CV-Pl-0718437, Ada County District Court, State of Idaho, Trial Testimony, quantifica
tion of 
economic damages associated with wrongful death and personal injury; retained by Defendant(s). 
• Civil Case No. 0/-2006-3325-PI, Bannock County District Court, State of Idaho, Trial Testimony, quantifica
tion of 
economic damages associated with personal injury; retained by Defendant(s). 
• Civil Case No. CV-Pl-0704871, Ada County District Court, State of Idaho, Trial Testimony, quantifica
tion of 
economic damages associated with personal injury; retained by Defendant(s}. 
• Appeal Nos. 09-A-1335 and 09-A-1336, Idaho Board of Tax Appeals; Rebuttal Testimony, proper applica
tion of 
appraisal theory; retained by Defendant{s). 
• Civil Case No. CV-07-663, Jefferson County District Court, State of Idaho, Trial Testimony, quantifica
tion of 
damages associated with bad faith claim; retained by Defendant(s}. 
• Civil Case No. CV DR 2009-06035, Ada County District Court, State of Idaho, Trial Testimony, Business ap
praisal 
for marital dissolution; retained by Plaintiff(s). 
• Civil Case No. CV OC 0902282, Ada County District Court, State of Idaho, Deposition Testimony, analysis
 of lost 
profits associated with breach of contract and misappropriation of trade secrets; retained by Defendant{s). 
• Civil Case No. CV OC 0902282, Ada County District Court, State of Idaho, Trial Testimony, analysis of lost
 profits 
associated with breach of contract and misappropriation of trade secrets; retained by Defendant(s). 
• Civil Case No. CV 10-2982, Twin Falls County District Court, State of Idaho, Trial Testimony, Business ap
praisal 
associated with shareholder dissociation and rebuttal of lost profits analysis; retained by Defendant(s). 
• Civil Case No. CV DR 2011-01548, Ada County District Court, State of Idaho, Trial Testimony, Business ap
praisal 
for marital dissolution; retained by Defendant. 
• Civil Case No. CV-11-119-5-EJL, United States District Court, District of Idaho, Deposition Tes
timony, 
Quantification of economic damages; retained by Plaintiff(s). 
• Civil Case No. CV-11-119-S-EJL, United States District Court, District of ldaho, Trial Testimony, Quantifica
tion of 
economic damages; retained by Plaintiff(s). 
Professional Billing Rate 
$330 per hour 
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I LUKINS ANNIS 
April 24, 2014 
VIA E-MAIL: tcreason@cmd-laru.com 
Mr. Theodore 0 . Creason 
Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl, PLLC 
1219 Idaho St 
PO Drawer 835 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
601 E. Front Avenue, Suite 502 
Coeur d 'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
t 208-667-0517 
f 208-664-4125 lukins.com 
PETER J. SMITH IV 
Attorney 
Admitted In: Idaho 
psmith@lukins.com 
Direct Dia l: 208-666-4108 
Re: Wanooka Farms - Interviews of Officers and Directors 
Dear Ted: 
Wanooka Farms, Inc. ("Wanooka") carefully considered your request to allow the Plaintiffs' 
expert witnesses, Dennis R. Reinstein and Keith A. Pinkerton, to interview its officers and 
directors without presence of counsel. W anooka will not agree to the interviews. 
In anticipation of your deposition of the officers and directors, their unavailable dates are: 
Officer/Director Unavailable Dates 
Russ Wagner June 30-July6 
July 19-August 9 
Gary Wagner Weekdays are unavailable due to his work 
schedule. I request that we schedule his 
deposition for a weekend. 
Stuart Wagner Most Weekdays and Saturdays; Monday A.M. 
is best with his work schedule 
Jeff Wagner Availability varies; request a date. 
Tom Wagner Will be provided as soon as possible 
Very truly yours, 
~ 




~0179 A Professional Services Corporation Spokane I Coeur d'Alene I Moses Lake 




Ted Creason [tedc@cmd-law.com] 
Monday, May 12, 2014 3:34 PM 
Peter J. Smith 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Kristine M. Scott; Lindsey R. Simon; Natosha Chason; Chris Moore; Samuel Creason 
RE: Wagner v. Wagner - Records from Banks 
Peter-
In response to your comment that financial and bank records after the vaiuation date would not be relevant, please be 
advised that in light of the Affirmative Defenses raised and the fact that your client and its current board will not 
cooperate to provide information or release information to Coles Reinstein, we will take the position that all of the 
company's financial and banking records before and after the potential valuation dates may lead to the discovery of 




Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl PLLC 
1219 Idaho Street 
P.O. Drawer 835, Lewiston, ID 83501 
Phone 208-743-15 l 6 
Fax 208-746-223 l 
This email message may contain information that is privileged and/or confidential. The information contained in this email message is 
intended only for the use of the person to whom it is addressed. If the reader of this message is not (I) the intended recipient or (2) the 
employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or 
copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. lfyou have received this communication in error, please immediately notify us 
by telephone at and destroy the original message. Thank you. 
From: Peter J. Smith [mailto:psmith@lukins.com] 
Sent: Friday, May 09, 2014 3:10 PM 
To: 'Ted Creason' 
Cc: Kristine M. Scott; Lindsey R. Simon 
Subject: Wagner v. Wagner - Records from Banks 
Ted, 
I see no reason for any records dated or created after the date of the filing of the Complaint (August 22, 2013) to be 
produced. A valuation date under the statute is the day before the filing of the Complaint. I.C. 30-3-1434. Your clients 
are evidently seeking a valuation date in March 2010 or July 2012. If they stick with those dates, records after those 
dates are irrelevant. 
Please advise as to your clients' position on this point and whether a Court determination on the issue is necessary. 
Thank you. 
PETER J. SMITH IV I Attorney at Law 
Lukins & Annis, PS I 601 E. Front Street, Suite 502 Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 EXHIBIT 
j 
d 208/666-4108 I c 208/755-3277 I f 208/664-4125 I pis@lukins.com Filedrop 
This message has been scanned for viruses 
and dangerous content by Lukins & Annis, P.S. 
NOTICE: This email may contain confidential or 
privileged material, and is intended solely 
for use by the above referenced recipient. Any 
review, copying, printing, disclosure, distri-
bution, or any other use, is strictly prohibited. 
If you are not the recipient, and believe that 
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May 13, 2014 
VIA EMAIL: tcreason@cmd-law.com 
Mr. Theodore 0. Creason 
Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl, PLLC 
1219 Idaho St 
PO Drawer 835 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Re: Wagner v. Wagner, Latah County Case No. CV 2013-1004 
Bank Documents 
Dear Ted: 
601 E. Front Avenue, Suite 502 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
t 208-667-0517 
f 208-664-4125 lukins.corn 
PETERJ. SMITH IV 
Attorney 
Admitted In: Idaho 
psmith@lukins.com 
Direct Dial: 208-666-4108 
Thank you for your email of May 12, 2014. I enclosed a copy for reference. 
First, for purposes of clarifying the record, the corporation objects to the admissibility of any 
bank records beyond the valuation date. Idaho Code is clear that the valuation of the fair value 
of shares is done as of a certain date. Notwithstanding this objection to admissibility, the 
corporation will not object to you obtaining the documents from the banks. You will find 
nothing to assist in your clients' case to establish a fair value. It will only increase the costs. 
Second, your letter states that the "current board will not cooperate to provide information or 
release information to Coles Reinstein .... " This is completely false. The corporation made the 
decision to NOT allow Coles Reinstein to interview the current directors outside of the presence 
of counsel. I have not received any requests from Coles Reinstein for information. In discovery, 
the corporation produced thousands of pages of documents, including but not limited to, 
financial records, tax returns, emails, and work product of its accountant. If something is 
missing or needed, ask for it. 
Very truly yours, 
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Ted Creason [tedc@cmd-law.com] 
Monday, May 12, 2014 3:34 PM 
Peter J. Smith 
Kristine M. Scott; Lindsey R. Simon; Natosha Chason; Chris Moore; Samuel Creason 
RE: Wagner v. Wagner - Records from Banks 
In r~sponse to your comment that financial and bank records after the valuation date would not be relevant, please be 
advised that in light of the Affirmative Defenses raised and the fact that your client and its current board will not 
cooperate to provide information or release information to Coles Reinstein, we will take the position that all of the 
company's financial and banking records before and after the potential valuation dates may lead to the discovery of 
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From: Peter J. Smith [mailto:psmith@lukins.com] 
Sent: Friday, May 09, 2014 3:10 PM 
To: 'Ted Creason' 
Cc: Kristine M. Scott; Lindsey R. Simon 
Subject: Wagner v. Wagner - Records from Banks 
Ted, 
I see no reason for any records dated or created after the date of the filing of the Complaint (August 22, 2013) to be 
produced. A valuation date under the statute is the day before the filing of the Complaint. J.C. 30-3-1434. Your clients 
are evidently seeking a valuation date in March 2010 or July 2012. If they stick with those dates, records after those 
dates are irrelevant. 
Please advise as to your clients' position on this point and whether a Court determination on the issue is necessary. 
Thank you. 
PETER J. SMITH IV I Attorney at Law 
Lukins & Annis, PS I 601 E. Front Street, Suite 502 Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
d 208/666-4108 I c 208/755-3277 I f 208/664-4125 I pjs@lukins.com I Filedrop 
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you have received this in error, please notify 
the sender and delete the copy you received. 
Thank You! 
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CREASON, MOORE, DOKKEN & GEIDL, PLLC 
LAWYERS 
THEODORE O CREASON* 
CHRISTOPHER J. MOORE* 
DAVID E. DOKKEN* 
TOD D. GEIDL" 
SAMUELT.CREASON* 
PAUL B. BURRIS* 
*ADMITTED IN IDAHO AND WASIDNGTON 
Peter J. Smith N 
Lukins & Annis 
601 E. Front Ave, Ste. 502 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 86814-5515 
Via e-mail: psmith@,lukins.com 
1219 IDAHO STREET 
P .0. DRAWER 835 
LEWISTON, IDAHO 83501 
·www.cmd-law.com 
May 29, 2014 
Re: Loren Wagner, et al. vs. Russel Wagner, et al. 
Latah County Case No. CV-2013-1004 
Dear Peter: 
DANIEL W. O'CONNELL 
(1928-1988) 
MARCUS J WARE 
(!904-19%) 
(208) 743-1516 
PAX (208) 746-2231 
Email: cmd@cmd-law.com 
Please consider the following a formal response to your letters addressed to me of May 13, 2014, 
and May 14, 2014. 
First, your point regarding the admissibility of any bank records beyond the valuation date is 
mistaken. I can find no legal authority for the proposition that reissued or corrected compilation 
reports prepared after the valuation date would not be relevant. I have found several cases that 
make statements to the effect that one does not close the Book of Wisdom and ignore subsequent 
events but rather considers all of the relevant activity up to the day of trial. As of this week, I 
· have received the bank documents we were obliged to subpoena and pay a significant price for in 
order to obtain. You state in your letter that we will "find nothing to assist in your clients' case 
to establish a fair value" in the bank documents. I wonder if you had reviewed the bank 
documents prior to authoring your letter of May 13, 2014. As you may know, the corporation 
forbade the banks from giving my clients account information. 
In the second paragraph of your letter you assert that my statement that the current board will not 
cooperate to provide information or release information to Coles Reinstein is "completely false." 
The statement I made was not completely false. It was true, and you knew it to be true. Your 
board of directors did make the decision not to speak directly with Coles Reinstein outside of 
your presence. That is their right, and I respect that. However, perhaps you have forgotten your 
clients' unwillingness to provide us access to Mr. Eng's file voluntarily. Perhaps you have 
overlooked the fact that your clients refused to give permission to obtain the Idaho Department 
of Agriculture files on the milling operation ofWanooka Farms, Inc. Perhaps you have forgotten 
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that we can figure out how it is that Mr. Eng so grossly misstated, then misstated again, th
e 
:financial condition of the milling operation of W anooka Farms as of December 31, 2011. Pleas
e 
reconsider your allegation that my statement was completely false. If you feel you remain 
justified in that statement, so be it. If after reflection you decide to commit to a course o
f 
cooperation, notify me in writing. Through requesting cooperation, I am trying to avoid having 
this dispute turn into yet another piece of evidence of the Corporation's mistreatment of existin
g 
and recognized shareholders. It appears that the interests of the majority, the board, and the 
corporation have been troublingly similar on this issue. 
Peter, I believe it was you who first suggested we might consider sharing the expense of Cole
s 
Reinstein and their undertaking. If I have understood you correctly, W anooka F anns has 
rejected that idea. Did I misunderstand you? 
You state in your May 13, 2014, letter that "the corporation has produced thousands of pages o
f 
documents, including but not limited to, financial records, tax returns, emails, and work produ
ct 
of its accountant." You go on to say "if something is missing or needed, ask for it." 
Presumably, it has become apparent to you that a significant part of Mr. Eng's work papers were 
withheld from us until his formal deposition was taken. If you are suggesting by the last 
sentence of your letter that the corporation is prepared to provide us what is missing or what is 
needed, please provide a complete copy of all mill records, whether electronic or paper, that were 
viewed by Mr. Eng or available to Mr. Eng for his viewing prior to the issuance of his 
compilation of financial report( s) for the year ended December 31, 2011. 
Please be advised that we will be asking Coles Reinstein to provide us their opinion as to the fa
ir 
value ofWanooka Fanns' shares as of December 31, 2011. I will also be asking Coles Reinstein 
whether they are able to extrapolate a value for each parcel of real estate and other assets based 
upon the Farm Service appraisals of 2007 and 2012. Although, it appears that all of th
e 
shareholders agreed to make various dates the valuation date for the divisive reorganization, the 
valuation date of December 31, 2011, as recommended by Terry Eng, appears to be the late
st 
valuation date agreed upon by all parties. Let me know as soon as possible whether we will 
receive cooperation from the Corporation as we proceed to ascertain the true value of Wanook
a 
Farms, Inc. as of December 31, 2011. 
Please let me know as soon as possible whether you will be producing the grower records an
d 
whether we can stipulate to the valuation date of December 31, 2011, for W anooka Farms, Inc. 
Very truly yours, 
CREASON, MOORE, DOKKEN & GEIDL, PLLC 
~/ / __, --
l~ie&Y~-
TOC:nrc 
May 30, 2014 
VIA E-MAIL: tcreaso11@cmd-law.com 
Mr. Theodore 0. Creason 
Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl, PLLC 
1219 Idaho St 
P.O. Drawer 835 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Re: Wagner v. Wagner 
Dear Ted: 
Thank you for letter of May 29, 2014. I write to respond. 
Admissibility of Bank Records 
601 !:'.. Front A venue, Suite 502 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
t 208-667-0517 
f 208-664-4125 lukins.com 
PETERJ. SMITH IV 
Attorney 
Admitted In: Idaho 
psmith@lukins.com 
Direct Dial: 208-666-4108 
My objection to records after the date of trial is stated. You disagree. Judge Griffin will decide. 
Do not twist my words. I did not state that all the bank documents will be useless to your 
clients. I was referring to those in 2013 and 2014 if you intended to use December 31, 2011 as a 
valuation date. 
Financial Statements 
In your letter, you start by discussing bank records, then veer into financial statements prepared 
by Terry Eng. I did not assert those were not admissible to establish the fair value of the shares. 
Some may be, some may not. 
American West Bank Documents 
The bank records requested have been produced in response to Request for Production No. 12. 
Wanooka00605-00730;Wanooka00969-01025;Wanooka01521-02144;Wanooka02087. 
Cooperation of Board 
I stand by my statement. You stated that the Board refused to cooperate with Coles Reinstei.11. 
That is completely false. The Board refused to meet with Coles Reinstein outside of the presence 
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Mr. Theodore 0. Creason 
May 30, 2014 
Page2 
Access to Eng's File 
Mr. Eng is the corporation's accountant. The proper way to exchange information related to Mr. 
Eng is thru discovery. I am not sure what you mean by "access to Mr. Eng's file voluntarily." 
However, the corporation produced all the documents related to Mr. Eng voluntarily in 
response to discovery requests. I direct your attention to Wanooka00364-00604; W anooka00750-
00936; Wanooka02145-02149. These documents included the work papers of Mr. Eng. In 
addition, Mr. Rasmussen's file contained a number of emails from Mr. Eng. Mr. Eng 
supplemented these documents with documents he discovered when preparing for this 
deposition. Mr. Eng's work papers were NOT withheld. They were produced. 
Idaho State Department of Agriculture 
It was my understanding that you requested these documents from me. I asked that you 
provide me a request for production so we could keep of track of what was requested and what 
was not requested. You provided us Request for Production No. 20. I contacted the Department 
and requested all of the audits from 2011, 2012 and 2013. I received those and produced them to 
you. See W anooka02440-02492. If you believe something is missing, let me know and we can get 
those documents thru a joint request. 
Grower Records 
This assertion baffles me. You requested that all the files in the office be copied and the 
corporation agree to pay 1/2 of the cost. The corporation did not feel that was necessary and 
volunteered to provide you access to those files for copying or review at any time upon 
reasonable notice. 
Also, I am not sure what you mean by "grower files" but the corporation stands ready (within 
reason) to assist you in getting the documents you feel that you need. 
Coles Reinstein 
You are correct that I originally proposed splitting the cost of one expert to determine the fair 
value of the shares held by your clients. After further consideration, it became apparent to me 
that such an arrangement would be untenable. 
Valuation Date of December 31, 2011 
I will consider whether we will stipulate to this valuation date now that it has actually been 
proposed. I will get back to you promptly. 
I am also interested to see if Coles Reinstein will "extrapolate a value for each parcel." I 
understand that Coles Reinstein are not licensed to appraise real property. It seems like a stretch 
Mr. Theodore 0. Creason 
May 30, 2014 
Page3 
to ask them to "extrapolaten those kinds of values. Not to mention violating State licensing 
laws. 
If you want to discuss stipulating to values of the land tract by tract or as a whole, send me a 
proposal to consider. You mentioned using the 2007 values in the deposition. 
Conclusion 
If you have any questions about this letter, let me know. I look forward to hearing from you on 
the values of real property. 
Very truly yours, 




I LUKINS ANNIS i 
July 7, 2014 
VIA EMAIL: tcreason@cmd-law.com 
Mr. Theodore 0. Creason 
Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl, PLLC 
1219 Idaho St 
PO Drawer 835 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Re: Wagner v. Wagner, Latah County Case No. CV 2013-1004 
Plaintiffs' Expert Witness Report 
Dear Ted: 
601 E. Front Avenue, Suite 502 
Coeur d 'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
t 208-667-0517 
f 208-664-4125 lukins.com 
PETER J. SMITH IV 
Attorney 
Admitted Tn: Idaho 
psmith@lukins.com 
Direct Dial : 208-666-4108 
It was my understanding that your clients' expert witness report was due June 30, 2014. I have 
not received it. Please advise. 
Very truly yours, 
US:-~ 
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Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 
Peter, 
Ted Creason [tedc@cmd-law.com] 
Monday, July 07, 2014 12:29 PM 
Peter J. Smith 
Kristine M. Scott; Chris Moore; Samuel Creason; Natosha Chason 
RE: Wagner v. Wagner - Plaintiffs' Expert Witness Report 
Flag for follow up 
Flagged 
Dennis Reinstein advised last week that he was not ab le to access some of t he QB information that was in the data Terry 
Eng provided after his deposition. The work papers on the reconcili ation he did are needed for Dennis to complete his 
report. We have been trying to work t he problem without bothering you or Terry for guidance, but so far we still 
haven't made the grade. By the end of today we will know whether we have what Dennis needs or we will need to ask if 
Dennis may contact Terry directly. 
We did plan to have the expert report to you last week, but I have been on the east coast until today, and with the 
holiday and the problem accessing the necessary QB data we were not able to get it done. Again, by day's end I should 




Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl PLLC 
1219 Idaho Street 
P.O. Drawer 835, Lewiston, ID 83501 
Phone 208-743- 1516 
Fax 208-746-2231 
This email message may conta in information that is privileged and/or confidential. The infom1ation contained in this email message is 
intended only for the use of the person to whom it is addressed. If the reader of this message is not ( 1) the intended recipient or (2) the 
employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intended recip ient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or 
copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in eITor, please immediately notify us 
by telephone at 208-743-151 6, and destroy the original message. Thank you. 
From: Peter J. Smith [mailto:psmith@lukins.com] 
Sent: Monday, July 07, 2014 10:20 AM 
To: 'Ted Creason' 
Cc: Kristine M. Scott 
Subject: Wagner v. Wagner - Plaintiffs' Expert Witness Report 
Please see the letter attached to this email. Thanks. 
PETER J. SMITH IV I Attorney at Law 
Lukins & Annis, PS I 601 E. Front Street, Suite 502 I Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
d 208/666-4108 I c 208/755-3277 I f 208/664-4125 pjs@lukins.com Filedrop 
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Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 
Peter, 
Ted Creason [tedc@cmd-law.com] 
Monday, July 07, 2014 4:07 PM 
Peter J. Smith 
Kristine M. Scott; Natosha Chason; Chris Moore; Samuel Creason 
RE: Wagner v. Wagner - Plaintiffs' Expert Witness Report 
Flag for follow up 
Flagged 
It appears it will be July 18th before we will have Dennis Reinstein's expert report. Reinstein will be out of the office the 
rest of this week on a vacation to the mountains that he had to cancel last month due to work. He has assured his wife 
they are leaving for a few days without internet connection in the morning. If you wish I can explain some of the 
difficulties Reinstein has encountered in understanding Terry Eng's reconciliations for his restated 12/31/11 financials, 
but if you can agree to allow until a week from Friday for the expert report, I think I can spare you the trouble. If you 
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employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or 
copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify us 
by telephone at 208-743-1516, and destroy the original message. Thank you. 
From: Peter J. Smith [mailto:psmith@lukins.com] 
Sent: Monday, July 07, 2014 10:20 AM 
To: 'Ted Creason' 
Cc: Kristine M. Scott 
Subject: Wagner v. Wagner - Plaintiffs' Expert Witness Report 
Please see the letter attached to this email. Thanks. 
PETER J. SMITH IV I Attorney at Law 
Lukins & Annis, PS 601 E. Front Street, Suite 502 I Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
d 208/666-4108 I c 208/755-3277 I f 208/664-4125 I pis@lukins.com I Filedrop 
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Peter J. Smith 
Monday, July 07, 2014 4:56 PM 
'Ted Creason' 
Kristine M. Scott; Natosha Chason; Chris Moore; Samuel Creason 
RE: Wagner v. Wagner - Plaintiffs' Expert Witness Report 
What about Mr. Barta's report? 
From: Ted Creason [mailto:tedc@cmd-law.com] 
Sent: Monday, July 07, 2014 4:07 PM 
To: Peter J. Smith 
Cc: Kristine M. Scott; Natosha Chason; Chris Moore; Samuel Creason 
Subject: RE: Wagner v. Wagner - Plaintiffs' Expert Witness Report 
Peter, 
It appears it will be July 18th before we will have Dennis Reinstein's expert report. Reinstein will be out of the office the 
rest of this week on a vacation to the mountains that he had to cancel last month due to work. He has assured his wife 
they are leaving for a few days without internet connection in the morning. If you w ish I can explain some of the 
difficulties Reinstein has encountered in understanding Terry Eng's reconciliations for his restated 12/31/11 financials, 
but if you can agree to allow until a week from Friday for the expert report, I think I can spare you the trouble. If you 
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employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or 
copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify us 
by telephone at 208-743-1516, and destroy the original message. Thank you. 
From: Peter J. Smith [mailto:psmith@lukins.com] 
Sent: Monday, July 07, 2014 10:20 AM 
To: 'Ted Creason' 
Cc: Kristine M. Scott 
Subject: Wagner v. Wagner - Plaintiffs' Expert Witness Report 
Please see the letter attached to this email. Thanks. 
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Ted Creason [tedc@cmd-law.com] 
Tuesday, July 08, 2014 10:14 AM 
Peter J. Smith 
Natosha Chason; Chris Moore; Samuel Creason 
RE: Wagner v. Wagner - Plaintiffs' Expert Witness Report 
Flag for follow up 
Flagged 
Red Category 
I can get Mr. Barta's opinion of value of 12/31/11 right away if I need to. However, having discussed the property with 
him after he looked at it, it appears that the corporation's/parties' valuation of $650,000 was accurate. Mr. Barta was 
provided the documents Wanooka produced regarding an offer of $725,000 in 2013, but he has indicated to me that, 
that is too high in his judgment for the 12/31/11 opinion of value. 
May we stipulate to a value of $650,000 for the Lake Property as of 12/31/117 If Wanooka cannot stipulate to that 
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From: Peter J. Smith [mailto:psmith@lukins.com] 
Sent: Monday, July 07, 2014 4:56 PM 
To: 'Ted Creason' 
Cc: Kristine M. Scott; Natosha Chason; Chris Moore; Samuel Creason 
Subject: RE: Wagner v. Wagner - Plaintiffs' Expert Witness Report 
What about Mr. Barta's report? 
From: Ted Creason [mailto:tedc@cmd-law.com] 
Sent: Monday, July 07, 2014 4:07 PM 
To: Peter J. Smith 
Cc: Kristine M. Scott; Natosha Chason; Chris Moore; Samuel Creason 




It appears it will be July 1ih before we will have Dennis Reinstein's expert report. Reinstein will be out of the office the 
rest of this week on a vacation to the mountains that he had to cancel last month due to work. He has assured his wife 
they are leaving for a few days without internet connection in the morning. If you wish I can explain some of the 
difficuities Reinstein has encountered in understanding Terry Eng's reconciliations for his restated 12/31/11 financials, 
but if you can agree to allow until a week from Friday for the expert report, I think I can spare you the trouble. if you 
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Dennis & Peter, 
Ted Creason [tedc@cmd-law.com] 
Wednesday, July 16, 2014 12:41 PM 
Reinstein, Dennis; Peter J. Smith 
Natosha Chason 
Wagner vs. Wanooka Reqiest for information from Terry Eng 
Thank you both for your time this morning concerning our need to get Wanooka financial information and accounting 
work papers to Coles Reinstein. 
Peter, Dennis has concluded after reviewing all of the electronic records Terry Eng supplied as requested at the time of 
his deposition, that some accounting papers are not there. All of us, I believe, are wanting to get the Coles Reinstein 
report, and the sooner we can get Mr. Eng's documents to Dennis, the sooner we can have the report. 
Dennis, Peter would like you to send an email to Terry Eng, terryeng@lycos.com and to him, psmith@lukins.com 
explaining what is needed that you are not seeing. Peter will promptly review the request with his client and if his client 
does not object he will authorize Mr. Eng to speak directly with you and provide what he has directly to you. This will be 
the most efficient way of getting the information to you. 




Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl PLLC 
1219 Idaho Street 
P.O. Drawer 835, Lewiston, ID 83501 
Phone 208-743-1516 
Fax ="'--'-'·-"'.-==-c:c. 
This email message may contain information that is privileged and/or confidential. The information contained in this email message is 
intended only for the use of the person to whom it is addressed. If the reader of this message is not (1) the intended recipient or (2) the 
employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or 
copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify us 
by telephone at and destroy the original message. Thank you. 
EXHIBIT 
1 
Kristine M. Scott 
From: Reinstein, Dennis [dennis@colesreinstein.com] 






Peter J. Smith; Ted Creason; Natosha Chason 
Wanooka accounting records 
Hi Terry, 
I have a few questions about the accounting records of Wanooka and am hopeful that you and I might have a 
chance to talk to resolve my questions. Obviously whether or not we speak directly is up to the attorneys 
copied on this email - so I am not asking, at this time, for a direct response from you, but I wanted to give 
everyone a "flavor" of what I am looking for .. 
Below is an overview of the items I am "struggling" with: 
1) The paper copies of working trial balances I have ( apparently originating from an excel file) do not tie 
to the reviewed financial statements . 
a) The original 12/31/11 working trial balance does not reflect the income tax amounts shown in the 
reviewed financials 
b) I cannot find a corrected 12/31 /11 working trial balance which supports the reissued 2011 
reviewed financia l statements 
c) I have a 12/31/12 working trial balance for tax, but cannot find one for the reviewed financials. 
Are there additional sets of work papers or working trial balance(s) available? 
2) The QuickBooks files provided do not match up to the reviewed financial statements issued. Below is 
a summary of the differences. I realize some of this was before your firm's involvement with Wanooka. 






























The QuickBooks files for Wanooka Farms, Inc. appear to go through July of 2011, which could explain part 
of the difference above? 
I understood that the QuickBooks files were adjusted each year? Is there a set that would tie to the 
reviewed financials? Or a way to get them to match up? I would like to be able to break out the Farm vs. 
the Mill and reconcile those two divisions to the reviewed financials. 
EXHIBIT 
1 I ofM201 
3) I have a few other miscellaneous questions about the records, but nothing that probably needs any 
lead time to figure out. 
Peter and Ted, I will wait to hear from you guys on how we proceed. 
Dennis R. Reinstein, CPAJABV, ASA, CVA 
University Plaza 
960 Broadway, Suite 415 
Boise, Idaho 83706 
Email= =:...:.:...:;.==..::::c.:..:::..::~,,:.,:.::c..=,:..=:::_'-'-'. 
Voice = 208.345.2350 
Fax = 208.344.3019 
The information and documents transmitted by this message may contain confidential and privileged 
information. Any other distribution, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. If you received this message in 
error, please notify me immediately and delete the original. 
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Ted Creason [tedc@cmd-law.com] 
Thursday, July 17, 2014 3:43 PM 
Reinstein, Dennis; terryeng@lycos.com 
Peter J. Smith; Natosha Chason 
RE: Wanooka accounting records 
Thank you for the email outlining your questions. As we have discussed, it will be most efficient way to get the 




Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl PLLC 
1219 Idaho Street 
P.O. Drawer 835, Lewiston, ID 83501 
Phone 208-743- 15 16 
Fax 208-746-2231 
This email message may contain information that is privileged and/or confidential. The information contained in this email message is 
intended only for the use of the person to whom it is addressed. If the reader of this message is not (1) the intended recipient or (2) the 
employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or 
copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify us 
by telephone at'208-743- l 516, and destroy the original message. Thank you. 
From: Reinstein, Dennis [mailto:dennis@colesreinstein.com] 
Sent: Thursday, July 17, 2014 1:29 PM 
To: terryeng@lycos.com 
Cc: psmith@lukins.com; Ted Creason; Natosha Chason 
Subject: Wanooka accounting records 
Hi Terry, 
I have a few questions about the accounting records of Wanooka and am hopeful that you and I might have a 
chance to talk to resolve my questions. Obviously whether or not we speak directly is up to the attorneys 
copied on this email - so I am not asking, at this time, for a direct response from you, but I wanted to give 
everyone a "flavor" of what I am looking for .. 
Below is an overview of the items I am "struggling" with : 
1) The paper copies of working trial balances I have ( apparently originating from an excel file) do not 
tie to the reviewed financial statements. 
a) The original 12/31/11 working trial balance does not reflect the income tax amounts shown in 
the reviewed financials 
b) I cannot find a corrected 12/31/11 working trial balance which supports the reissued 2011 
reviewed financial statements 
c) I have a 12/31 /12 working trial balance for tax, but cannot find one for the reviewed financials. 
EXHIBIT 
I 00if203 
Are there additionai sets of work papers or working trial balance(s) available? 
2) The QuickBooks files provided do not match up to the reviewed financial statements issued. 
Below is a summary of the differences. I realize some of this was before your firm's involvement with 
Wanooka. 






























The QuickBooks files for Wanooka Farms, Inc. appear to go through July of 2011, which could explain part 
of the difference above? 
I understood that the QuickBooks files were adjusted each year? Is there a set that would tie to the 
reviewed financials? Or a way to get them to match up? I would like to be able to break out the Farm vs. 
the Mill and reconcile those two divisions to the reviewed financials. 
3) I have a few other miscellaneous questions about the records, but nothing that probably needs 
any lead time to figure out. 
Peter and Ted, I will wait to hear from you guys on how we proceed. 
Dennis R. Reinstein, CPA/ABV, ASA, CVA 
University Plaza 
960 Broadway, Suite 415 
Boise, Idaho 83706 
Email = =~==..:.;:;;_;;;~:;..:..:::;_=.=~ 
Voice = 208.345.2350 
Fax= 208.344.3019 
The information and documents transmitted by this message may contain confidential and privileged 
information. Any other distribution, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. If you received this message in 
error, please notify me immediately and delete the original. 
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Ted Creason [tedc@cmd-law.com] 
Monday, July 21, 2014 9:54 AM 
Peter J. Smith; Natosha Chason 
Kristine M. Scott; Lindsey R. Simon 
RE: Loren Wagner's deposition. 
I think Loren will be fine with changing to Couer d'Alene. I will arrange some things on my schedule if possible and let 
you know ASAP. Incidentally, if you decide you would just as soon have it here we will prepare the deposition room so 
that the computers can be connected to the screen or monitor as you wish. Also, were you able to approve 




Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl PLLC 
1219 Idaho Street 
P.O. Drawer 835, Lewiston, ID 83501 
Phone 208-7 43-1516 
Fax 208-746-;2231 
This email message may contain information that is privileged and/or confidential. The information contained in this email message is 
intended only for the use of the person to whom it is addressed. If the reader of this message is not ( l) the intended recipient or (2) the 
employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or 
copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify us 
by telephone at 208-743-1 51 (i_, and destroy the original message. Thank you. 
From: Peter J. Smith [mailto:psmith@lukins.com] 
Sent: Sunday, July 20, 2014 11:06 AM 
To: 'Ted Creason'; Natosha Chason 
Cc: Kristine M. Scott; Lindsey R. Simon 
Subject: RE: Loren Wagner's deposition. 
Ted, 
I would prefer to hold the deposition at my office. I want to connect the mill computer and the corporate computer and 
ask Loren some questions about the files contained on those computers. I will have a screen and projector set up. 
Peter 
From: Ted Creason [mailto:tedc@cmd-law.com] 
Sent: Friday, July 18, 2014 6:22 PM 
To: Peter J. Smith; Natosha Chason 





We're scheduled for my office at 9:30 AM unless you would prefer I 0:00. 
Sincere 
This message has been scanned for viruses 
and dangerous content by Lukins & Annis, P.S. 
NOTICE: This email may contain confidential or 
privileged material, and is intended solely 
for use by the above referenced recipient. Any 
review, copying, printing, disclosure, distri-
bution, or any other use, is strictly prohibited. 
If you are not the recipient, and believe that 
you have received this in error, please notify 
the sender and delete the copy you received. 
Thank You! 
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Peter J. Smith 
Monday, July 21, 2014 9:57 AM 
'Reinstein, Dennis'; terryeng@lycos.com 
Ted Creason; Natosha Chason 
RE: Wanooka accounting records 
I have no problem with Mr. Eng and Mr. Reinstein having a telephone conversation. However, I would like to listen in on 
the conference call. I assume if I listen in that Mr. Creason may also wish to listen in. 
My schedule is open for the next day or two so I can make any time that convenient work. 
Thanks, 
Peter 
From: Reinstein, Dennis [mailto:dennis@colesreinstein.com] 
Sent: Thursday, July 17, 2014 1:29 PM 
To: TIC'ff\/Pn 
Cc: Peter J. Smith; Ted Creason; Natosha Chason 
Subject: Wanooka accounting records 
Hi Terry, 
I have a few questions about the accounting records of Wanooka and am hopeful that you and I might have a 
chance to talk to resolve my questions. Obviously whether or not we speak directly is up to the attorneys 
copied on this email - so I am not asking, at this time, for a direct response from you, but I wanted to give 
everyone a "flavor" of what I am looking for .. 
Below is an overview of the items I am "struggling" with: 
1 ) The paper copies of working trial balances I have ( apparently originating from an excel file) do not tie 
to the reviewed financial statements. 
a) The original 12/31/11 working trial balance does not reflect the income tax amounts shown in the 
reviewed financials 
b) I cannot find a corrected 12/31/11 working trial balance which supports the reissued 2011 
reviewed financial statements 
c) I have a 12/31/12 working trial balance for tax, but cannot find one for the reviewed financials. 
Are there additional sets of work papers or working trial balance(s) available? 
2) The QuickBooks files provided do not match up to the reviewed financial statements issued. Below is 
a summary of the differences. I realize some of this was before your firm's involvement with Wanooka. 































The QuickBooks files for Wanooka Farms, Inc. appear to go through July of 2011, which could explain part 
of the difference above? 
I understood that the QuickBooks files were adjusted each year? Is there a set that would tie to the 
reviewed financials? Or a way to get them to match up? I would like to be able to break out the Farm vs. 
the Mill and reconcile those two divisions to the reviewed financials. 
3) I have a few other miscellaneous questions about the records, but nothing that probably needs any 
lead time to figure out. 
Peter and Ted, I will wait to hear from you guys on how we proceed. 
Dennis R. Reinstein, CPA/ABV, ASA, CVA 
University Plaza 
960 Broadway, Suite 415 
Boise, Idaho 83706 
Email = ='...!.:..!.!==="'-="-==~"'-!..!.! 
Voice = 208.345.2350 
Fax= 208.344.3019 
The information and documents transmitted by this message may contain confidential and privileged 
information. Any other distribution, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. If you received this message in 
error, please notify me immediately and delete the original. 
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Ted Creason [tedc@cmd-law.com] 
Monday, July 21, 2014 10:50 AM 
Peter J. Smith; Reinstein, Dennis; terryeng@lycos.com 
Natosha Chason 
RE: Wanooka accounting records 
You do not need to include me on the conference call. Please arrange it at a time convenient for you. Dennis if you are 
not able to find the data you need with Terry's help or they decide things you need are not in existence, let me know 




Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl PLLC 
1219 Idaho Street 
P.O. Drawer 835, Lewiston, ID 83501 
This email message may contain information that is privileged and/or confidential. The information contained in this email message is 
intended only for the use of the person to whom it is addressed. If the reader of this message is not (1) the intended recipient or (2) the 
employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or 
copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify us 
by telephone at and destroy the original message. Thank you. 
From: Peter J. Smith L'-'-"==""'-'-'~====-'J 
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2014 9:57 AM 
To: 'Reinstein, Dennis'; terryeng@lycos.com 
Cc: Ted Creason; Natosha Chason 
Subject: RE: Wanooka accounting records 
All: 
I have no problem with Mr. Eng and Mr. Reinstein having a telephone conversation. However, I would like to listen in on 
the conference call. I assume if I listen in that Mr. Creason may also wish to listen in. 
My schedule is open for the next day or two so I can make any time that convenient work. 
Thanks, 
Peter 
From: Reinstein, Dennis L'--'-'""-'-'-"""-'-"'--"'-'-'-'-"=~=e!_"'""""='-'-"-"""'-'-'"J EXHIBIT 
1ootf&g 
Sent: Thursday, July 17, 2014 1:29 PM 
To: =s-1.:c"'-!::;L=O'+~==-""'"' 
1 
Cc: Peter J. Smith; Ted Creason; Natosha Chason 
Subject: Wanooka accounting records 
Hi Terry, 
I have a few questions about the accounting records of Wanooka and am hopeful that you and l might have a 
chance to talk to resolve my questions. Obviously whether or not we speak directly is up to the attorneys 
copied on this email - so I am not asking, at this time, for a direct response from you, but I wanted to give 
everyone a "flavor" of what I am looking for .. 
Below is an overview of the items I am "struggling" with: 
1) The paper copies of working trial balances I have (apparently originating from an excel file) do not tie to 
the reviewed financial statements. 
a) The original 12/31/11 working trial balance does not reflect the income tax amounts shown in the reviewed 
financials 
b) I cannot find a corrected 12/31/11 working trial balance which supports the reissued 2011 reviewed 
financial statements 
c) I have a 12/31 /12 working trial balance for tax, but cannot find one for the reviewed financials. 
Are there additional sets of work papers or working trial balance(s) available? 
2) The QuickBooks files provided do not match up to the reviewed financial statements issued. Below is a 


































The QuickBooks files for Wanooka Farms, Inc. appear to go through July of 2011, which could explain part of 
the difference above? 
2 
I understood that the QuickBooks files were adjusted each year? Is there a set that would tie to the reviewed 
financials? Or a way to get them to match up? I would like to be able to break out the Farm vs. the Mill and 
reconcile those two divisions to the reviewed financials. 
3) I have a few other miscellaneous questions about the records, but nothing that probably needs any lead 
time to figure out. 
Peter and Ted, I will wait to hear from you guys on how we proceed. 
Dennis R. Reinstein, CPA/ABV, ASA, CVA 
University Plaza 
960 Broadway, Suite 415 
Boise, Idaho 83706 
Email = ='-"====,.:..=~==~ 
Voice = 208.345.2350 
Fax= 208.344.3019 
The information and documents transmitted by this message may contain confidential and privileged 
information. Any other distribution, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. If you received this message in 
error, please notify me immediately and delete the original. 
This message has been scanned for viruses 
and dangerous content by Lukins & Annis, P.S. 
NOTICE: This email may contain confidential or 
privileged material, and is intended solely 
for use by the above referenced recipient. Any 
review, copying, printing, disclosure, distri-
bution, or any other use, is strictly prohibited. 
If you are not the recipient, and believe that 
you have received this in error, please notify 
the sender and delete the copy you received. 
Thank You! 
3 






Hi Terry & Peter, 
Reinstein, Dennis [dennis@colesreinstein.com} 
Monday, July 21, 2014 10:58 AM 
terryeng@lycos.com; Peter J. Smith 
Natosha Chason; Ted Creason 
RE: W anooka accounting records 
Here's a rundown on my schedule for this week. 
I am thinking we should block out an hour. 
The times I am noting below are Pacific Time. 
Tuesday - afternoon open from 1 on 
Thursday - morning ok until 9:30, then afternoon after 1 :30 
Friday - day ok except between 10:30 and 1 :00 
Dennis R. Reinstein, CPAIABV, ASA, CVA 
University Plaza 
960 Broadway, Suite 415 
Boise, Idaho 83706 
Email = =:..:.:..;.:==~:c:..:::.:.;_:.:::c::,;:;;;.:;._::...-::,= 
Voice = 208.345.2350 
Fax = 208.344.3019 
The information and documents transmitted by this message may contain confidential and privileged 
information. Any other distribution, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. If you received this message in 
error, please notify me immediately and delete the original. 
From: Ted Creason [mailto:tedc@cmd-law.com] 
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2014 11:50 AM 
To: Peter J. Smith; Reinstein, Dennis; terryeng@lycos.com 
Cc: Natosha Chason 
Subject: RE: Wanooka accounting records 
All: 
You do not need to include me on the conference call. Please arrange it at a time convenient for you. Dennis if you are 
not able to find the data you need with Terry's help or they decide things you need are not in existence, let me know 
and !'I! see what! can do to work things out with Peter. 
Sincere 
Regards, 
Ted Creason EXHIBIT 
I 
1 
Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl PLLC 
1219 Idaho Street 
P.O. Drawer 835, Lewiston, ID 83501 
This email message may contain information that is privileged and/or confidential. The information contained in this email message is 
intended only for the use of the person to whom it is addressed. If the reader of this message is not (1) the intended recipient or (2) the 
employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or 
copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify us 
by telephone at and destroy the original message. Thank you. 
From: Peter J. Smith L'-'-'-'=='"''-'-===~==J 
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2014 9:57 AM 
To: 'Reinstein, Dennis'; =~~=~=""'-'-'-' 
Cc: Ted Creason; Natosha Chason 
Subject: RE: Wanooka accounting records 
All: 
I have no problem with Mr. Eng and Mr. Reinstein having a telephone conversation. However, I would like to listen in on 
the conference call. I assume if I listen in that Mr. Creason may also wish to listen in. 
My schedule is open for the next day or two so I can make any time that convenient work. 
Thanks, 
Peter 
From: Reinstein, Dennis Lmillf!:.Q_;Jd§ILIJJ;~gJ.~J~J'.§!lfili~illMIDJ 
Sent: Thursday, July 17, 2014 1:29 PM 
To: ra.-n,anrt,·rn 
Cc: Peter J. Smith; Ted Creason; Natosha Chason 
Subject: Wanooka accounting records 
Hi Terry, 
I have a few questions about the accounting records of Wanooka and am hopeful that you and I might have a 
chance to talk to resolve my questions. Obviously whether or not we speak directly is up to the attorneys 
copied on this email - so I am not asking, at this time, for a direct response from you, but I wanted to give 
everyone a "flavor" of what I am looking for .. 
Below is an overview of the items I am "struggling" with: 
1) The paper copies of working trial balances I have (apparently originating from an excel file) do not tie to 
the reviewed financial statements. 
a) The original 12/31/11 working triai balance does not reflect the income tax amounts shown in the reviewed 
financials 
b) I cannot find a corrected 12/31/11 working trial balance which supports the reissued 2011 reviewed 
financial statements 
2 
c) I have a 12/31/12 working triai balance for tax, but cannot find one for the reviewed financials. 
Are there additional sets of work papers or working trial balance(s) available? 
2) The QuickBooks files provided do not match up to the reviewed financial statements issued. Below is a 


































The QuickBooks files for Wanooka Farms, Inc. appear to go through July of 2011, which could explain part of 
the difference above? 
I understood that the QuickBooks files were adjusted each year? Is there a set that would tie to the reviewed 
financials? Or a way to get them to match up? I would like to be able to break out the Farm vs. the Mill and 
reconcile those tl..vo divisions to the reviewed financials. 
3) I have a few other miscellaneous questions about the records, but nothing that probably needs any lead 
time to figure out. 
Peter and Ted, I will wait to hear from you guys on how we proceed. 
Dennis R. Reinstein, CPPJABV, ASA, CVA 
University Plaza 
960 Broadway, Suite 415 
Boise, Idaho 83706 
Email = =====,.0:::.::.:,:.::-..:0=~'-=·'.:..' 
Voice = 208.345.2350 
Fax= 208.344.3019 
3 
The information and documents transmitted by this message may contain confidential and privileged 
information. Any other distribution, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. If you received this message in 
error, please notify me immediately and delete the original. 
This message has been scanned for viruses 
and dangerous content by Lukins & Annis, P.S. 
NOTICE: This email may contain confidential or 
privileged material, and is intended solely 
for use by the above referenced recipient. Any 
review, copying, printing, disclosure, distri-
bution, or any other use, is strictly prohibited. 
If you are not the recipient, and believe that 
you have received this in error, please notify 
the sender and delete the copy you received. 
Thank You! 
4 






Reinstein, Dennis [dennis@colesreinstein.com] 
Monday, July 21, 2014 11 :01 AM 
Peter J. Smith; Ted Creason 
Natosha Chason (nchason@cmd-law.com) 
FW: (autoresponse) RE: Wanooka accounting records 
I don't know if this went to all of you?? 
Dennis R. Reinstein, CPA/ABV, ASA, CVA 
-----Original Message-----
From: 
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2014 11:57 AM 
To: Reinstein, Dennis 
Subject: (autoresponse) RE: Wanooka accounting records 
I am on vacation until July 29, 2014. I will have limited access to my email. If I do not 











I'm on it. 
Peter J. Smith 
Monday, July 21, 2014 11 :02 AM 
Ted Creason 
Reinstein, Dennis; Natosha Chason 
Re: (autoresponse) RE: Wanooka accounting records 
On Jul 21, 2014, at 11:01 AM, "Ted Creason" <t edc@cmd -law. com> wrote: 
Dennis, I got that too. I have emailed Peter to see if he would be willing to try to track 




Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl PLLC 
1219 Idaho Street 
P.O. Drawer 835, Lewiston, ID 83501 
Phone 208-743-1516 
Fax 208-746-2231 
This email message may contain information that is privileged and/or confidential. The 
information contained in this email message is intended only for the use of the person to 
whom it is addressed. If the reader of this message is not (1) the intended recipient or (2) 
the employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, you are hereby 
notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify us 
by telephone at 208-743-1516, and destroy the original message. Thank you. 
-----Original Message-- - --
From: Reinstein, Dennis [mailto :dennis@colesrein_stein. f.Q!!!] 
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2014 11:01 AM 
To: Peter J. Smith; Ted Creason 
Cc: Natosha Chason (nchason@cmd-law.com ) 
Subject: FW: (autoresponse) RE: Wanooka accounting records 
I don't know if this went to all of you?? 
Dennis R. Reinstein, CPA/ABV, ASA, CVA 
-----Original Message-----
F rom: t er ryeng@lY.cos.com [ mail to: ter·_cyen_g@_!ycos_!.. COJD ] 
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2014 11:57 AM 
To: Reinstein, Dennis 
Subject: (autoresponse) RE: Wanooka accounting records 
I am on vacation until July 29, 2014. I will have limited access to my email. 
respond during my vacation, I will respond to your email when I return. 
Thanks, 
Terry Eng 










Reinstein, Dennis [dennis@colesreinstein.com] 
Monday, July 21, 2014 11 :06 AM 
Peter J. Smith; Ted Creason 
Natosha Chason 
RE: (autoresponse) RE: Wanooka accounting records 
My schedule is mostly open next week. If Terry doesn't have access to files, the call my be 
problematic? 
FYI 
Dennis R. Reinstein, CPA/ABV, ASA, CVA 
-----Original Message-----
From: Peter J. Smith [mailto:psmith@lukins.com] 
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2014 12:02 PM 
To: Ted Creason 
Cc: Reinstein, Dennis; Natosha Chason 
Subject: Re: (autoresponse) RE: Wanooka accounting records 
I'm on it. 
On Jul 21, 2014, at 11:01 AM, "Ted Creason" wrote: 
Dennis, I got that too. I have emailed Peter to see if he would be willing to try to track 




Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl PLLC 
1219 Idaho Street 
P.O. Drawer 835, Lewiston, ID 83501 
Phone 208-743-1516 
Fax 208-746-2231 
This email message may contain information that is privileged and/or confidential. The 
information contained in this email message is intended only for the use of the person to 
whom it is addressed. If the reader of this message is not (1) the intended recipient or (2) 
the employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, you are hereby 
notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify us 
by telephone at 208-743-1516, and destroy the original message. Thank you. 
-----Original Message-----
From: Reinstein, Dennis 
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2014 11:01 AM 
To: Peter J. Smith; Ted Creason 
Cc: Natosha Chason 
Subject: FW: (autoresponse) RE: Wanooka accounting records 
1 
EXHIBIT 
I don't know if this went to all of you?? 
Dennis R. Reinstein, CPA/ABV, ASA, CVA 
-----Original Message-----
From: 
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2014 11:57 AM 
To: Reinstein, Dennis 
Subject: (autoresponse) RE: Wanooka accounting records 
I am on vacation until July 29, 2014. I will have limited access to my email. If I do not 
respond during my vacation, I will respond to your email when I return. 
Thanks, 
Terry Eng 
This message has been scanned for viruses and dangerous content by Lukins & Annis, P.S. 
NOTICE: This email may contain confidential or privileged material, and is intended solely 
for use by the above referenced recipient. Any review, copying, printing, disclosure, distri-
bution, or any other use, is strictly prohibited. 
If you are not the recipient, and believe that you have received this in error, please notify 
the sender and delete the copy you received. 
Thank You! 
2 







Ted Creason [tedc@cmd-law.com] 
Monday, July 21, 2014 11: 16 AM 
Reinstein, Dennis; Peter J. Smith 
Natosha Chason 
RE: (autoresponse) RE: Wanooka accounting records 
I am sure Peter will do what he can to see if this can be accomplished this week. If it 




Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl PLLC 
1219 Idaho Street 
P.O. Drawer 835, Lewiston, ID 83501 
Phone 208-743-1516 
Fax 208-746-2231 
This email message may contain information that is privileged and/or confidential. The 
information contained in this email message is intended only for the use of the person to 
whom it is addressed. If the reader of this message is not (1) the intended recipient or (2) 
the employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, you are hereby 
notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify us 
by telephone at 208-743-1516, and destroy the original message. Thank you. 
-----Original Message-----
From: Reinstein, Dennis [mailto:dennis@colesreinstein.com] 
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2014 11:06 AM 
To: Peter J. Smith; Ted Creason 
Cc: Natosha Chason 
Subject: RE: (autoresponse) RE: Wanooka accounting records 
My schedule is mostly open next week. If Terry doesn't have access to files, the call my be 
problematic? 
FYI 
Dennis R. Reinstein, CPA/ABV, ASA, CVA 
-----Original Message-----
From: Peter J. Smith [mailto:psmith@lukins . com] 
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2014 12:02 PM 
To: Ted Creason 
Cc: Reinstein, Dennis; Natosha Chason 
Subject: Re: (autoresponse) RE: Wanooka accounting records 
I'm on it . EXHIBfT 
1
0~21 
On Jul 21, 2014, at 11:01 AM, "Ted Creason" wrote: 
Dennis, I got that too. I have emailed Peter to see if he would be willing to try to track 




Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl PLLC 
1219 Idaho Street 
P.O. Drawer 835, Lewiston, ID 83501 
Phone 208-743-1516 
Fax 208-746-2231 
This email message may contain information that is privileged and/or confidential. The 
information contained in this email message is intended only for the use of the person to 
whom it is addressed. If the reader of this message is not (1) the intended recipient or (2) 
the employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, you are hereby 
notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify us 
by telephone at 208-743-1516, and destroy the original message. Thank you. 
-----Original Message-----
From: Reinstein, Dennis 
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2014 11:01 AM 
To: Peter J. Smith; Ted Creason 
Cc: Natosha Chason 
Subject: FW: (autoresponse) RE: Wanooka accounting records 
I don't know if this went to all of you?? 
Dennis R. Reinstein, CPA/ABV, ASA, CVA 
-----Original 
From: 
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2014 11:57 AM 
To: Reinstein, Dennis 
Subject: (autoresponse) RE: Wanooka accounting records 
I am on vacation until July 29, 2014. I will have limited access to my email. If I do not 
respond during my vacation, I will respond to your email when I return. 
Thanks, 
Terry Eng 
This message has been scanned for viruses and dangerous content by Lukins & Annis, P.S. 
NOTICE: This email may contain confidential or privileged material, and is intended solely 
for use by the above referenced recipient. Any review, copying, printing, disclosure, distri-
bution, or any other use, is strictly prohibited. 
If you are not the recipient, and believe that you have received this in error, please notify 











Peter J. Smith 
Tuesday, July 22, 2014 11 :51 AM 
Ted Creason'; Reinstein, Dennis 
Natosha Chason; Kristine M. Scott; Lindsey R. Simon 
RE: (autoresponse) RE: Wanooka accounting records 
Our office followed up with Eng's office about reaching him. Evidently, he is off the grid until Thursday, July 31, 2014. I 
am not sure what we can do before then, but if you have any ideas, let me know. 
Peter 
PETER J. SMITH IV I Attorney at Law 
Lukins & Annis, PS I 601 E. Front Street, Suite 502 I Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
d 208/666-4108 I c 208/755-3277 I f 208/664-4125 
~ Please consider the environment before printing this email. 
-----Original Message-----
From: Ted Creason '"'-""'-'-'-':.':'..-'-'=="-=~-'-"'-'=:.::'..!..!.!' 
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2014 11:16 AM 
To: Reinstein, Dennis; Peter J. Smith 
Cc: Natosha Chason 
Subject: RE: (autoresponse) RE: Wanooka accounting records 
Dennis, 





Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl PLLC 
1219 Idaho Street 
P.O. Drawer 835, Lewiston, ID 83501 
Phone 208-743-1516 
Fax 208-746-2231 
This email message may contain information that is privileged and/or confidential. The information contained in this 
email message is intended only for the use of the person to whom it is addressed. If the reader of this message is not (1) 
the intended recipient or (2) the employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, you are hereby 
notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
EXHIBIT 
1 
this communication in error, please immediately notify us by telephone at 208-743-1516, and destroy the original 
message. Thank you. 
-----Original Message-----
From: Reinstein, Dennis [mailto:dennis@colesreinstein.comJ 
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2014 11:06 AM 
To: Peter J. Smith; Ted Creason 
Cc: Natosha Chason 
Subject: RE: (autoresponse) RE: Wanooka accounting records 
My schedule is mostly open next week. If Terry doesn't have access to files, the call my be problematic? 
FYI 
Dennis R. Reinstein, CPA/ABV, ASA, CVA 
-----Original Message-----
From: Peter J. Smith [mailto:psmith@lukins.com] 
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2014 12:02 PM 
To: Ted Creason 
Cc: Reinstein, Dennis; Natosha Chason 
Subject: Re: (autoresponse) RE: Wanooka accounting records 
I'm on it. 
On Jul 21, 2014, at 11:01 AM, "Ted Creason" <tedc@cmd-law.com> wrote: 
Dennis, I got that too. I have emailed Peter to see if he would be willing to try to track down Terry on his vacation and 




Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl PLLC 
1219 Idaho Street 
P.O. Drawer 835, Lewiston, ID 83501 
Phone 208-743-1516 
Fax 208-746-2231 
This email message may contain information that is privileged and/or confidential. The information contained in this 
email message is intended only for the use of the person to whom it is addressed. If the reader of this message is not (1) 
the intended recipient or (2) the employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, you are hereby 
notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this communication in error, please immediately notify us by telephone at 208-743-1516, and destroy the original 
message. Thank you. 
-----Original Message-----
From: Reinstein, Dennis [mailto:dennis@colesreinstein.com] 
2 
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2014 11:01 AM 
To: Peter J. Smith; Ted Creason 
Cc: Natosha Chason {nchason@cmd-law.com) 
Subject: FW: (autoresponse) RE: Wanooka accounting records 
I don't know if this went to all of you?? 
Dennis R. Reinstein, CPA/ABV, ASA, CVA 
-----Original Message-----
From: terryeng@lycos.com [mailto:terryeng@lycos.com] 
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2014 11:57 AM 
To: Reinstein, Dennis 
Subject: (autoresponse) RE: Wanooka accounting records 
I am on vacation until July 29, 2014. I will have limited access to my email. If I do not respond during my vacation, I will 
respond to your email when I return. 
Thanks, 
Terry Eng 
This message has been scanned for viruses and dangerous content by Lukins & Annis, P.S. 
NOTICE: This email may contain confidential or privileged material, and is intended solely for use by the above 
referenced recipient. Any review, copying, printing, disclosure, distri- bution, or any other use, is strictly prohibited. 
If you are not the recipient, and believe that you have received this in error, please notify the sender and delete the 
copy you received. 
Thank You! 
3 







Peter J. Smith 
Tuesday, July 22, 2014 11 :54 AM 
'Ted Creason' 
Natosha Chason; Lindsey R. Simon; Kristine M. Scott 
Expert Witness Report 
Can Reinstein at least provide a draft report prior to meeting with Eng? I think we need to clarify the date the report will 
be provided and when Wanooka Farm's rebuttal expert (if any) must provide a report. I don't think we will have any 
issues, but I want to make sure we are clear on our understanding. 
It may be best for you to prepare a simple motion for an order that I can review. 
Peter 
PETER J. SMITH IV I Attorney at Law 
Lukins & Annis, PS I 601 E. Front Street, Suite 502 I Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
d 208/666-4108 I c 208/755-3277 I f 208/664-4125 I llli.@Jykins.com I Filedrop 




IN DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOf\lD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF 
COURT MINUTES 
August 14, 2014, at 
Grangeville1 
District Judge Presiding: Michael J. Griffin 
Reporter: Sheryl Engler Tape: District 
Clerk: KathyJ 
Loren Wagner, et al 
Plaintiff(s), 
Wanooka Farms, et al, 
Defendant(s). 








Appearance for Defo::ndant: Peter Smith, Gary Amendola 
Subject of Proceedings: Motion to Vacate 
Case No. CV 
BE IT KNOWN, that the following proceedings were had, to-wit: 
4:30 Court addresses counsel 
Geidl argues in support of motion 
4:42 Court questions Geidl re: experts 
Geidl responds 
4:42 Smith argues in opposition to delay 
4:46 Court questions Smith re: experts 
Smith responds (2 experts) 
Smith discusses with the court 
4:47 Amendola responds to the court 
Court addresses counsel 
Geidl responds and discusses with the court 
4:48 Court responds to counsel re: continuance 
4:49 Geidl responds to the court 
8 
Geidl responds to re: dates 
4:51 Court questions Geidl 
Geidl responds to the court 
4:52 Court questions Smith 
Smith responds to the court 
4:53 Court questions counsel 
Smith responds 
4:54 Court questions Geidl 
Geidl responds to the court 
4:55 Court questions Smith 
Smith responds to the court 
4:56 Court questions Geidl re: trial calendar 
Geidl responds to the court 
4:57 Court questions Smith re: trial calendar 
Smith responds 
no 
Court questions Amendola re: trial calendar 
Amendola responds 
4:57 Court addresses counsel re: disclosures 
Court will move calendar and open up Oct 5th 
Counsel will be ready by then 
4:59 Court resets trial for October 6th in Moscow 
Court addresses counsel re: attempt to resolve 
5:00 Recess 
Signed: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNY OF LATAH 
) 
LOREN WAGNER; EENA LE WAGNER ) 
and GREGORY WAGNER, individually ) 
and as shareholders ofWANOOKA ) 
FARMS, INC., an Idaho Corporation, ) 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
RUSSELL WAGNER, STUART 
WAGNER, TOM WAGNER, and 
JEFF WAGNER, individually, and as 
officers, directors, and shareholders of 
W ANOOKA FARMS, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; and W ANOOKA FARMS, 
















CASE NO. CV 2013-1004 
ORDER CONTINUING TRIAL 
Trial in this matter shall commence at 9:00 am on Monday, October 6, 2014 in the Latah 
County Courthouse. 
Dated this ;;r ... .€l.ay of August, 2014. 
District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
of 
I, the undersigned Deputy Clerk of the above entitled Court, do hereby cert~£¥that a copy 
foregoing was mailed to, faxed to, or delivered by me on the / L' day of 
-.l..-'--~~""--"''-"---' 20-1i_, to: 
Theodore O. Creason 
Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl, PLLC 
121 9 Idaho Street 
P.O. Drawer 835 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Gary I. Amendola 
Amendola, Doty & Brumley, PLLC 
702 N. Fourth Street 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Peter J. Smith, IV 
Lukins & Annis, P .S. 
601 E. Front Avenue, Ste. 502 




Tod D. Geidl, ISBN: 5785 
Theodore 0. Creason, ISBN: 1563 
Creason, Moore & Dokken, PLLC 
1219 Idaho Street 
P.O. Drawer 835 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Telephone: (208) 743-1516 
Facsimile: (208)746-2231 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
! 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
LOREN WAGNER, DENA LEW AGNER, 
and GREGORY WAGNER, individually and 
as shareholders ofWANOOKA FARMS, 
INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
RUSSEL WAGNER, STUART WAGNER, 
TOM WAGNER, and JEFF WAGNER, 
individually and as officers, directors and 
shareholders ofWANOOKA FARMS, INC., 
an Idaho corporation; and W ANOOKA 
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation. 
Defendants. 
) Case No. CV 2013-1004 
) 
) 
) PLAINTIFFS' SUPPLEMENTAL 













The Plaintiffs, Loren Wagner, Dena Le Wagner, and Gregory Wagner, by and through 
their attorney of record, Tod D. Geidl of Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl, PLLC, submits their 
Supplemental Disclosure for Expert Witnesses as follows: 
PLAINTIFFS' SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE 
FOR EXPERT WITNESSES - Page 1 
Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl, PLLC 
P.O. Drawer 835, Lewiston, JD 83501 
(208) 743-1516; :Fax: (208) 746-2231 
Dennis R. Reinstein, CPA/ABV, ASA, CVa 
Coles Reinstein 
University Plaza 
960 Broadway, Ste 415 
Boise, ID 83706 
Mr. Reinstein will be asked to testify as to the correct statement of the financial condition 
of the lentil processing mill on December 31, 2011. Mr. Reinstein will also testify as to his 
professional opinion with respect to the valuation of the corporation, including its ongoing lentil 
processing business, on December 31, 2011. Mr. Reinstein is expected to opine on the value of 
the shares of the corporation that would have been distributed to the Plaintiffs on 
December 31, 2011, in exchange for their interests in W anooka Farms, Inc. Mr. Reinstein will 
also be asked to fonnulate an opinion on the loss to Wanooka Farms, Inc. resulting from 
shuttering the lentil processing mill. Mr. Reinstein may also be asked to calculate the damages 
to Loren Wagner resulting from his being relieved of his authority to operate the mill operation 
for the benefit of himself and the corporation. 
Mr. Reinstein will also be asked to testify as to the correct statement of the financial 
condition of the lentil processing mill on August 21, 2013, the date alleged by the Defendants to 
be the proper date for valuation. Mr. Reinstein will testify as to his professional opinion with 
respect to the valuation of the corporation, including its ongoing lentil processing business, as of 
August 21, 2013. Mr. Reinstein will opine on the value of the shares of the corporation that 
would have been distributed to the Plaintiffs on August 21, 2013, in exchange for their interests 
in Wanooka Farms, Inc. 
The Plaintiffs reserve the right to call as expert witnesses any of the witnesses identified 
by the Defendants. 
\ \ 
PLAINTIFJ;'S' SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE 
FOR EXPERT WITNESSES - Page 2 
Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl, PLLC 
P.O. Drawer 835, Lewiston, JD 83501 
(208) 743-1516; Fax: (208) 746-2231 
DATED this J8day of August, 2014. 
CREASON, MOORE, DOKKEN & GEIDL, PLLC 
PLAINTIFFS' SUPPLEMENT AL DISCLOSURE 
FOR EXPERT WITNESSES - Page 3 
Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl, PLLC 
P.O. Drawer 835, Lewiston, ID 83501 
(208) 743-1516; Fax: 746-2231 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this of August, 2014, a copy of the foregoing 
PLAINTIFFS' SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE OF EXPERT WITNESSES was served 
by the method indicated below and addressed to the following: 
Gary I. Amendola 
Amendola & Doty, PLLC 
702 North 4th 







__ FAX TRANSMISSION (208) 765-1046 
Peter Smith 
Lukins & Annis, P.S. 
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 502 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
-----,''4-
PLAINTIFFS' SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE 
FOR EXPERT .WITNESSES - Page 4 
VIA EMAIL (psmith@lukins.com) 




Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl, PLLC 
P.O. Drawer 835, Lewiston, ID 83501 
(208) 743-1516; Fax: (208) 746-22-31 
rom 09/23/701~ 15_15 
09/23/2014 10:30 2087551045 ADB PLLC 
PETER J. SMITH N, ISB #6997 
LINDSEY R. SIMON, ISB #7%6 
LUKINS&. ANNIS. P.S. 
601 E. FI'(JJ}1. Avenue, Suite S02 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 




Attorneys for Defendtmt W4MOhz Farms, Inc. 
TODD. OBlDL, 1SB #5785 
THEODORE 0. CREASON, ISB #1563 
SAMOBL T. CREASON, !SB# 8183 
CREASON, MOORE. DOKKEN & GEIDL. PLLC 
1219 ldaho Street 
P.O. Drawer 835 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Telephone: (208) 743-1516 
Facsimile: (208) 746-.2231 
Attonu:ysfor Plamtiffe 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TIIE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OFT.HE 
STATE OP IDAHO,° IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
LOREN WAGNER; DENA LE WAGNER; 
AND GREGORY WAGNER, individually nnd 
as s.hsreholders ofWANOOKA FARMS, INC., 
an Idaho corponrtion, 
V. 
RUSSEL WAGNER; STUART WAGNER; 
TOM WAGNER; AND JEFF WAGNER, 
individually and aB officas, directors and 
shareholders ofW ANOOKA FARMS, INC., 
an Idaho oorporation, and W ANOOKA 
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporetion, 
Defundan.ts. 
No: CV 2013-1004 
STIPULATION TO NUMBER OF 
SHARES HELD BY EAC6 
SHAREHOLDEROFWANOOKA 
FARMS,lNC. 
STIPULATION TO NUMBER OF SHARES HELD BY 





5 #150 P 002/003 
09/23/2014 10:30 2087551045 ADB PLLC PAGE 02/03 
Defendant W ANOOKA FARMS, INC. and Plainti.ffi LOREN W
AGNER, DENA LE 
WAGNER, and GREGORY W .AGNER, by and through their cou
nsel of recotd, hereby stipulate 
that the aha.res ofWanooka. Fanns, Inc. held by ~b sha.rebolder are as
 follows: 
Sef>~\oef 
DATED this -1.f_ day of~ 2014. 
LUK1NS & ANNIS, P.S. 
~s== 
Attorneys fOJ.' Def eodants . 
WANOOK.A FARMS, INC. 
AMENDOLA, DOTY & BRurvtLEY, 
PLLC 
se.f.4-a!rkr 
DATED this ..11_ day of~ 2014. 
CREASON, MOORE, DOKKEN & GEIDL, PLLC 
~
~~i'·"'-"-~1'-1 YI AMENDOLA. 
A for Defendants 
RUSSELL WAGNER, STUART 
WAGNER, TOM WAGNE'R. JEFF 
WAGNER 
STIPULATION TO NUMBER OF SHA.RES HELD BY
 
EACH SHARE.HOLDER OF W ANOOKA FARMS, INC.: 2 
-.i.1 m/14 
OD/23'?014 15:16 
09/23/2014 10:30 2087551046 ADB PLLC 
CERTIF,(CATE OF SER'flCE 
S,ef+. 
I hereby certify that on the 23 day of A~ 20I 4. I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to the 
following: 
Tod D. Geidl 0 
Theodore Creason D 
Smnuel T. Ctcaoon D 
Cresson, Moote, Dokken & Geidl PLLC D 
1219 Idaho St A 
P.O. Drawer 835 
LewiBton, ID 83501 
Oazy I. Amendola 
Amendola Doty & Brumley, PLLC 
7~ N. Fourth Street 
















q, _ _) ~ 
PETER J. SMITH N 
STIPULATION TO NUMBER OF SHARES HELD BY 





PETER J. SMITH IV, ISB# 6997 
LINDSEY R. SIMON, ISB# 7966 
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S. 
601 E. Front Avenue, Ste. 502 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
Telephone: (208) 667-0517 
Facsimile: (208) 664-4125 
Email: psmith@lukins.com 
lsimon@lukins.com 
Attorneys for Defendant Wanooka Farms, Inc. 
09/30/2014 11_46 #159 P.002/00B 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
LOREN WAGNER; DENA LEW AGNER; 
AND GREGORY WAGNER, individually and 
as shareholders ofWANOOKA FARMS, INC., 
an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
RUSSEL WAGNER; STUART WAGNER; 
TOM WAGNER; AND JEFF WAGNER, 
individually and as officers, directors and 
shareholders ofWANOOKA FARMS, INC., 
an Idaho corporation, and W ANOOKA 
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Defendants. 
NO. CV 2013-1004 
DEFENDANT W ANOOKA FARMS, 
INC. 'S WITNESS LIST 
W ANOOKA FARMS, INC. submits this list of witnesses it intends to call at trial on this 
matter scheduled for October 6-8, 2014. Wanooka Farms intends to call as a witness: 
DEFENDANT WANOOKA FARMS, INC. 'S WITNESS LIST: 1 
(J094Scn 1 9/29/14 
,,, rom: 09/:l0/2014 11.46 #159 P 003/008 
Russ Wagner Stuart Wagner 
c/o Gary Amendola c/o Gary Amendola 
702 N. 4th Street 702 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
(208) 664-8225 (208) 664-8225 
Tom Wagner Jeff Wagner 
c/o Gary Amendola c/o Gary Amendola 
702 N. 4th Street 702 N. 4th Street 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
(208) 664-8225 (208) 664-8225 
Loren Wagner Dena Le Wagner 
c/o Tod Geidl c/o Tod Geidl 
Theodore Creason Theodore Creason 
1219 Idaho Street 1219 Idaho Street 
Lewiston, ID 8350 I Lewiston, ID 83501 
(208) 743-1516 (208) 743-1516 
I 
Gregory Wagner Gary Wagner 
c/o Tod Geidl P.O. Box 233 
Theodore Creason 540 Frisbie Way 
l 219 Idaho Street Rockford, WA 99033 
Lewiston, ID 83501 (509) 291-5150 
(208) 743-1516 
I 
Theodore F.S. Rasmussen Kevin Wagner 
Attorney at Law 1288 Simmons Road 
South 1 12 Crosby Farmington, WA 99128 
P.O. Box 724 • (208) 268-2 l 03 
Tekoa, WA 99033 l 
' (509) 284-2332 ' 
Bruce Mills Tim Bruya 
American West Bank AmericanWest Bank 
147 North Broadway 147 North Broadway 
Tekoa, WA 99033 Tekoa, WA 99033 
(509) 284-5000 (509) 284-5000 
Dan Cadagan Terry D. Eng, CPA 
505 West Riverside Ave., #500 Kirkpatrick, Utgaard & Perry 
Spokane, WA 99201 223 Main Street 
(509) 744-3440 Colfax, WA 99111 
(509) 397-466] 
DEFENDANT WANOOKA FARMS, INC'S WITNESS LIST: 2 
0094S078 ; 9/29/l 4 
'From 09/30/2014 11 ;46 #159 P.004/008 
I 
Dean Brocke Jeremy Bunch 
c/o George F. Brock & Sons, Inc 213 North Grant Street 
P.O. Box 159 Moscow, ID 83843 
Kendrick, ID 83537 (54I) 367-4260 
(208) 289-4231 
Paul R. Hyde Bert Brocke 
c/o Peter J. Smith IV c/o George F. Brock & Sons, Inc. 
Lukins & Annis, P.S. P.O. Box 159 
601 E. Front A venue, Suite 502 Kendrick, ID 83537 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 (208) 289-4231 
(208) 666-4108 
Steve Druffel Dirk Hammond 
c/o Peter J. Smith IV c/o George F. Brock & Sons, Inc. 
Lukins & Annis, P.S. P.O. Box 159 
601 E. Front Avenue, Suite 502 Kendrick, ID 83537 




3237 18th Street 
Lewiston, ID83501 
Wanooka Fanns also reserves the right to call any of the witnesses identified by the 
Plaintiffs. 
DA TED this 29th day of September, 2014. 
~· <@_ 
By: _i_~_S_~-~----
PETER J. SMITH IV 
DEFENDANT W ANOOKA FARMS, INC. 'S WITNESS LIST: 3 
0094b(J7f I 9/29/14 
'F !Om; 09/30/2014 11 46 #159 P.005/008 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 29th day of September, 2014, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to the 
following: 
Tod Geidl D 
Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl PLLC D 
1219 ldaho St D 
P.O. Drawer 835 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Gary I. Amendola 
Amendola Doty & Brumley, PLLC 
702 N. Fourth Street 
















Telecopy (FAX) (208) 765-1046 
Electronic Mail 
PETER J. SMITH IV 
DEFENDANT WANOOKA FARMS, INC. 'S WITNESS LIST: 4 
uoo,,en 1 9/29/l 4 
rom 
PETER J. SMITH IV, ISB# 6997 
LINDSEY R. SIMON, ISB# 7966 
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S. 
60 I E. Front A venue, Ste. 502 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
Telephone: (208) 667-0517 
Facsimile: (208) 664-4125 
Email: psmith(cv,lukins.com 
lsimon@lukins.com 
Attorneys for Defendant Wanooka Farms, Inc. 
09/30/2014 11 :47 #159 p_()OG/008 
4 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
LOREN WAGNER; DENA LEW AGNER; 
AND GREGORY WAGNER, individually and 
as shareholders of W ANOOKA FARMS, INC., 
an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
RUSSEL WAGNER; STUART WAGNER; 
TOM WAGNER; AND JEFF WAGNER, 
individually and as officers, directors and 
shareholders ofWANOOKA FARMS, INC., 
an Idaho corporation, and W ANOOKA 
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Defendants. 
NO. CV 2013-1004 
DEFENDANT W ANOOKA FARMS, 
INC. 'S EXHIBIT LIST 
W ANOOKA FARMS, INC. submits this list of exhibits it intends to introduce at trial on 
this matter scheduled for October 6-8, 2014. 
DEFENDANT \VANOOKA FARMS, INC.'S EXHIBIT LIST: 1 
00%0'92 I 9/29/ I 4 
rom _ 09/30/2014 11 47 #159 p_Q(J7/00[l 
Exhibit Date Stipulation Objection Ruling Description 
I Number Offered 
A. Articles of Incorporation 
I 
B. I Amended Bylaws I 
C. 
' 
Articles of Amendment of the 
Articles of Incorporation 
D. Reviewed Financial Statements 
I 2003-2012 
E. Wanooka Fam1s Profit and Loss 
Statements 
F. Shareholders' Cross-Purchase 
Agreement and Termination 
Ballots 
G. ' Unsigned Agreement and Plan of I 
I Reorganization 
H. Hyde Business Appraisal 
1. Hyde Real Estate Appraisal 
J. Hyde Lentil Processing Plant 
Appraisal 
K. W anooka Appraisal Update June I 
28,2012 
L. Wanooka Appraisal September 
28,2007 
M. January 9, 2012 Idaho Examiner 
Comments Report (ISDA) 
N. January 9, 2012 12:18 PM Email 
from Jeremy Bunch 
0. Loren Wagner Job Application 
P. George F. Brocke & Sons 
Account Payable 
-~ 
Q. Bert Brocke and Loren Wagner 
Email Correspondence 
R. July 18, 2012 Letter to Growers 
S. 2003 Wanooka Farms Minutes 
T. 2004 Wanooka Farms Minutes 
u. 2007 Wanooka Farms Minutes 
V. 2009 Wanooka Farms Minutes 
W. 2010 Wanooka Farms Minutes J 
X. 2011 Wanooka Farms Minutes -
Y. I 2012 Wanooka Fanns Minutes 
Z. Emails to Terry Eng- Eng 
Worksheets 
AA. Email from Loren Wagner to Ted 
Creason re Terry Eng 
! 
DEFENDANT WANOOKA FARMS, INC.'S EXHIBIT LIST: 2 
"From. 09/30/2014 11 :47 #159 P.008/008 
BB. American West Bank documents 
with copy ofbank·statements 
cc. Russ Wagner emails to Wagner 
brothers 
DD. Wagner Plaintiffs' Answers to 
Wanooka Fanns First Set of 
Discovery and Plaintiff Loren 
Wagner's Supplemental Answers 
I to Discovery Requests 
DATED this 29th day of September, 2014. 
By: '?-:?S 
PETER J. SMITH 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 29th day of September, 2014, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to the 
following: 
Tod Geidl D 
Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl PLLC D 
1219 Idaho St D 
P.O. Drawer 835 D 
Lewiston, ID 83501 )el 
Gary I. Amendol.a 
Amendola Doty & Brumley, PLLC 
702 N. Fourth Street 














Telecopy (FAX) (208) 765- 1046 
Electronic Mail 
PETEk J. SMITH IV 
DEFENDANT WANOOKA FARMS, fNC.'S EXHIBIT LIST: 3 
(lf)90'.J~9:' I 9/29/14 
rom: IU/UI/C.Ul"'I IL:-5t:J fl I OU I. UUL / uu.::_-, 
PETER J. SMITH IV, ISB# 6997 
LINDSEY R. SIMON, ISB# 7966 
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S. 
601 E. Front Avenue, Ste. 502 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
Telephone: (208) 667-0517 
Facsimile: (208) 664-4125 
Email: psmith(@,lukins.com 
lsimon@Iukins.com 
Attorneys for Defendant Wanooka Fanns, Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
LOREN WAGNER; DENA LEW AGNER; 
AND GREGORY WAGNER, individually and 
as shareholders ofWANOOKA FARMS, INC., 
an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
RUSSEL WAGNER; STUART WAGNER; 
TOM WAGNER; AND JEFF WAGNER, 
individually and as officers, directors and 
shareholders ofWANOOKA FARMS, INC., 
an Idaho corporation, and WANOOKA 
FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Defendants. 
NO. CV 2013-1004 
DEFENDANT W ANOOKA FARMS, 
INC. 'S AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST 
48 
W ANOOKA FARMS, INC submits this list of exhibits it intends to introduce at trial on 
this matter scheduled for October 6-8, 2014. 
DEFENDANT WANOOKA FARMS, INC.'S AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST: 1 
ooso0,s21 I 0/ I /14 
From 10/01/2014 12 36 #160 P.00.3/00~, 
Exhibit Date Stipulation Objection Ruling Description 
Number Offered 
A. Articles of Incorporation 
B. Amended Bylaws 
C. Articles of Amendment of the 
Articles of Incorporation 
D. Reviewed Financial Statements 
2003-2012 -
E. Wanooka Fanns Profit and Loss 
Statements 
F. Shareholders' Cross-Purchase 
Agreement and Termination 
Ballots 
G. Unsigned Agreement and Plan of 
I Reorganization 
H. Hyde Business Appraisal 
I. Hyde Real Estate Appraisal 
J. Hyde Lentil Processing Plant 
Appraisal 
K. Wanooka Appraisal Update June 
28,2012 
L. Wanooka Appraisal September 
28,2007 
M. January 9, 2012 Idaho Examiner 
Comments Report (ISDA) 
N. January 9, 2012 12:18 PM Email 
from Jeremy Bunch 
I 0. Loren Wagner Job Application 
P. George F. Brocke & Sons 
Account Payable 
Q. Be1i Brocke and Loren Wagner 
Email Correspondence 
~·--
R. July 18, 2012 Letter to Growers 
S. 2003 Wanooka Farms Minutes 
T. 2004 Wanooka Farms Minutes 
U. 2007 Wanooka Farms Minutes 
·--
V. 2009 Wanooka Farms Minutes 
W. 2010 Wanooka Fam1s Minutes 
X. 2011 Wanooka Farms Minutes 
Y. I 2012 Wanooka Fanns Minutes 
7 Emails to Terry" E:ng- Eng I L.,. 
Worksheets 
Email from Loren Wagner to Ted 
Eng i 
i I 
DEFENDANT WANOOKA FARMS. INC."S AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST: 2 
11()9003921 10/1/14 
From. 10/01/2014 12.37 #160 F'.004/005 
BB. American West Bank documents 
. with copy of bank statements 
I cc. \ Russ Wagner emails to Wagner · brothers . 
DD. Wagner Plaintiffs' Answers to 
Wanooka Farms First Set of 
Discovery and Plaintiff Loren 
Wagner's Supplemental Answers 
to Discovery Requests 
EE. Hyde Business Appraisal of 
Wanooka Fanns, Inc. as 
of December 31, 2011 and 
August 21, 2013 
FF. Hyde Business Appraisal of 
Wanooka Farms Lentil 
Processing as 
of December 31, 2011 and 
August 21, 2013 
DATED this 1st day of October, 201 . 
DEFENDANT WANOOKA FARMS, INC.'S AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST: 3 
00900,n I I Oil/ 14 
From. 10/01/2014 12 37 #160 P.006/005 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby ce1tify that on the 1st day of October, 2014, I caused to be served a true and 
coffect copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to the 
following: 
Tod Geid] 
Creason, Moore, Dokken & Geidl PLLC D 
1219 Idaho St D 
P.O. Drawer 835 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Gary I. Amendola 
Amendola Doty & Brumley, PLLC 
702 N. Fourth Street 















Telecopy (FAX) (208) 765-1046 
Electronic Mail 
,~::elllilllrt.a....:: s s -· 
PETER J. SMITH IV 
DEFENDANT WANOOKA FARMS. INc.·s AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST: 4 
r,(J90<>'9c I l Oil iJ 4 
